Blue-Jacket's Pets.

I
A New Hampshire

l*y Mason

<

Blue-jackets as her majesty’s sailors arc
sometimes styled, are passionately fond of
pets. They must have something to love,
it it be hut a woolv headed
nigger-bov, -or
a cockroach in a ’bacev-bo\
Little nigger

Vineyard.
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boys, indeed, may

often be found on board
man-o’-war asthe reigning pets. Young
niggers are precious. Of this kind was
one I remember, little
Freezing-powder.-,
as black as
midnight, and shining all over,
like a billiard-ball, with his round. curb
head and pleasant, pimply face. Freezingpowders soon became a general favorite
lli- master, our ma| both fore and ait
tec passed some time in
endeavoring to
discover and obliterate anv blood which rine-officer, picked him up somewhere on
tile west coast ; and, although only nine
might remain of the murder. Then, in
tim awful stillness and solemnity of the years of age, before lie was four months
in tlie
ship, in- could -peak good Fugli-li.
night, lie sat down in tlie room adjoining
the closet w here hung the bruised body <7t was a perfect little gymnast, and knew ns
his dead wife, and remained there an hour niany trick- and capers as the cook and
Snowball was another 1 knew,
or more till the
morning came. Such is monkey.
but Snowball took to rum at an earlv
tiie confession of the murderer, bast
age
night
Pattee was kept at Plymouth and this lo-t caste, became dissipated, and a gambler.
and
tied
to
his native junkie
finally
morning he was taken to Laconia on the
.lock, ot our was -cal ot tender vein s,
ears.
From the station lie was carried to
who
for
mart* months retained the'affecthe office of Coroner Vaughan, an excited
crowd following, the persons expressing tions of all hands, until washed overboard
in a
gale of wind. This creature’s time on
the opinion that he
ought to be lynched!
He was detained at the Coroner's office till board was fully occupied in a daily round
the proper papers had been made out, al- of duty, pleasure, and labor, lli- tint\
consisted in eating seven meals a day, and
ter which lie was
formally arrested by
Sheriff Batcheldor. Pattee sent for ('olonel bathing in a tub after each; Ids pleasure
to lie on his side on the quarter deck, and
hippie, who came immediately to the be scratched and
petted : while his ] *bor
Coroner's office and said that he would act
consisted of eeasele-slv endeavoring to enas counsel, for the
prisoner. Pattee was
a certain scupper-hole
ullicicntiy to
arraigned before Justice Vaughan, and large hi
escape to hi- nnth c ocean How
waiving an examination was hound over permit
to the Supreme Judicial Court and com- indefatigalily lie used to work, dav bydav
and ho ir after hour, scraping on ihe iron,
mitted to jail in Laconia.
iirsl with one dipper, then another then
Mrs. Pattee lin^ lived for mam years in
!h. lion--1 where lu r death bad occurred. poking his no.o in to measure the iv-ult
I lie homestead i- about a mile fuun the with his withkered face ! lie kept the
hole bright and clear, but did not sensihh
village of Ashland. It is located in a
it, at least to human ken. dock
picturesque portion of the {own, and the enlarge
house itself is a very pleasant one, while successor or that ship was a youthful he ir
ot Arctic nativity.
He wasn't a
ice pd.
stretching away from it are fertile acres of He took all
\ ui
gave liim. and wanted t"
the lai’in.
Mrs. Pattee had lived then’
since her marriage, many years ago, with eat your hand as well, but he never said.
1 hank you,
ami permitted no familiarher first husband, l)r. Jackson, she was
When lie took his walks abroad,
about sixty years old at the time of her ity
death, Her first marriage had been fruit- which ln> did even morning', although he
Ini in uomostic happiness amt rompetoncy never went out ot hi road for a row. he
had fallen lo her lot. 1 ter character was walked straight ahead with his nose downwithout tile shadow of reproach, and -lie ward, growling, ami gnawed and lore
everything that touched him- aot at all a
was respected liv the entire eoninnui tv.
\\ illiani S. I’attee is nearly of tin- same pet worth being troubled with
Did the reader ever hear of the sailor
age as tin- deceased, who was ids third who
tamed the cockroach
Web, ihi
will
lie is a native oftirat'ton county
man I was shipmate with.
II. built a little
and hi' occupation, up to his last marriage,
was that of a strolling’ clock cleaner,
i I is cage,with a little kennel in the corner of it,
for his unsavory pet. ind he
reputation lias been a doubtful one for expressly
a
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Glimpses of English Farming.

XV ayfarers.

Wo made the

'l'lie wax i' long, my darling,
Fin road is rougli and steep.
And fast across tin* evening sky
I
"<* Hie shadows
sweep.
Hut. oh! my love, my darling.
No ill to us can come.
No terror turn iis from the path.
For we are goimr home.

journey between Liverpool ami London. 200 miles, in b hourin in
; and lb minutes, including stops.
other country does one travel so Cast as in
!
Lngland. nor so safely. The reasons are,
the roads are well built, have double track
and highways and railways never cross
■•noli other on the same level. They must
"idler pass over or under each other. So
T; r tarn, n ii..
d,.- huh vn- there is little
danger of collision
at>n
Now take a seal beside me. and we will
\\ li tl I .ik< r iia
N|
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a. res delalk as we ride.
You will notice the high
■«
(til! in id el .1 !
•_
ael'f'.
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cultivation of the country as we proceed
'•
•..
1 Mind iili.i .1 w ord. i a la.r
All Kngland is a great garden. Land i
: !r
Uielli.nl -I till are :. iM1 'tte- worth KliM' to sibou an acre. Fields are
I ight v e i■ ago the field \\> fenred
generally small, most of them front b to
I-in. n i- id- <d barn ! P1 acres.
pasture
I he crops look well. The n-aw.
-pre-id on md son is about a month behind llieldand
I ’hi* e.
dr.-"in;, the < oimty. Ohio. The wheat is just begin*'
e.-:\ ed
..
a
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a-he*ning to grow yellow. I'he having is not
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ea. i.
1 he
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Ash I ke> were set it was \er\
bright an hour ago!" Ye-, 1
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aN and and it w ill lie
|»r*•]••
very bright two or three
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:i._ w l
; r.•
These tme-before
Never go out without
night.
a*'-■
k
in-aware and
tour
umbrella.
An Knglish
proverb
o.l !iit-;r.:nv. run-:
’'fake your umbrella when the
>1
nd
to. m
i:
let ! owl ..f tile
un shines ; when it rains do as
you like.
o..
'or

A »»ur feet are tired my darling—
■v* > tired, tin* tender feet:
l»n? think, w hen we are there at la-t.
Mow sweet the rest! how sweet!
For lo! the lamps are lighted,
And oiidcr gleaming dome,
Ih-foi*.* ns shining like a star.
shall guide our footsteps home.

■■

*'

the tlowers we gathered
in tin* morn:
And on v>«* go with empty hand'-.
Ami garments .soiled and worn.
Foil. -ili! Idle dear All Father
Will out to meet us mine.
And fairer ilowei an I whiter robes
l lieiv w ait for its at home.
We've lost
S » early

..

..

•.v

cold. m\ lo\ <*. and famishe.!.
Art faint and sore athirst ?
lie patient yet a little while.
Vnd jo\ous as at lir-t:
F.w. oh ! the sun sets ne\ er
W ithin that land of bloom.
And thou shall eat tin* bread of life
And drink life's wine -it home.
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And
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nothing

apple on-hards scarcely.
the country for apples.
You'll see a stalk now and

'The wind blows cold. m\ darling.
Aibwii tin* mountain strep,
\ml thick across iin* evening sk\
The darkening shadows creep:
Hut. oh ! my loxe pass onward.
\\ hafi-v i• r rials conn*.
I*or in the w ay the Father '<*1
\\
w <* are going home.

tlower garden ns a curiosity
'Flint most majestic of all
will miss c\ cry where here \ mi

more.

crops y on
will see wheat,

barley, mils, potatoes, tnr
ii!pbeets, rutabagas, peas,-—and w ha!
are those
I hey stand about two feet high
a
single stalk—unlike anything in Ohio.
I 'hey are a species of beans.-large and
Mat
I have seen them in tlower gardens

at home.
then- i-

Guilty,

And that red blossom, of which
my riad in a single Held, making it pi-l b etly glorious in the distance.—
they an- weeds, showing neglected eultialien—wild red poppies!
Yon will not fail to notice the hay .-tacks.
! he side- -o plumb, the corners s,, -,|uare.
a

the lop .-o regular, and covered with a
I hatched roof, to protect the hay from thine! climate
For it rains more than 'Mo
times a year here, probably more than
twice that.
They build their hay .-lacks,
we would imagine, with a plane, a level,
and a stjuare.
1 OH will see some good
-nitlitiildiiigs. with thatched roofs no betthan those covering the -tack-.
An Uncriean is attracted by the lieautiled roads he sees everywhere. Thi- is an
"id country.
They have burned coal for
ter

generations, and

the refuse coal is
material for roads.

Yml

ov

not

Guilty/

iiiiltx nr not guilty ?
Xu legal acumen eau make it clear.
Xu jury dare deride
God only in llis
inlinilr wisdom knows whether l'onahl
McShcelev was guilty, or not guilty,
lint
it is a strange, a thrilling story, and as
It is
true a-it is strange and startling.
tilled u itli my stery and destiny.
Von shall
hear Itoxx it all h,a]>]>ened.
A lieautit'ul
fixer. Iiroken here and there by mo.ssx
w aterfalls, w inds through a pleasant tuxvu.
Along the bank of the river stretches
a railroad, whose ponderous trains pass
and repass main times a day. In a grassy
meadow, perhaps ten roils back from the
railroad track, stands a tine farmhouse
against a background of green hills and
blue she.
Farmer lirady lived here, lie
well |o do. prosperous farmer, of
xvas a
Scotch descent. 1 ie had a xvife and several
children. IF had a little boy three years
old. xx it!i blue eyes and curly hair. He
Was tlie jewel of the household.
Xever
was a little boy more beautiful, never one
more, loving and lux aide.
It is perilous li ing so near a railroad.
Little children are sometimes surprised by
tile swiftly iiiuwng trains.
Sometimes
tin y are paralyzed by the ponderous engine- I In iiidei i iig doxvn upon them, and
are
ground up beneath the merciless
wheels; sometimes iii pleasant weather
they wander on the track, lie down, fall
asleep and never w akcti.
He had
Farmer lirady knew all this.
It had been a source
known it for years
lint liisoxv
and
of great anxiety to him.
iii- wife's watchful eyes had saved them
from any such calamity.
Tin children
had all grown up to years of discretion,
axe
little Hubert, Iii darling, lie too
i

good

will observe that all the houseti'e
brick.
Not a frame liou-e between
Liverpool and London. And lew of stone.
I'lii* brick.- are generally a third thicker
than ours, and for that reason do not look
> well.
We are now dying past a hrickAnd the tom that an-drying, preparatory to going into the kiln, are thatched over to keep them from the rain.
Tin* great crop of Lngland is grass, and
the cattle and sheep show that it i- good.
veil

I he business of tin* country is grazing.
1
m \er. till
to-day. saw a whole flock ot
black -hccp, and it was of a very respectable -i/e
And a herd of black cattle, jet
bck, without a -poi of any other color
•x
that 1 could see, riding-Hi miles an hour.
I'crhap- it' the cattle had turned around 1
might have found one !
ion i,
old enough to comprehend
Would
'hie'.- lirst day in Lngland will impress tie d.in-ei’, and then all
anxiety would
pe
l:
him with the beauty of the country every- cease.
_•
p.
W
U
e
«•!
! 11: i. pea'll 1 IV
tine.
where.
A fellow-traveller said. a- we
It was in the month of,July.
Farmer
id\ a pari *f them 1 ••• -iir■ \ el. in- r e than
hew near to London:
“This ride more IF nix xx a doinghie haying ill the meadow
\ .*11 e_f
!
file * ire! *.| ; than
lo w
pay- tor all the s«*a-sickneThe li. ld wliei'i lie was ;u work was on
e
Mrs \\ llll liiin ill- 11 -1 ! M ! | >.
\ -J'l'ea I
miles of fence, many mile- of heamilui tin*
opposite side of the railroad, between
-e
r
-a
iveare
ou
•
hour.
Si.me
of
hedges, lly past y
There was rising
tin* i rack and tin* river.
very
ui
hi:-- i I a •' V e-1.
the hedge-are trimmed and trained iue>.
groijM between Idm and the house, so
Ii.i- m-IitJeina!: latried pi-eield- • juisite taste.
tint lie could not see the track where it
»
11 a
-11 -_i'
a;
lid* '.
I'm It
[here is a home-life in Lngland -ueh a
passed in front ol' the buildings. Farmer
<mu trout
i- found in tew countrie- beside
The
it'inly had eaten h'n dinner that day. and
i |on-M
! Ilev
ll it- ate.; < *n: ami 1
real drawback i- the law of entail,
L— wa
preparing r go to Ids work As lie
•ir:-!i> <1 lately a .id two .a* t!; i*.
inehes lute- de etaid with the lir-i born.
l’he
passed out a.I the door In* took little
a li«'ll the
ie
i.e
I. *_r
i;
a
t
d
and
I
!.aii\
i'j.
men who till the soil do not own ii
j
There Koheil ;p in his arms and kissed him.
uwm r‘s
iii'ie- won* Inst mneii t-t
i little land for sale
The tin mer rent at Little Holier! twilled ids arms around ids
i
•
r
1
Wf
A<
rt’.-re <1 nidi
v
tin deea\
i_r
>:’b an acre, and uevei expect-to have a father'• neck and returned, 1 In- kiss,
it
If .'
iVee-hohl of his own. h was Ihekcii-. 1 xx as tin- last time !
--"e 1 h a;
h- W raid
1 s.
ii hi do!i:.
believe, who said: “Some people t-aine
Wlirii I’.iniii’i 1 irmly -at little Hubert
l a all Ulilhilin^i -nppl\ nl |»t;re waler
over "•'///
William the ('omjueror. and ilmvii. something impelled him In turn to
I
h lfh
hi- li-ll | O -11 1
1 i
de-el-', e- to -oiiie ame over n'Uhtwt him. and the t >i
"I never lee! easy when
liis wile 11111 s: I y :
«;iV e It.
mer have
gut all the land.” l»ut some day I :iiu awav. You know what an awlitl
W
are
*u-lrain* <1 I • make
remarl; thi- law of primogeniture will go down
thing il would be il Holier! should get oil
tv
*a
that \e\ed i|lie-lanil
-])t>e- with a crash, and the
Lnglish nation will till- track, keep your eyes on him. and
Her-- i- .: mail Irina
who he delivered from a
min«r pay
Lev. do not let liim go out for a moment."
great thraldom.
'-an I*--- than a -r< *re of a
ars ai’<» with
L 1'. LairJicld.
Mr- Brady promised to do so. and the
eve:,
tnu
!•>
lelni-t
liealth.
make
eapitai.
farmer went to his work.
it a worn ail r* »<-ky farm.
1 le
Small Cows and Rich Milk.
Donald AlcSheeley was the engineer of
•
made hi- fortune.
While mher men
That day he run down
Ill a recent address before (lie Vermont the freight train.
•
li.
;i/e ! In ||M- }»I: M i id.
\\ Idle
The next day he was to run up,
man's association, Alexander llvde tiie river.
dairy
ther
.-rho-ity ha< deeiaivd farming did said
t wo hour- after dinner the train of titty
-As -i general rule it may lie -tai•’
iii' tjiiiei pint ■!, !:
pay
[»i .\ ed it did. l'd that small cows
laden freight ears came thundera milk richer in
heavily
give
\ t-iHie
iaii-1 Imvoui*' saluraletl
with
down the \ alley
eream than that front
Opposite Brady's
Thus
ing
cows.
larger
‘tern idea- if lie w <»uid make leiekle am!
The
ii was descending grade.
the little Jersey gives a more creamy milk lioit-i
1 hi.meet a! 11ll* end of tile \ ea
was hidden
than the large Durham—indeed, ordinary lion
by a curve until the
nin-i
u-ed it. m. i.. Ik. t.»n 1 »\
lam*
As the
milk of a Jersey is about equal ill ibis re- tiain wa- within a hundred rods.
1
lilt \ y am a::.-.
It don't pay to *ii.
-w
ept round the curve Donald ALc•perl to much that is sold in our city as train
"
\\
rail tlheller
X )W tlitav
.Mr. J. M. Mackie, of (Ircai Sliei’ley -aw a child mi the track, opposite
eream.
it'd farmer.- :ill over \ew 1 Iainp- pure
\ shrill alarm w histle startled
Harrington, Mass., in whose word we the house
< .m* intn I'rmu
-'It*' ha\.
n -1
tleparled
can
Hushing to
that lie farmer Brady at his work.
oonlidenee,
place
implicit
says
«*
routine of their pmamlfather's farminjr.
lias one Jersey whoso milk is by actual the brinv of the little declivity lie threw
•
'a
v.. aen <-l t
tt| eoill, a- many p<*tatoein the air and shrieked
test
per cent, cream, and that from his arms wildly
:t« 1
.1 pit
•-1 irraili et»n-iitule the elirrilive quarts of Jersey iniik he can make aloud: -Ah tiod' Hnhcrt is on the track !*’
ultitn
New prineiph ha .e been infused
"lie
The small Kerry
Fifty heavily laden freight ears are not
pound of butter
it., every other \ oeat’nai
The farmer reI’he steam w as reversed,
is said to lie equal to the Jersey in its easily -lopped.
main.- impnrv i.»uI- i; not tiim for the
eream
and the smaller ltrittany cverv break was applied, but the train
product,
V \ } 1 a«r!;,|jd *:irme;-to lo.*k fn*»nie new
The brave
owlet lor the kiue of iirittany hardly 1 <■- still thundered on, on. on!
hi w
t-r new
ipplii
■erte the name of cows, as they arc only
engineer rail out on the engine at the
me- of a j-rieultural
I**.him
to
indr-try
■-'il to In inches in height—is claimed to peril of his life, and -trove to save the
nte;- upon
Va-hiiM ’1 eleirraph
produce milk richer in eream than that of child. It was all in vain. The merciless
I lie Jersey or lurry.
On the oilier hand wheels rolled on their way. No one
Use of Mack.
the large Durham are not remarkable for would hate dreamed that the mangled,
so
tenderly borne into the
quantity or quality of their milk though shapeless mass train
.timers on small larms^oltm. iin< 1 ii
had passed was little
home alter the
ilt'i* nit to ke.-p tin- fertility of tiie soil. there are some strains of Durham blood
Hubert Brady, tile beautiful, blue-eyed,
furnish
and
the
milkers;
able
t"
uuifortfdy
good
rlli
stock
t<>
being
keep
High
eikc iii;tnmv
large Dutch cattle, while giving an abun- curly-headed boy, the light of whose life
l ie
Mine 1'arnu is buv
From that moment
dance of milk, are rather famou-as cheese had gone out forever.
Could
tin 11 tii ’.-l ii hi was on every tongue.
than
butter
The
Avrshires,
1 ii.'t ! Ii
mink of t li-j
"\va
producers.
mps ami
have stopped the train
Donald
which
area medium between
AlcSheeley
and
vrr bed", if judieimish
large
applied, would small
in season to sat e the child? If lie could
cows, furnish also a milk which is
.if
I
•really add to tin* ti*rlilit \ ol tin
have done it, yet failed to, was he not a
to
tlie
for
both
butlrrand
i• -«i Um-c
average
experiments with it la>t season, billy up In
Was Donald AteSheeiev a
lioeso.
the latter constituent we are murderer?
tbrer different cropclover, wheat
murderer ? Was he guilty, or not guilty ?
Lin.
dilf< rent kind- of inclined to think the Ayrshire milk is
potatoes—on tin.
This w as the all absorbing i|UCstion, not
above I he average. I Vrhaps we ought I, > sax
oil.
1 lie clover grew on light,
windy
but of public
I in* field was summer fallowed l here that the difference between Jersey only of private conversation
•all!
ami Ayrcshire milk is not so great inlrin- journals.
vv ln*al two
.i"' 'ii" 1m to re. and received
The train moved or. toils destination.
f w \ eonl
f lnni-\ ard inaiim e.
sically as apparently. Jersey milk lias a
I
-I
emulsion, that is, the eream rises No one knows what was in the heart of
good
I
ait
tinin
the
•firing picked
po.-iv-t -trip
ipidlv and easily. In this respect il is Donald AleSheelev at that hour. This
acid, ami too-dres-rd it with nna-k at the
like men of fluent speech. They can tell eau only he conjectured from what folHe of fort\ load"
tin .nr.I he result
lowed.
Two days after little Robert
wonderful
Thru "trip, in compnri- all they know, and sometimes pass for
more
body was laid away.
'. w ith tin- re<t of the field, \ iehled one
knowledge than they are worth. Brady's
The little ettrley head, the little arms that
•n more to the aer
l’ln- wheat grew The eream of Ayrcshire milk is more slow
in rising, and seldom rises perfectly, so twined so lovingly around the father's
.«
11
gravelly loam, flic lield waspro•ore»l ir* a summer tallow tin- year before, that if a pan of Jersey skim milk is com- nock, were hid away in the darkness and
Think ye that little Robert’s
.mi received a In avv dim-sing of baru- pared w ilii Ayrshire skint milk the former silence.
is hid away with the mangled body,
ard manure
all except ball' an acre, on I- w atery and innutritions, having parted spirit
with its eream, while the latter is white waiting in unconsciousness to be restored
■'kieh J w enty i * ad" of mink wriv
-pread. and
valuable from the eream and casein to the reorganized body ? Or has it llown
Hi* ~i raw on this spot grew st
and
ronger
which il contains. As the virtue of milk where it walks in new beauty and rejoices
dihie] than on -ay otln-r
of
tin*
part
a new
so far as muscle
body that can never feel the
I
I had iioeliane--.it
forming is concerned, is in
comparing the
No pen can
rain
The potatoes w ere planted on a concentrated in the casein, Ayrshire milk touch of pain and decay?
the anguish of farmer Brady’s
is
picture
to
Irx 1 mest< ne shah
Th*.• e that received
intrinsically fully equal
Jersey.
household. How it occurred that little
muck were large anil dry, with very few
Robert stole out so mysteriously and was
Take
Tomato
C'atsit*.
tomatoes
• mil
uies. while tin* potatoes on the rest
ripe
sufficient to allow you not discovered until it was too late will
ami seald them
tin* field wa re «.t poor
ijualit\ and too to take oft' the just
skin, then let them stand never be known.
mail
r
market purposes. To
prepare lor a
From that hour farmer Brady' could not
rne k
day covered with salt; strain them
properly, it "In.old be hauled out of
in his mind the oft rethoroughly to remove the seeds. Then to help revolving
in tin*
>•
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mangled

swamp
spring, piled on a dry
*«:<•>!]. an* mixed with a liberal supply of every two quarts add three ounces of’
(doves, two of black pepper, ttvo of nutije. ashes and common salt.
megs and a very little cayenne pepper,
'''mug lie summer it should lx-11■ rn<*iI with
a little salt.
Boil the liquor lor half
"• **r two ur throe
times, until thoroughlv
pulverized and till1 compost completed an hour, and then let it cool and settle.
mixed
Um ii to the act ion of the frost Add a pint of the best eider vinegar, alter
during tin- winter, and appiv to tite land which bottle it. corking and sealing tightui the
Keep in a cool place.
fanner ly.

spring

tliat
value

hvery intelligent
li,,ui.t manures

the
than

iterated question, was Donald MeSlieeley
guilty of the murder of his boy? The
story was told in the papers far and near,
and the startling question everywhere
raised was lie guilty, or not guilty?
A week passed and farmer Brady obtained no satisfactory answer to the question. lie began to believe that Donald

AleSheelev had not tried to save the child,
lie fancied that his climbing out on the
engine was merely pretence. No, he did
A few such
not. intend to save the child.
examples would learn people to keep their
children off the track. Kngineers could
not stop the trains for everybody’s children.
So farmer Brady reasoned and believed.
It was impossible lor him to understand
the awful momentum of fifty heavily laden

quin ami

He was not a
firm. He wanted
justice—exact justice—nothing mure. If
j his child had been murdered lie felt that
I the public ,-hould know it. and the unir! derer be puni-lied for the deed, it was an
extremely wet season. There had been a
I succession of long, heavy rains, livery
j stream was swollen bank full. Vet the
rain continued to pour, It was so wet
farmer Brady could not work on his farm.
lie harnessed hi horse into his arriage
He drove to L. twenty miles up the river,
! Itis only business being to talk v\ itli the
j President of the railroad company about
grew rustles-.

mole

-ometimes great

o!'
There is
are

the solids.
difficulty in sating

contemporary says : A nice old man,
a vegetable gardener, called at the office
the other day and inquired very anxiously
if the editor had seen any thing in the paA

not

a

moment too soon?

was

lie was to take and run the next passenger
This next pa-seuger
train hack to !.
train was the New York and Boston express. which lie was to nice! at tlm next
station. He was a-tnnished at the strange
order, hut lie obey ed. ii. lb got aboard
the expre-s and took his place at the en-

gi

lie.

long Irani: -e\e:, oars wore
A!an\ of them
11 o'er
crowtloil with j
So
wore on their w a;, to tlu- mountains.
!l

was

a

■.

Donald MrSheeiey. in-load of ninning hifreight train to the city. suddenh found
himself running the passenger express

I llis was the result of farmer
And here
it seemed that < lost Hi y itself ordered it that
Donald MeSheelev shonhl run that train

I>:u-k

to

I,.

Brady's talk with the l’residem.

to

L.

\Ye can not tell wiiat Donald MrSlm,-ley's
were as the train sped on it- way.
No one can tell wiiat his thoughts were as
the train swept through farmer Brady'meadow, where little liolierl met id
doom. But ids hand wa- on the lever,
his c\e was on tin track, as the train
rounded out of sight of the hou-o. Hall
a minute later his e \ .■ eutght sight of a
man rushing lvmn! tlie curve, swinging
his hat and hands t'rantieallv in the air.
The faculties of the trained engineer

thought-

the alert. His trained perkeen and quick as lightning,
lie read in that man’s frantic manner the
presence of an awful emergency, lie
knew the train, w ith its hundreds of lives,
was rushing on to its doom,
(piiek as
thought the stearn whistle shrieked out the
signal of danger, l ivery btvakman sprang
to It is post,
file steam was reversed, hut
the train swept o.i past the frantic man,
who had otih time to escape with hi- life.
It swept on. on, on, and at last stopped
not three feet from the edge of that awful
chasm, where the mad waters boiled
and surged in their unappea-ed fury.
Donald .MeSlieehw -lopped calmly down
from the engine and went to the edge of
the chasm and looked over inio the tlmul.
A moment alter fartm r Brady, hut loss mid
panting, came and -I -nd b\ hi- side, and
looked off. Then they turned and looked
into each other's eyes, but neither of them
spoke, llow could the. at such an awful
moment, while hundreds of appalled passengers crowded forward in speechless
wonder to set- what Hod's mercy, through
farmer Brady and Donald MeSheelev s
strong will and steady hands, had saved
them from. Ah! did these twin heroes
understand each other then? Hod onlv
knows! Thc\ turned away without peaking. They never met again.
are ever

on

ception-

are

Late

that

night,

when

Donald

.Mr-

lie learned the parreadied
ticulars of farmer Brady's visit to the
President, and the arrangement for running the lest train, lie turned pale on
hearing it, hut made no remark, lie wa.instructed to take the train ninety miles
further to the end of the road, and return
the next morning, lie went on with his
train to its destination.
Then lie went
directly to Ids hoarding-house and retired
to his room.
Kurly the next, morning
quite a number of us were standing in the
telegraph rooms at L., talking over 111*■
particulars of the wonderful escape of the
train from destruction. Donald McSliccley’s praise was in every mouth, lie had
suddcnlv risen to be a hero among us.
Click'! Click! Click !
The operator turned to his instrument.
Who can picture the horror that, fell upon
Us as he read the message:
“Donald MeSheelcy is dead. He committed suicide at his hoarding place this

Sheeley

morning."

MeSheelcy had
what? Was he
them,
guilty? Did farmer I’rady in saving him
if the stables are built on a Idli
and his train from destruction heap coals
especially
side. Now muck is a powerful absorbent
of lire upon his head, and thus drive him
and it treely used as bedding, and in
to do tlie deed ?
pers lately about a worm that was doing
pits
beside and under tin- stable, the
lipui,) ,.x_ much damage to celery. “1 intended,"
(Ir was Donald MeSheelcy innocent?
eminent- would he saved.
J hat e found said he, “to have raised a good deal of
Conscious of his innocence, was his senit to l«- of great value applied as a mulch celery this year, but durn me if L think it
sitive spirit crushed by unjust suspicion ?
It secerns to
to tlie root- of trees
supplv will pay if that, durned celery grub that freight ears. The
groiy clamorous Was iL this that in a moment of frenzy
w ithout the stimupublic
elements,
•started
about
awhile
at
since,
invigorating
Washington
for an answer. But what need was there caused hint U) take his own life? 4 is
lating effects of manure. Don't sell your what i‘ve hcern so much on, is coming for an answer?
AVIiy should the public useless to speculate. (iod only knows
ashes to the soap-makers, hut mix well this way!” A light dawned upon the ediclamor that Donald MeSlieeley should be whether Donald MeSheelcy was guilty,
will tors mind—the “Salary Grab.”
with this muh’li, and drub >V do
called to account for such an improbable or not guilty. But then there are "many
leave on suspicion. [Ontario Advocate.
murder, when numbers of moro accidents questions still harder to answer. Was not
The power of women is finely illustrated in occasioned
by utter recklessness had passed destiny there from the beginning to the
the ease of a Kentucky girl who flirted with
The Patent Office records show that a
unnoticed? It is hard to tell, unless end? Was it not destiny that led little
locomotive engineer and so distracted Ids atRobert on the track to perish ? What hut
more than soon different patents have- been
tention that tie neglected the boiler, and ail ex- destiny ordered it all.
taken out for churns.
Farmer Brady caught the spirit ot on- destiny took farmer Brady to L——and
plosion occurred killing three men.
kiiow-

brought him back

Mis discovery saved hundreds of lives
"bieh must otherwise have been lost.
I ben again
why was farmer Brady the
one to discover the break?
Why was
Donald MeSweeney to run that particular
train ? Was not the previous experience
of these two persons merely to
prepare
them for the awful emergency so near at
hand? Had not farmer Brady lost his
little boy would lie have been prepared to
act as promptly as lie did? Had Donald
MeSheeley's feeling not been so intensely
yyrought up, would he have been so -watchful? Could lie bay e -topped the train in
season to save all those lives?
the killing of his boy
1 conceive
lie found the President and talked with it to have been impossible.
It was all the
work of inspiration and destiny. They,
him. Xu reasoning eottld make him be
lieve that his child had not been wilfully and they only, were chosen to do il
It
murdered. Tot"-! and decide the point, was their destiny to stand face to face—to
he made a proposition to the railroad look for a moment into each other’s eyes,
company
They should place another en- and then part—forever.
flow strongly our lives and destinies
gineer on the Weight train. There was to
lie the same number of loaded ears. They •an linked together.
Who can tell usyvhy
should be run at the same ,-peeil. When i: yvns that little Robert and Donald Mcthis train should reach the spot from which Sheeley mu-l both he sacrificed that so
1 humid .MeSheeiey discovered the child mi many others might he spared to walk the
j the track every elVort should lie made to eal'tli jit ,-rifely .'
Ih>« inexplicable are the mvsterics of
-top the train a-quickly as possible. If
it proved impossible to spot the train belite and death ?
.May it not be that Donald
fore reaching' the place where Hubert vvas .MeSheelev. holding, little Robert Brady
! killed, then the fanner would be -atislied eatv- ingiy in his arms, stands at this
If. on the moment on the further shore \\ niching and
j that no murdi r was intended.
the wain could be stopped inside writing t.ll tanner Brady comes to claim
j contrary
! these bounds, then lie would bold Donald hi- ovn
| McSIicolcy guilty of the murder of his !>o\.
Moose Hunting iu Summer.
j It was a strange proposition. There
was some shadow of plausibility in it. The
! lie wind Inul risen, nncl there was conPresident of the road believed in Donald siderable
I
tossing of the surface, making it
MeSheeiey. lie believed he had done his ilillieult to guide the eanoe. I’eter, nit to
He had no doubt
utmost to stop the train.
hi' mettle, paddled like mad.
On we
I but this le.-l train vvmiid prove hi- inwent, across the lake, toward a hay a mile
j noconce and -d the farmer’s and the pub
and a hilt away upon the other side.
j lie mind at i'e-t So he consented to have "Look right over that rock," said I’eter,
the trial mad. a.s -non as nossildc
"tlhii i' file moose."
And sure enough
Il' the tact el the farmer's proposition
there \\:' a huge, ungainly', misshapen
was strange, the lin t of the I’resideut’s
hunch o' a dingy color visible close
taking any such notice ot it was vastly to tlie s.iore.
"Ilow near can we get
more so.
It can lie accounted for only by
to him'' I intplired.
"About as near
! the supposition that it was destined to lie
as those
irks." said l’etrr iii reply, pointIso. Keen when score- of persons sire
to a spot vvithin forty yards of its.
I killed by reekles-ncss of railroad otlieials, ing
I’resent ly lie said. "I don't think we can
into
| 1’ivsidents take little pains to ui|iiire
near him."
We were then a
the matter. They are usually Mind and get very of a mile
and thereupon 1
'(tiarter
away,
deaf to the demands of the public. In this
lived my sights for a dead shot at a long
ease it was not so.
Satislicd with the nr
distance. I had been striving, ever since
rangcmenl. farmer llrady started home
the st.irl. l" master
emotion and show
ward. The day and night previous it had l’ei : 1 ei aid shoot my
: iuit when lie said, in
The streams in all di- an
rained fearfully
He's got horns on
exciting whisper,
rections. wive bank full and still rising, him." I
nearly gave it up, fora bull
Farmer Brady pursued his way until he minis, ofvery
.ill the dorr that roam the woods
was within a miie of home,
licre an aphad been my dream for a month, and here
him
For
a
dispalling sight burst upon
wa
this lumbering elephantine creature,
tance of twenty rods every vislageof the 'low
turning about his unwieldy bulk as
ly
flic river luul
railroad track was gone,
In cropped the feed that grew about him
broken over and swept it away. Where in the w
ater, monstrous beyond all my
trains had passed and repassed in-t an
of his kind, and showing, as
hour before, now rolled and boiled the imaginations
lie raised and low. ;, d his head, a pair of
whole current of the broad deep river horns that
surpassed any thing I had ever
Farmer Brady comprehended the situa
ecu for
i/e and beauty
lion. I le pulled out hi-w atch. One glance
I lii* dead sights wen* lip, with which I
was sullieicni.
In ten minutes tin New
hail freipiently hit a dollar at ten rods.
York and Boston cypress would lie due.
The splash ol the paddle had given place
One instant's hesitation was worth huni"
a noiseless mot fluent, without
taking
of
es.
lie
(iid
dreds
li\
not lie-hate.
lie
tie' blade out of the water, with which
sprung from l-he wagon. No one ein tell the hunter
approaches game. We yyere
how lie got round the break, clinging i.>
nearer!
\T.vi;t:i;!!
It became
that frightfully steep bank. By the time going
ey i.lent
that yy e yyere to have a close shot
it was accomplished, lie heard the whistle
lad I did net dale to alter my sights, for
of the train close at hand
I le leaped upon
fear the beast would look round and catch
the track, and. -winging hi- hat and the motion of un arm.
V sudden thought
like
a
rushed
down
the
madman,
-limiting
had -truck Pen i. lie had paddled across
road to ii|#et the loomed I rain sweeping l lie
liay.lo the teeyvard of the beast, and
round the curve into eternity!
While yy a
him from the direction
Farmer Brady was going to re tin* Fre i- ol tie-ipproaebing
1 le yvuuhl mil u rally’feed with
sun
dent. Dmiald Me.'-lnvley was taking Id- his hack to the
sun, to avoid the glare of
freight train mi its was to the city. But the is dl eel ion from the water, and if he
lie was intercepted by a telegram from
looked a mid, toward the figures which
the superintendent, directing him to suryy iav
eliding dmvn upon him like messenrender his train to another engineer. Then
gers from the spirit world, he would get
bad man, but he

Donald
it was true.
taken his life, and for

'he -un iii Id-eves, already sinking toward
die water. ii being a little past the middle
ol the ul'lernoou. and wliat with that and
what yy i i 11 the glare of its relleetion upon the surface, lie might not see us until

Strange
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Murder in New

Hampshire.

New Hampton, N. II,, Sept. 20.
New Hampshire furnishes another singular and romantic tragedy, the victim
this time being an amiable
wife, and the
accused and confessed murderer none other
than her husband.
Last Sunday morning
this quiet town was startled
by the announcement that Mrs. S. Pattee, the wife of
William S. Pattee, had committed suicide
by hanging. The circumstances, as first
developed, created an idea that the death
of Mrs. S, Pattee was not of a suicidal nature, and the early suspicions that she
came to her death at the hands of her
husband have been fully established, not
only by his conduct, but by a full confession, The story gathered from the citizens
ot the town reveals one of the most singular, mysterious and strikingly horrible
murders ever committed, followed by an
ingenious and desperate effort afterwards
to cover up the terrible crime. On the
Sunday morning of the supposed suicide
Mr. Pattee appeared at the house of his
nearest neighbor and asked the
family to
assist him to find his wife, who, he said,
was missing.
In explanation lie remarked
that during the previous night his wife
got up and went into another room, saving she would read awhile, and that was
the last he had seen of her, as lie soon afterward fell asleep and did not wake until
morning. When he at length arose he
went to the room where he supposed Mrs.
Pattee was; and, it being fastened, he
called to her, but received no answer. He
then partook ot a breakfast, and then immediately set out in search of his wife.
The neighbors accompanied Mr. Pattee to
the house, and
diligently set about the
work of finding the missing woman.
Two ladies named Smith and a son ot
Pattee went to the room of which the husband had spoken, but it was not fastened.
They went into the room and to a closet,
the door of which was fastened, hut a
broken place in the wall showed that it
many
and grave .suspicions are
might have been fastened from the out- afloat, years,
concerning the death of hi- second
side. The door at length being opened a
wile, who died and was buried in Alexanhorrible spectacle was presented.
Tindria. as yyas his tirsl wife. His second wife
body of Mrs. Pattee was found hung to an died in
September, 1S7l’, and soon after he
iron hook. Sim was partially dressed ; her
became a visiloi at Mrs Jackson s, whose
slippers were only partly drawn on. (tf
acquaintance lie hail previously made while
course there Were bruises on her neck, but
there were suspicions marks about her wandering about the country. The neighmouth and two of her ieelh were broken. bors were surprised that she could have
There was also a fresh bruise upon one any association yvith him. 1’attee seemed
side of her face. The bed where Pattee aware that his reputation was such asaid they had slept showed no indications yvould not advance hint in her esteem, and
of having been used at all that night. The so lie suddenly became interested in rewhole appearance of the place and body ligious matters, and was converted, as he
termed it. in a .Methodist revival meeting.
was such that the spectators at once susThere was to appearances considerable
pected that a loul murder had been committed. They, however, for the time kept change for tile better in his conduct, and
that opinion to themselves and anxiously Mrs. Jackson believed him sincere. There
awaited further developements. ()u being y\’as disparity in the worldly situation of
called Pattee went in, viewed the body the two. |br I’attee never seemed to gel
and assisted to remove it. During the ahead and was generally considered to be
solemn moments lie was. to all appear- in quite limited circumstances, lie yyas
very gracious, however, on that siihjeil,
ance, utterly unnerved by the sail sight.
and an ante-nuptial contract was mutually
During that and the following day his
conduct was very suspicious. In order to signed, each agreeing that after marriag
draw him out a neighbor asked him what neither should attempt any control of the
Matters having
would become of the property, as the dc- 'property ot the oilier.
boon arranged the marriage took place in
eeasetl had no children
Pattee answered
November last.,
two mouths, as will
cheerfully, “Oh, the farm is mine." De- he seen, from theonly
death of 1’attee's second
terrence was then made to the property
wife.
The pleasures of the honeymoon
contract,when Pattee further added. -That
were of short duration.
1’attee appeared
contract don't amount to anything
I
knew it didn't in the first place." Such ! dissatisfied because his yyife would not alloy, the management of the property to
eunversatioii and conduct, of course, led |
go any considerable extent into his hands
to the open utterance of the
opinion that lb- harped
continually on that subject and
Mrs. Pattee had been murdered. Measures
brought his yy ife into a slate of misery and !
were taken for an autopsy and a < 'ufimer's
that continued until death
inquest, and, unknown t" him. Pattee was I unhappiness
aim- lo her relief
Her property amounts
placed under surveillance.
j
■

1

Oil

I

hursday

an

inquest

u as

held,

murder by strangulation: also that the
rope was not j>ut round her ueek until alter death on Wednesday night.
Pattee
made ail effort to escape, but was prevented
by the persons watching with the remains.
The accused still watched for an upper
tunity to run away, and dually succeeded
at neon. The day of his
disappearance He
was seen near Sqiiam Hiver.
Some men
attempted to capture him, but lie tied and
swam the river,
lie then disappeared in

<

yrere

very

near

■■

••

creature

which

Idzky-

In-

■

so were

and

carrying

a

wing.and

a

dozen

a

half a score running on with a feeler, just like men carrying a -tow. it main
sail; and that,'’ says I, -is poor Idzky
funeral: and so it vva ■. and 1 didn't di-tnrb
Poor Idzky I’
them
a

I eter was

:*

pet

in,

'ii::'..

<

uune.

a

cozy little fellow will! slept ifomnl
tm
lit'i-k at night, ami kept me clear of
cockroaches, a- well a- my implaeal e
I wa
gun.I
l’eter.
enemies, the mlami fed him well, ami n-c I to take him
on shore it the ( ape among the
ink'

kindly.

|

j

Don't shoot him
|
allot,, the head: shoot him about the
Ileal1.'' yy a Peter's la-! ady ire : and don't
shoot till 1 tell you lo shoot."
My gnu
yya-.u nn -boulder, hut il was yyith great
11i IVii‘1111 \ that I could get the line sights
upon him. I must peep through a pinhole the woods, lie was next seen in ('ampand put the head of a pill upon his shaggy ton
yesterday. That day he went to Wilhide, lie was dark, and the sights did liam Brown's in that town, he
having got
not shoyy.
"Shoot !" whispered 1’etcr. 1 acquainted with the lumily while
strolling
could not see the sights.
"Shoot!" said about as a clock cleaner.
The house is
Peter again. 1 yvuuld not pull the trigger near the foot of Ossippee Mountain, in the
till ! y\as dead sure of my game. Aleaii- east part of
Campton, and some fifteen
yy bile the moose yv:i' turning from rigid
miles from New Hampton. He was probto left, feeding at his ease, occasionally
ably out in the woods during all of the
looking tip and stooping to feed again. Thursday night. William Brown, dr.,
At length, after \y hat seemed to me, and was in Plymouth that day and heard of the
in doubt to
Peter, an age of hesitation, alleged murder.
Hemming home to ('amp
and :t 11,■ c tin- command to shoot had been ton lie found Pattee at hi-- father's house
three time- repeated yvitli ever-increasing Voting Brown
promptly went, hack to
emphasis, I got a sight 11)1011 his dingy Plymouth and informed Mr. W W Blair
In
turned his broad side away of Pattee's whereabouts.
coat just aMarly the next
from us and Ids hind ipiarter came round morning Mr. Blair telegraphed the inforin range, "One." spake the little barrel, mation to the High Sheriff, 1). C. Bateheland there came hack, a second after—a der, of Laconia.
Mr. Blair also telesyy-cet sound to a hunter's ear—die soft
graped to Coroner Vaughan, who was
thin 1 of the ball in die yielding llesh
holding the inquest at Meredith village,
Sluyvly he Hulled, and looked upon us like and lie
gave instructions for Pattee's arThen slowly turning' again he rest.
a
lam's
Mr. Blair then issued a warrant
eijiinnenecd to yvalk with gentle steps to- and sent Deputy Sheriff'J. H. Clarke, of
yyaril the shore.
••Shoot again," said Plymouth, to Campton to make the arrest.
Peter, and this time 1 had more trouble W hen the Sheriff’arrived near the house
"Shoot." said Peter, and I some of the Brown
than at first.
family said to Pattee,
tired in utter desperation. A second thud.
they are after you !"
"Don't shoot noyv," said I’erer, a.- I drew
Pattee went and hid himself between a
up my rille for the third time: "lie's chimney and some lathing in an adjoining
And lo ! in a moment die im- house. The Sheriff' stationed a man outdoyyn !"
mense beast, turning his head toward us,
side, and then entered the house and comrolled oyer upon his side. There he lay menced the search for Pattee. At last lie
kicking as yve cautiously approacaed, and chanced to run his whip around the chimin half a minute lie yy as dead. The game
ney and discovered Pattee, who, realizing
w as
the uselessness of attempting to escape,
up.
came out of his concealment and delivered
I'l.'AMi Ahum; tuk Stock (1am- himself
Tin
up to the officer. Turning to the
In a letter descriptive of the
r.i.l-.us
Sheriff', Pattee said, ‘‘1 am in a bad lix ; I
scenes in New York during the panic of have down
wrong." Before his capture
l'ridav and Saturday,
Burleigh," of the Pattee was busy writing, but the Browns
Boston Journal, writes:
did not known what he was ; bout. lie
Physicians say that fatal sickness follows showed the paper to the Sheriff and said,
these
terrible
The
exinvariably
panics.
“Here is my confession." It is addressed
citement and the fright is ruinous to to Friend Cox. The
person intended was
health
Strange enough, Bright's disease Mr. Caleb Cox, of Hohlerness, who has
follows one of these crashes. Keep, Lock- been for some
years the family and busiwood, Little, and other eminent hankers ness adviser of Mrs. Pattee. The Sheriff’,
A man
died shortly alter their failure.
being anxious to start with the prisoner,
1
who has lost terribly said yesterday.
did not stop to read the confession, and in
have lost my money and my energy, and a few moments the Sheriff' and
prisoner
the worst id' it is that 1 am twenty years were on their
way to Plymouth. During
older than I was yesterday .'’
A dozen
their stay at the town Pattee made a statemen rule and ruin New York,
Dog will ment to the officer the same in substance
not eat dog,' but bull will eat bull, and as lie had
written, hut giving further parbear will eat bear. In Wall street the son ticulars.
He said that during Saturday
will I urn against, the father, and the sonnight Mrs. Pattee sung and prayed in aii
in-law will ruin the father-in-law. No
adjoining room; then she came hack to
man trusts the honor of any man on the
the bed. She had a
light in her hand.
street, except in the mere matter of payPlacing the light on a table she approached
ments. A clique is formed to bull or bear the
bed, and, catching Pattee by the
a stock,
file Bound Robin is hardly signwhiskers, said, “Now I will bean! the lion
ed before the parties look out for a chance in his
don.” Pattee instantly caught her,
to sell out.
The man who betrays his asone hand over her mouth and the
putting
sociates first is the searpest fellow.
other over her nose, lie also run his
A gentleman left the street with five
linger down her throat, and she bit it,
millions
lie took leave of his associates
the soar. In that manner ho hold
leaving
and started on a European tramp, lie
her until she became still. He supposed
came home a short time ago, and several
she had fainted. Ho got up and took the
operators and two or three bank presi- light, and, holding it near her face, disdents, invited him to dinner. An inci- covered she was dead. He was horrordental reference was made to a great struck at the
situation, and for some mospeculation in which the parlies were in- ments at a perfect loss to know what to
terested. There were millions in it. Heat- do. At
length lie hit upon the suicide
ed by wine, the guest was induced to venidea, and thought he could so dispose of
ture once more on the treacherous seas of
the body as to convince persons that she
peculation
Every dollar of his fortune had taken her own life, lie then procured
is wiped out.
He has not money enough a
rope, and, placing it around the neck of
to pay a week's board; he will never be
Mrs. Pattee, carried the hotly to the closet,
able to do any more business, and he has After
hanging it up he left it in the manto lie watched closely to prevent suicide.
ner in which it was found bv the neighbors op Sunday morning, as described.
Mr. Boss Winans, the Baltimore mil- He could not tell the exact time of the
lionaire, has just completed, in the south- night when he killed her. Alter disposing
western part of that city, one hundred and of the body he returned to make up the
thirteen brick dwelling houses, four stories bed. While he was choking his wife the
high, suitable for families in moderate cir- blood canto from Iter nose anti besmeared
In the struggle both fell on
cumstances, all of the houses being laid his hands.
oil’ and built alike, and possessing unusual the side of the hud, and the pillow case
accommodations for dwellings of their got stained with blood. When he went to
class. These houses cost at least $.100,000 make up the bod he noticed the
bloody
in all, and will accommodate about one
and took off the case and concealed
pillow
thousand, five hundred people.
it, anil that accounts for the pillow ease
being missed. When the search was made
The wife of Count Bismarck died at oi»Sunday
morning, after the body had
Berlin last week.
btWu hung up and the bed arranged'. Patyye

tlie

named himself, sir," he exclaimed to tinIdzky was a giant of his race. His length
was fully four inches, his breadth
:ie inch
w hile each of his waving feelers m asinvd
six.
This monster knew his name andhilnaster's voice, hurrying out from liNkeiinel when called upon, and omitting. the
strange sound which gained for him the
eogttomt n of Idzky. The boatswain, hi'
master, was as proud of him as he might
have been of a prize pug, and never tired
of exhibiting his eccentricities
1 met the boatswain the other dav at the
Cape, and inquired lbr his p, »
••Oh, sir," lie said, with genuine feeling
•■lie's gone. sir. Shortly after you left tinship, poor Idzky took to taking rather
much liquor, .nid'that don't do for anv of
its, you know, -if : 1 think it was that. Or
i never had the heart to put him on allow
auce : and lie went
raving mad, had regular tits of delirium tremens, and did nothing but run round his cage and bark, and
wouldn't look at anything in the wav of
food
Well, one day I wars coining off tie
forenoon watch when vvliat should I
but a double line of them "Iants working in and out of the little place : t vveuty or

about gb 1,000.
flic yvhole community is great iy ex. it d
over tlie tragedy and the almost unaniThe snake- were for lYt *r to tight an.I
mous
public opinion corresponds yvith the the
way my wary, wee trieml dodged ami
conclusion arriyi-d at by the t oroner's j
loseil with ami
throttled -mil killed
jury.
a lira, was a rant ion to that
a
ol : V-t ..fall
the beasts of the ti. l.l
fin
tno-iding
The TrunsiI of Venus.
Malay used to clap hi-brown hands wim
Ait. -alive good
t
l'li' V*lv
tin j joy a- lie e\( laimei|
sa\
to

and

tin' conclusion unanimously n ‘ached was
that Mrs. Pattee came to lu-r deatli by

called

iinally

I
j
|

oiliciaIs of the

onv>poiident

.*.
ol1-1 \atorv have
nearly completed tin plan of operation tin
observing the transit of Venus, which will
occur in
September, ls71. Kiglit parties
of live persons will be dispab heil to stations in the southern hemisphere and tinothers to the northern. Those going south
of the epilator will leave New York next
spring iu a naval vessel special!} prepared
n:t

j mongoose

sar

:

proper mong.■ t

kid

the snake,"
••Von don't, olij.ii. do y ,.n," I moil.slK
asked my captain one day. w hile strolling
| on the ipiarter-deck a tier till in-----you don't
j object. ! hope, to tin somew hat ettrionpet- I al tittles bring Oil I" aril
‘•Ohjeet:1' he replied. “Well, n not ia rule.
Of eottrse you know 1 don't liki
and lilted lor their accommodation, while y.ntr snakes to gi t gliding all m nr the ship
lint, dorter,
others will probably proceed to their sta- as they were the other day
Il
tions by mail steamers.
The posts in the what- tin* good of my objecting.
southern hemisphere will be on tin* Ixer- one were to let that unholy heast in l
bo\ yonder loose
guelan Island-. Auckland and Van Die
“Don't think of it, captain." I interrupt
man’s land.
In the northern tin- stations
ed ; “he'd in* the death oh -me! n d‘. to
will be lo, ah*d tl Yokohama, Nagasaki,
Shanghai, and near the Siberian border. dead certainty."
"No, I'm not -u.li a fool, hen ntimii d
Alter the transit, observers iu the southern
if I shoot him. why in
|i-w d.n
hemisphere will be collected by tin* gov- ■■lint, lie
billeting a hon-run.-t r;. ; ;■.•: an
you'll
ernment ship, transported to Japan, and
w
sent home b\ the mail steamer.
Jin* alligator on me and telling nn
whole expedition will probably last a year the good of science and tin -.■:■■, i
Tin* unholy beast in th.
\ w
th,
at least.
Kach party will contain astronomerand photographers, with complete most splendid and graceful sp. in., u
the monitor lizard 1 have ex er -.
I n:.
equipment and apparatus Ibr observations
and a record ot the transit
Professor live feet long from tip to tail, he -v.-11.■, 1
liu,-..
Darkness will have charge of the parties and tapered in the most pcrl'c
Smooth, though -.n
an I ini.x
and observations in the soutln rn hemi- beauty
al! over xxiia
ran-vit-.
sphere, ami Profes-or Newcomb of those blank, tartaned
in tin- northern.
Tin* object of the obscr- row> of bright -yellow -|. i -. w il...■ that
uirtz,
vatioim, for which <’ongress has appr*>pri- j shoue like wild-til’. and t. etli .1..
atcd sl-7,()oo, is to determine more aceu-i with his foikexl tongue eontluually tlasli
out
from
Ids
lie
mouth.
had
brigln-'vd
rateh the distance between the earth and I ing
• iiii, iiiid
tin- j>iVm-S» »i‘- Lit tile head ;J the I a wild wield loveliness that wa- must una-the caj.tain mu
exp« dition expect l" be able to settle tin* j canny*. Mcphi.-tuphclcs,
inaptly called him, knew nic, however,
distance within half a million of miles
and took cockroaches from my hand,
I although perfectly frantic when any on.
I'm
1 lie 1 rili- | else went near him.
hi f ami ini
I.uh l.i.
If a piece of wood,
line tell- 1 lie
following story of some of | however hard, were dropped Into hithe experiences of busy life, at our fashcage it was instantly lorn in pieces; and.
ionable summer resorts. The hero i> Au- if he seized tin* end, lie
might guit part
is
who
in
a
Broadw
gustus,
employed
ay nership with hi- head, but never with the
establishment, which deals in w earing aprope.
parel for men. The clerk, having saved
tine nay greatly in my nonvr, m, -tew
something from his earnings, went to a aril entered tin* wardroom, pair with tear,
Saratoga, Newport or Long Branch hotel, and reported: •■.Mephistnpheles has
no matter w hich, to
spend his money and eapeil, sir, and vallling" (muling) ••the
his holiday. He was well dressed, and ou men." 1 rushed on dis k. The animal had
the piazza lie one day formed the acquain- indeed
eseaped. lie had torn his cage into
tance of .Marie, a young lady of beauty,
and declared war against all
splinters,
and arrayed in the height of the mode. hands
Making for the fore hatehwav, he
The impression was made upon the mind had seized a man
by the jaokel-skirts, g..
ol Augustus that Mane w as wealthy and
file man got out
iug down the ladder.
lie
tell
in
love
with
but
her,
high-born
of tin- garment without delate and lied
from
her
his
concealed
occupa- faster than any l’ritish sailor ought to have
carefully
lie mysteriously talked of stocks done.
tion.
(>n the lower dock he chased the
and made her believe that he was a man cook from the
coppers, and the curpcntei
the
After
of large capital.
holiday Augus- from his heneh. A circle of Ki'oimien were
tus returned to town and resumed his positting mending a foresail : Mephistophel.
sition behind the counter; and now we
suddenly appeared in their midst. The
quote the words of the Tribune: “It was niggers unanimously threw up their toe
a week or two after his return, and Auindividually turned somersaults backward,
gustus’ soul was not yet, in his vocation. and sought the four winds of heaven.
Already the heavier woolens were coming These routed, my pet turned his attention
in for the fall trade, and Augustus smiled to
l’eepie
I’eepie was a little Aral)
albeit sardonically, at the change which slave-lass.
She was squatting by a eala
overtakes all fashions and tilings, as he hash,
singing low to herself, and eating
stood at his familiar counter. But an c\- rice, lie seized her cummerbund ; it watia and peremptory order for customiter only garment. Hut I’eepie wriggled
made shirts obliged him to visit one of clear—natural- and ran on deck, the
the many seamstresses employed by the innocent, like the
•'tunny little maiden" in
emporium. As Augustus turned down the Hans Hrcitmau that "had got noding- on
narrow street, of a remote, unfashionable
(>n the cummerbund Mephjstopheles spent
locality, and rung the bell of a modest the remainder of his fury and the rest of
tenement house, his mind reverted to the his life: for. not
knowing what might
past, and he glanced nervously up and happen next 1 s,sit fora fou ling-piece, and
down the street lest Marie from a passing the
plucky fellow sueemnbed to the force
carriage should detect him with the omin- of circumstances and a pipeful of buck-shot.
ous parcel under his arm.
lie wa reliev- I have him
yonder on the sideboard, in
ed when the opposing door enabled him
and in spirit (gin). with a samlsuahe,
body
to enter.
But as he did so the bundle three
| < 'hamcentipedes, and a tnrantul
slipped from his nerveless lingers. For bers’ Journal.
there, seated at a sewing machine, with
her pretty lingers on the plate and her
The 17li towns direct
Maim: Ci- vikai
slim foot on the treadle, sat Mary Jones
ly tributary to the Maine Central railroad
—the Marie of his dreams."
have the combined area of about tiyjtto
Rhode Island has I,dob
square miles.
A middle-aged hu l\ met a bridish-looksquare miles of area; Connecticut Idol
ing ladv in the post-olliee yesterday, and square miles: both together l'l'o square
thefollowingeonversation ensued: “Mary, miles less than the territory tributary to
is it true that your mother is dead?” asked the
local biisinessof the Maine (‘enthe former, “it is",- : ml Mary. “And tral.simply
This territory embraces the best
,ne died?” “No”,
were you married befor
of the valleys of the principal
said Mary, "not until three days after.” portions
three rivers of the State, with their manUte middle-aged woman stared at the
sites.
bride for a moment, and then slowly and ufacturing
said:
"l)o
mean
to
bewiidoringly
you
The (California Legislature is expected
say that your poor mother died without—
without seeing what you were married to stand—(bant, .‘5b; Independent and
Democrat. 8b.
in ?” [Danbury News’
■

■

Tbt

The Rex] River Raft.
New Orleans Times

I'!..

gives

;m

ng sketch ot tlie great rati which lias
many years obstructed navigation in
fixer, and which is noxv being dex. d
It i thought In some tlmt tile

L-

ii-xer

ox\

prevailing

so

tearfully

at

ii- entire margin consisting
be-t .|ii:«lit\ of cotton-producing
,'xl it-origin, in the Llano Kstacai- -aid to ha\o a width of six miles.
ioh varies and diminishes ail the xvay to
Al Ilia.-k river it is seven hunmoulii.
,1 and eighty-live leet wide; at Alexan-

eo.mliy

hundred and twenty feet, and
I xxeix. Mile liayoti it is only about one
Al il> junction with the
.died feel.
u
-1--jj,j.i it i- ,me thousand eight luinI leet xx ide.
This varied condition of
d• .t ri\ ei results from the loss of it'wniini.
numerous bayous aud lakes :l|
:iit~ ranging front live hundred to seven
iiidivd miles above its mouth.
From a
riod beyond the reach ol Anglo-Saxon
i
..xory on this continent, there has exi.il mi immense rail, which now eom.. n.
at about lol ly miles diove shn veII
fit is rati is not continuous, but exat intervals for more than thirty-five
i-s... mipleb-ly hlockingthe rix ei (gainst
t radition lolls many a xvonh aiion.
-ex eti

<

respecting it,
t-aehing back to

and authentic a.
I sod, establish the
it ouee extended a- loxx down as
11.11iti- settlement, aud extended up
rixer a hundred miles
In IsTd the
I.- tli'iaiiee ol.-1meted by the rafts apMiiialeil thirtx-tlve miles, the iutermc

fuI t .lo

displaet

...

being lilie.t up

a.-spa.
ttile-

forty

Old loxvheads/ xvitli clear
I lie rails and loxvheads

railin i

xx ith over

.-eii,

s,.\,-n
luilfs.
ggTi-gate ox .-I
have hil herlo been made to
,,
a.
the e obstructions, bin ill] wholly
parilx failed t ,.ngress having made
ippi-oprial ion ol S loli.lUHI Iasi year,the

!

,-1! i.

e

ax

111 -in pi

a

a

s

intrusted

Ha-

ii.a

to

the

Kugineer

A. Woialrull
and Lieutenant L
p
ili lailed 1 take charge of tile operaIL p .ii-tuvd a xx reeking vessel.
\i,I
hipp.-d a i-r. xx of .Michigan him
nieii, oai l.iking on hoard 'J.-iiio lbs.
p >xx del. xx cut t.- New Orleans to comI hero he received l.ooo
In
outlii.
■

1

,.|

..ppi-d

Ixnaiuilo, or giant powder, and
the
steam
pumps,
ln-eC'Sary

lid.!.- -1 e.itn -a x\
xxiih portable l.oiland xx ilh ix\,i months provisions,
rii l for iho seem- of his operations on
dlh ol November. Ls7i. having in
txxo crane boat'.
l'lie Aid reached
lina llhill'.lan Is, llie two erant-s attwo days later.
I In* latter Welu
ML.
led up I * the iir-i tow-head at < owhide
<\oii
a id
began making a channel,
idling wa- loimd exceedingly dillieult.
i
imbedded ii the tow -head.- pre.11ng the -inking ot -haft- -uHieienth
i-udei
tiie blasting elVeclive.
h
;!;
ly favorable results were lmwrvntalned b\ blasting iu water, and
mg hole-, around the logs thus get ting
a• ttii
them,
l'he powder blasts iguiti• s •leeiric
exploder-, wen* found etV*
aeh
\]do-i..n being followed b\
nliiO with the -learn pumpof the Anl,
iio i• loi that purpose being guided
.del water b\ two men.
As fast as the
appeared the.N were -ei/.ed b\ drag
tad pulled out b\ -team cap-tan.eoiton wood logs, which Lieut. Woode-1 imatemust
have been at the buttiie ri\er twenty-eight or twentys ear-, asoon
as
relieved of mini
a:*-d lightly, but the'-tumps were cut
ii iu mans ea-e-, and sank to bottom. It
'therw i-e with ash, elm and eypn*.-.-,
An. t cedar wa- invariably found buoym
After two week- of incessant and
,d labor, a channel w a-obtained through
u
head- and the Aid passed up into
open water below raft No. 1. i lie
-!
on
the rail w a- found far le—dilliLs the time
tnd advanced rapidly.
Aid pa--ed the tow-heads, a-staled,
el.me boat of ( ajitaili Iilltts had -Ue
lulls opened a was through raft No 1
oel raft No j; and tliu- the raft wrecking
ih <1 adsaneed.
(apt. hulls opening lints. the Ai*l widening' the channel a- she
i. aneei I.
and ( apt. king-burs, with
lie boat No 1, bringing lip the rear and
pm- the ehaline] Hear of the jams
•.i• 11 v. ere eou-taiilIs taking place iu the
portion of it through the raft. At
e —hin
e
a a
of ("<ingress a second up
ot eights thousand was made
n
j• 11ai
I
believed thi- ssill prose ample to
tin* work, unl«*— < ongre.-s -hail
up!*
pt iie view- ot Major Howell, and
;io i.i appropriation for the destruction
.iiiimm 1 ations
of driftwood and
low
ing neai the riser for -c\oral
’.ui.died mile beyond the pre-elit -eciie o|
p- rat !• *n
s

■

■

‘i'lie
\

I

\

War

iu

Spain.

-_*7
Evening (len. <
.uni .Mini-ti-r Muisotiavc arrived :il
•

i: 11

>

Sept.

Friday. and were enthusiast iealh
eivi d by tile people.
l ie efforts of foreign eotistils to preel ill
lioniliardinent of llie city by the

\

anti

■

urgent

men-of-war

failed
Admiral
In go behind his in-

declined
from London, which were to
i.111.ii11 an absolutely neutral position.
i tin
lie-reliant shipping loll the port
m l
mehored outside.
The Hritish licet
moved in the harbor in ;flie right, the
I rem !■ on the 1 ‘ft uf tlie liarhiir and
leven ot her foreign men-of-war. including
Hermans, occupied the centre. Inside
! these lines the rebel ironclads Xmnanc.mil Mendez Nunez took up positions
nd prepared to bombard the place.
I'lie
H.-rman commander, at the last moment
"il'etvd t" top hostilities, but the English
■I I reiieh eommunders refused to join
on
The bombardment opened at o
lock tin
Saturday) morning, and .700
projectile-, seine of which Were til lied
■. ith
petroleum, w ere thrown into the city,
eat damage was done and sev eral edi;.

11ei

v.

111

i111-
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MORNING

llroatl street the brokers are
—HV
to have the
Hoard re-opened.
an s i ms
considerable
are
business
this
doing
WILLIAM
They
H. SIMPSON
morning in tilling cash orders for stocks,
EDITOR AND PR(tTRlE I OR.
but decline most of them to operate either
SnwuimoN Terms. In advance, $2.<)o a year :
to-day or to-morrow on a margin. A few within
at the expiration of thevear,
houses oiler to buy and sell on a twenty $3.00. tin* year, $2.50;
Terms.
For one square, (one inch
cent,
Advertising
per
margin. Stocks continue to imof length in column,) $1.25 for three weeks, and 25
pro\e in price and but lew offered.
cents lor each subsequent insertion. A fraction of a
•Ia\ Gould was interviewed yesterday square charged as a full one.
by a reporter to whom he gave his views
on the Iinnncial situation
Administrators, Executors and Guardians
substantially as
desiring their advertisements published in tin* .lour
follow s:
ual will please so state to the Court.
••I think the panic is over. 1 have every
faith now in advance in prices and believe
SUBSCRIBERS desiring to have the address of
that the market will be more buoyant than papers changed, must state the Post Office to which
for a long time past. Wall street has been the paper has been sent as well as the one to which
it is to go.
cleared out of a great part of its worthless stocks and so called securities by the
W*s. M. Phtkngii.I. & Co., ti State St., Boston,
purifying process of the panic, and there and 37 Park Row New York, are our authorized
Agents for procuring subscriptions and forwarding
are comparatively few stocks now quoted
advertisements.
except those of real value.
R. Niles, No. ti Tremont Street, Boston, i<
■In all cases prices are now too low, and
agent for the publisher of this paper, and his receipts
in that of good dividend-paying stock a and orders are always recognized.
ITGko. P. Rowell & Co., 40 Park Row, New
very large advance is necessary to bring
them up to their actual worth. The rea- York, will receive advertisements for this paper, at
the lowest rates. Their orders will receive prompt
advance are that the money attention.
sons for an
market will become easy as soon as the
<S*Horai k Dodd, 121 Washington St., Boston,
Mock Exchange is opened, owing to the is an authorized Agent for the Journal.
**-Batkk & Locke, 34 Park Row, New York,
vcr\ large quantities of greenbacks which
for procuring advertisements
are authorized
have been disbursed for the Government for the Journal.agents
in its late bond purchases; that an imSubscribers are requested to take notice o( the
mense amount of capital has been put indate on the colored slips attached to tin* paper. It
L" circulation by the action of the banks is the
only form of receipt now used. For instance,
in issuing! leafing House certificates which 15 May 74, means that the subscription is paid to that

■.In

ni

New

On

ane\.

ep. it. La., i-due to impurities in the
ari-ine from immense quantities ofde..d xogelahh- matter liheratexl by the
in tinn ol this raft.
Hod river is one
iii. lii -t tributaries of the Mississippi.
L
xx hoi,course is through one of the
h.-st and most prodllctivo sections of

,i

in

improvement to-day noon as compared
j with Saturday. Tliere is a feeling of buoy-

>

..

bloiioy Mtti'bet

Ni.w Yokk, Sept. till.— (Noon.) Affairs
in iinnncial circles show a most decided

int<■:

rency
1

;

corresponding amount of
that England, is sending over
a

lions ol gold which will

come

cur-

mil-

into active

immediately on arrival, and that speculatiou has hail such a long sleep that will
be
the mnn lively when it wakes up

ns,•

again."
Mr (miilil said 1 lint t lif sett lenient ot
Jii- hon.-e. as well as those ol‘ the great
slock concerns mi Wall street has been

>traighti-neil

up

on

Saturday, and that

a

combination looking to an advance in the
prices, of an extensive character had been
lornted which would lie strong and complete enough to sustain the market in any
o
cicut
far as Krie is concerned.
Air.
(iould thought that Krie was about to be
thrown overboard h\ Uiseliotlselieim, and
that it ii ill bale to be reorganized by going through bankruptcy before it can ever
be made to pay.
The amount of currency paid at the subIoi
bonds pureliased last week
l'eusun
li as s i .'.tlikl.iisg.'io ; coin paid for interest
-ante s/iM i.'Wi'g 1 ; total sjld,KJ4,"ii tin
I he interest on November coupon
foii.i t.
bonds, payment of which will commence
to-day. will amount Sin.447,y:i/): interest
on registered In mils i<-J,!tz."i,893 ; bital %lo,-

grand total Sg7,/>(7s..7;,h.ft,
Alfairs are becoming more settled on
The stock market is better
the street.
with eonsiderable doing.
Tin* (inventing
( ommittee of tli
Stock Kxeliange held
another meeting this morning to make arrangements for the opening of the board
ln:;,;e.'s

:

to-morrow.
t he disturbed state of the money market has made it necessary for some large
linns in this city to discharge many oi
their hands, and give tlie others only three
or tour days work a week.
One large
manufactory linn lias closed up altogether.
I he advance in the llunk of
1 lb e. m.
Knglatnl rate and the Krie failures at Lon-

don
did

expected here.

The former
not nave the usual effect on gold.
Foreign exchange opened dull with sales
of nrime bankers, tin days, sterling 104 7-8
a lob.
There i- a liberal supply of grain
bills

Here

not

tillering.

date. When
be changed to

j
j

health

not

long since

assail most

was

Bangor

accustomed to

"Boss Tweed" of

virulently

New York, whose management it affirmed
recklessly and ruinously plunged the
corporation into debt for the benetit of his
had

pocket

own

When
were

we

and those of his associates.
mildly suggested that there

worse

men

Tweed in

than

New

York, and that lie was nol probably half
as bad as he had been painted, the Whig
accused ns of defending his rascalities.
Whether any new vietv of the matter is
entertained at the Whig office or not, light

relief under the new dynasty
Comptroller Breen says the permanent debt of
the city is increasing with great rapidity,
and that the taxes and assessment', heavy
no

will nol meet the re.|itirethey
ments of the city and county government
For the last year—a year of the "reform"
are,

as

government
and

of the boasted

honesty—the

party

oI

statement stands

pnritv
as

further

large shipments
The Crisis

o|

gold

to

this

Explained.

Stedman, the poet, who lias long
broker in Wall street, gives the
following sensible explanation of the crash
which culminated in that great speculating centre mi Friday, the liith inst.:
I'he pre-vm trouble dates back to the
time when Secretary Bontwell tried to
bind In- lean from ii per cent, to 5 per
1! i
been a

Increase of debt

fol-

year.■s2n.lin.on0
This does not come from one seouree.
but from many. The New York Commercial Advertiser, an administration paper,
says that the

one

municipal
rolling up

debt of the eitv

ea-y I'm live or six months in the effort to
gel tile I" -pie til take liis loan ; Imt instead
• a
funding his own loan to any extent, he
enabled -mall houses to float private
railr.I leans and enabled large houses to
\\T should have been back to
expand.
speeii payments but for these railroad
We have been workbmiil speculators
ing back te ii several times, but hard
times e nne on and Government wouldn't
allow it.
They put out money to relieve
The failures have been
lie- speiailaiors
conlmcd In the houses started during and
There has been a great
since the war
Western railway expansion, and the babble ha
linally exploded, as it was bound
in do. -i inner i»i later.
We have known
that tin crash was coming, but 1 didn’t
I all.
expect ii th
There i- mi true reason why the trouble
should extend in the mercantile world,and
it can only ■!.■ so through a sympathetic
Tin- los-es will fall
proeechiefly.on
the speculating firms who have done

.739,0:17)—which shows an increase of
$2,GH.7,779, during the month of Augii-t.

wife It o nil <;. .h*v» ilias
of doi.»l\~ uud refuses to live with
lne any longer as my a\ ife, this i<, therefore, to not ip
all persons not to harbor or trust her on my account,
as I will p«\ no hills of her contracting after this
date
ISAIAH JOWK.
hated at l'ockland. the •.‘•.’ml dav of September,
A. h.
.{w.M

"11^11 l.l£lv\>, my
y\ turned me out

Air.

.Inyee, who

to

seems

be the weaker

vessel in tin- atfair, hu-li t linieli of a ease
by hi- own showing. If .Mr-, d. i- coin
polled In own or i-ill tin1 premise- wherein aboiln lln- lion.-eliold ganls of the diseordaot pair, ami expel- the no i-re-istant
1-aiali
her ow

why.
n

-lie will

rannr,

he likely

ami lint

to

damage hi-

paddle
estate

by got ling harbored or tru-ted Now it
the advertiser had been h— imbued by a
belief in the pr.iiul superiority of man,
and had refrained fruin printer's ink, al-

Comptroller's monthly
Statement of
statement of
•statement of
Statement of
Statement of
Statement of

April 1.$91,033,1.79

12

10H.777.s5l 2s
May 1
June I.107,KS9.912 71
July I.10H,2;i9,IKi0 21
August 1.111 ,si:i,4,"i7 17
111.7:19.037 17
September 1
The issues of revenue bonds, payable
....

taxation, during the past fiscal year,
have amounted to $10,.797,000—an item
of account which points to another arrearfrom

age for the

coming year. The total interest paid on city and county stock and
bonds, during the past year, was upward

■e-

■

■

were cov-

unhappy Isaiah
pleasure- mnl palaees

1 In*

■

suffocated,

the

statements:

everything to retard the resumption of of four million dollars. The addition of
~peoic payments f.r years. If the Gov- nearly $3,000,000 to the debt in August
ernment " ill s'n stj|] and let them fall,
last will, of course, increase the interest

f inally, happening to remember ly
ered with blood. On examination it w'as
education had been
that i>anief- early
found that both had received several bites
his
ill
luck
In*
to
attributed
poor oil the face and forehead, and from the
icglect.ed.
He, therefore, tried the
*-Allograph v.
appearance of the clothing, had hied prolock upon
dol e."
Still no success ; and
fusely. The oldest stated that when she
ihen upon “dour," with no better fortune. called to
her mother in the night, three
I inally, becoming disgusted, he proceeded rats were
jumping about their heads, and
to the Si. Nichlas, routed “DanT* out of that
they were so frightened that they
hi> choicest morning nap, and as In* stuck covered
up their heads, and dared not
In
nightcap out. of tin* door tin* colloquy move until morning. The work of the
ensued:
“Air. Drew, 1 can’t open tin* rats must have
nearly all been done before
tie on 'door.'
You must have concluded the
girls were fairly awake, it appears
to
tin*
word."
the
change
“Change
that the family had been troubled with
word!
Nothin’ o’ tin* kind.
I shut it on rats which invaded the
pmitrv, and haviiic
•door.
“Are you sure, sir?*’
“Sure, shut them away from I here
they resorted
it, you i.iiiml ape; of course J’m sure! to the
upper pari of the house.
Do back to \oiir work, and don't come
loolin loon" here this time o' tin* liiornin'."
I hiring the run on the l Inion Trust
Well perhaps. Air. Drew, I don't,
spell Company at New York, Friday, an excited
tin* word right.
How do you spell it?” individual (dieted a
hoy fifty dollars for
•‘Spell it' Any fool can spell door. his place in the line and afterwards inD o-a-r c. doare, of course, sir.
If you
creased his hid to one hundred dollars,
<*an I "pell door, sir, you're no cashier for'flu'
loyal to Itis employers, would not
Hack up your duds and go out of the sell hoy,
me.
Ids place for the tempting offer. A
And shutting the “door" in the
•door.*
man ahead of hint, however, responded
cashier’s face Daniel returned to his bed
and said he would sell his place for two
in a passion, and tin* clerk to his safe.
hundred.
The money was paid him imArmed w ith the open sesame of “doare,"
and tin* place was given up.
mediately
however, the safe Hew open without fur- As he walked
away lie said to a friend,
ther trouble, and when Daniel arrived,
“Bet us take a drink : 1 had only one hunmollified by a good breakfast and his dred in that
concern, and l think I have
morning prayer, he advised his cashier he come out a little ahead !”
might keep his place provided he would
improve his time and “go tu spellin’ skooi
The President lias appointed Henry A. Willis
in the evenin'."
post master at Timinustou.

all

other dniin" ii*■ eomfnrt-

now

Amid

lost t■

•

yvhatr.'rr

and increase of over $19.0(hi,0<iu since the
lie may rnani lie
first of January last, when the net debt
will earry tin* -addeniug eonvieiinii tint
1'he large and
was only $9.7,107,1.7;7.
Id- paradise has gone lip.
'•» *f all tli«* <ad words of
steady increase of the debt is exhibted in
tongue or pen.
I h»- *;uddest uiv these
it might have been.
the following table, compiled from the

then we .-hall be a long way advanced toward -peeie payment.
The Tact is that account, and make the whole burden
this i- the severest blow that the Adminis- heavier.
tration ha- ever received, as it is the diJudge Walton is receiving much comre. t
result of the policy of the Government, which has been one of inflation mendation from the press and public senwhenever the Administration was
likely timent for his excellent charge to the
In be unpopular from hard times.
'The Grand
Jury at Auburn, in which lie called
break has not surprised any one who
attention
to the enormous increase of capknew how business was transacted. Broker-have been able to buy bonds of new' ital crimet in Maine, and pointed out the
roads live or ten per cent, less than the
remedy therefor. Whatever the advocates
advertised rates, at which they were furof a mistaken tenderness toward murderers
nished to private persons purchasing for
I his panic is different from may say in favor of their position, it is a
an
A vigorous fire was re- investment.
in ruins.
lumed from the forts and batteries on any that has occurred since that of 1857. fact that the number fof murders has
i,
with effect, for at the end of seven That was caused by undue mercantile ex- enormously increased of late, and that too
e
the rebel ironclads’ slipped their pansion. and this by railroad expansion.
just at the time when the advocates of
ode- and withdrew in a damaged eoinli- (hie thing is certain ; it lias cured the disbeen the loudest in proI
ease.
here
v\ ill
he
no more
Minister Maisonave telegraphed at
hauling of leniency have
i, .ott
t.i-dav that the bombardment had large amounts on new railroad enterprises claiming the better policy of their timid
nded. and declared that it was a wanton and w Inn I ie w reek is ilea red away there and paltering counsels.
will be a healthier condition of things
.ttrage which should lie held up to the
We spoke fast week of the sudden stop
than tlier has been for years past.
ation
of
The
Yittoria
and
pn.i
Europe.
that was put to the brutal and eowardlv
Vi itiian/.a.ivei nt 1 v released by the Hritish,
Ctuts Attackki> m Hats
A recent crime of garroting in Massachusetts, by
’I
despatched to the relief of Alicante.
letter limn Branford, Conn., reports that the well timed
severity of Judge Itussell.
:t
tew night' since two daughters of Mr.
Take an example in our own state, in
How Damh. itui-.w Si'ijJ.s D»»«.»u. 1 lie
Oliver Bishop, of that town, live and seven
which the offence was solely against propvouelies for the following
>ago
years old. were attacked by rats and badA good stor\ is lold ly\ a friend of
bitten.
One
of
the
called
to
her
erty. In a series of bank robberies pergirls
ly
»
n i« 1 Drew, which the news of his illness
mother in the night. Inti she, hearing the petrated in Maine by the most skillful
ails up
Kemaining. one evening, late in call hut once, thought nothing was wantin* Alice, and having occasion to list* the
burglars, the offenders have in every ined
.Morning came, and nothing further stance been
lu* permitted the cashier to go
dc
captured, received heavy senwas heard from the girls until
nearly
me
remarking that he would close the breakfast time, when one of them called tences, and are now serving their terms in
ate and ti\ tin* combination on tin* word
to her mother to come up stairs.
On go- the state prison.
And, by the way, it is
door.
Km when the cashier undertook
ing up, an awful sight presented itself. to the credit of Warden Rice that he has
in
tin*
-afe
the
lie
found
the
pen
morning
Before her were tin1 two girls, closely
the relused to yield to tin* magic “door."
The effect is
within the- bed clothes, and near- kept these men securely.
lie tried and tried again, but without siic- wrapped
seen in the
while their faces
which Maine has
«•*.<.

j n.i>*—

into tremendous
county is
y\a\. a dangerous eompoiiml, he
might
proportions. The aggregate on the ist ot have
gone along in the old w ay nf enjoy
as
stated
in
the
September,
Comptroller's tin n! on the inner -hie nf the door, be
monthly report, less $23,SG3,V3G, in the vninl yyhieli lie yvauder- like aimther ex
sinking fund, was one hundred and four pellinl Adnlii
l'lmre minlit luiye been
'll)
was
in I.S7I
cent,
Prudent men
teen millions, live hundred and thirty nine
Invak
fit. -avory
dinners,
-aid it emihl imt be siieeessfuily done, and
eoinliirtinp
thousand dollars (in exact figures $111,tontlisniue -upper-, with divers and -u miry
they were right, iimitwell kept money
and

These

in 1111»iit1 v matters is ^r.-uin-

policy

had been adopted, these men negotiated with for the restoration of the plunder,
ness

and received light punishment as a consideration.
Would there not be far less

security felt, and far
property ? Shall

to

more
we

actual danger

be more lenient

towards those who brutally murder for
gain or revenge than to those who simply
rob—towards those who take human life
than towards those who simply take dollars?

We

fully

believe that public senti-

liient will approve a course which shall

make Maine as dangerous
future for murderers as it

ground in the
already is for

bank robbers.

Androscoggin Co. has developed a butler
maker of wonderful genius. Some nice,
golden, fragrant rolls of the article purchased in the Lewiston market were found
to be simply lumps of tallow coated with
nice table butter. And yet Dingley, over
there,.who has just been elected Governor,
don't believe in hanging.

|

Geueraltiex.

sit

Wan rville piiysieian lias now under bis
care five eases of broken wrist, all within a circle of >01110 Iwo or three miles.
There are >i\ post otliees in Hampden. Only
four otic 1 town- in the Slat'
Auburn. Va--aihoro. 1> ; Id and Fairliefd—have a- many.

Ho is led home in the evening, with
his peramlmlatory establishment, to lie
brought hack again on the morrow. Punch
and Judy also_ here receive crowds of
admirers: and the curious investigator in
physical science can here test his prowess

day.

Sedan,

at

perambulated

and

"\cr can't st mt* that ere down this chicken.*’
trom a younur lad\ in l n* liana, meant that >he
did not credit her teacher's statement Iliai the

If

he

tent
arc

for

of her comestibles,

some

unusually

with

the

inviting

in

■

lion. K'lwar.l K. P.ourne <T keimehunk, for
many year- .hnli'e of I'rohalf oi York ronnlv.
ami a prominent member ol tin- Hi torieal niUJfril hi.
■irty, «tic** 1 >'ll the
lathee photoaraphrr -ml to Marina- la-i
w. « k lor “mu.jilal* ami a hottlr ot \ arni-h."
II.- rrrri\«*.| Ip r. turn -la:1.- nim- -mp plat
ami a h-.iih- of
a. h varni h.
A

.•

still

i.-laml o| « < v mi a err- ha- h u .li-. >»\ .r. .1
Lake Minm tonka. Minn w hi- h r-.-npril tie
noth'e ..! till- pn\ rmnirlll III".
I
It roll
All

in

which

their contrast

and conclude by

ri;i i r

\
in hi- !*lttik

<;

The

other

land

And will they

youth?
the

the

seen

woman,

lie

her.

tin*

a

Mi* la \ it of

tin*

1'pon complaint

for lib** 1

charge

legal tender paper.
pend payment even

Then the hank

sus-

tin* session

the little

illuminate
ripe fruii

rags, and
eerlily to drawers that they have got the
money, lint that they can’t have it ! There
is

probably

no

in

these

limit to the business that

be done in that way provided the
were
sullieiently credulous. Thi s
it will be seen that the country is three

might

public

tin*

justm-li'-.

removes

from

specie payment, straining

ev ery nerve, like a rope walker over the
torrent of Niagara, to prevent tailing into

the chasm.

It is

Imped that the worst
has lieen already realno assurance of safety,

on

bttsines.

ized. but there is

Villages.

By Joseph

Bird

The

theory

tin.I

ing done,

at

criminal

band .1 my. at
• i! 1
d. ladl'd to tilid

\

a

wrists the

Their music, heaven save the

a-boiling.

now

in

fair and hone-1

through

the mellow horn

a

few old Scotch

Irish favorites, but he
and lie has

preciated,

was

passed

on

not apto

more

conservative handgenial
organ, the Simon pure, still lives, as it ever
w ill until time shall lie no more, but amid
the many novelties of these modern davclimes.

more

The

than

neglected

formerly. To
eight or

conclude, the street baud, of some

pieces, has become a powrer in the
wandering minstrel line, and some of them
discourse most eloquently.

ten

itiN la; A NT

M ia:< it an rs.

embraces

This

crowds,

some

lie claims bis transactions areas

those of the brokers

of the author is that too much reliance is

legitimate as

placed by eommmiilies upon the engines
and enmbrous machinery id the mimicipalities, and that insuflieieut attention is
given to means for suppressing tires withThe author firmly
in the building itself.

street, and intends to

keep

on

on

State

until

com-

desist. In and around Fam-nil
Markets is any day to be seen an elderlv
mati having the appearance of a well-to-do
farmer, who if he notices you, will hold

pelled

to

not. suit yon, don’t, hurry by, for his capacious pockets are well lined with knives of

j

made his

they ha\e

nm-t secure

name

of lie
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Po 1 r 1.aN I > M aNPI’ACTPUKS.
took a
look at tin* extensive warerooms and lactone*
of (’. P. Kimball yesterday. Tin* wan-rooms
are now full of as tin** work as one often >ir..
\Vre noticed several new styles,one of which ian open buggy of nobby pattern well worth a
visit to see. 'I’here is a hand carriage made for
the son of an old friend of Mr. Kimball's, who
was so unfortunate as to lose the um- m hilower limbs. He is now in Bowdoiu < <-ile-e.
where the carriage was sent \e-terda\. \N
hope the college bo\ s will not fail to lend him :i
helping hand itt going up hill. <>n a level or
descending ground we opine 11h• \ will ha\«
We also saw two cara hard time to A*ee/> y</>.
riages boxml for San dose. < ’alifornia, and "in
ready to box ordered b\ l>r, N. S. denkin", formerly of this city, for Count Fur-deuslcni. I Ilersdorf Prussia, This is tin tirst shipment
Mr. Kimball has ever made to Prussia, llimen are now all biisilv engaged mi deigb- m
orders are now being
the
various kinds.
I
received from New York ami the We-t for tin
tinest grade of sleighs. We saw om marl\
tinished, which is to go to ( alifornia. (being the
Tin* shoe itirst shipment to that State,
made three inches w ide in order to mo\e«m the
light soft snow of the golden State.
The very narrow shoes used bv all tin* makers on light sleighs have given more or levtrouble in Boston ami New York h\ cutting
through the soft snows. But to male a shoe
wide enough to prevent that and thick enough
to be stiff would make the sleigh too hea\ y.
Mr. Kimball has now invented and patented a
concave shoe that he estimates till \ times stiller
than a ttat shoe. It. can be made as thin :i' desired and then be sutlieiently still*.
lit* has spent a great deal of time in gelling
up the new improvements on carriages and
sleighs, and the National Convention of Carriage Builders rendered him a ju*t tribute and
honorable recognition in electing him I litir tirst
President. Portland takes great pride in all
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"li ho.nnl ol lie- -fh. Janie-. "I Ikm
>n <1
mr, at l‘..rl late). I imr-J:i\.
Ih-Wa-lhlh< rapi aim
11- rl li->
W a- I hr -an-■<
hfon-i

on

Person* wanting bargain* in two first rate
coal <lo\es tbr heating store* or offices can find
them at tlii* ofliee.

.1. p.» ii.

_oi lie*

ill" la-1 rnoni Ii the p i- ii;*;
an.l IV. i-111
I ill -ilie-- rf ih*- laa-lfin r ilr.ee I -liowr.l all in-e
n'f a
of alioni 1w.‘lllv-li\i per .mil. o>.r ill il
o| I’ll** eo.'i'e-poii.liie inonin ol In
n

streets,

short.

i* h

\ (-r\

to the front

lively

wa*

I’ at her McSweeny
I lay lord Hall next
A. M.

I).li

game of iisticuHs

a

in filial I i. -.iliirTi.. I li.* if a wall of a
iise--toi \ huililine; fell on a •foim! of thr weak
m
of ih.
pier- on He- promt.I tJ.ior. killin'one workman ami wonmliua iw.» oiln-i

the new- stand

i nk

I
was

Ill

s-

a

tin-

!

mine

Drunken brawls make the night hideous in
the neighborhood ol lower Main street.

ion.

Tin vrllow !<■ v >'! -it ^lii'.‘Vrj»oi | -how- im
ah iTemmt.
A number ot prominent riti/em*
were aaiohr.
lln* \ it lim
Three
vr- teniav.
< atholir
prie-l < iiavr .link

adjacent
Among all this motley crew, pcrlctp
the most amusing sight i that presented
by two robust men grasping eitIn
end ,.|
a
pulse-glass, each iulcitth watching tinlet! litpiid as it recedes from, or rises in
the hull) he holds in his hand, looking at a
distance, (their clenched hands on a !c\e!
with each others' face)
though eng e ,-d
in

artli.

«

Schofield lots is>ued an order for tin- execution of tin- Modoes on the third day of 1 >. tober. at Fort Klamath, in aeeordanee with the
presidential order.
1

--

surroundings,

patronizing

is larger than tin

"ini

of rather

pile

a

Passenger travel
branch last week.

County.

melancholy day*

While vests and linen pants
on >mnla\.

—

cries for more, lie can negotiate with
the young lady under the striped lawn

and give only vocal music. There were,
until a w eek or two back, two hue-looking
French soldiers, each of whom had lost an
arm

again

The trial of Adelb vl Davi-.the ho\ who
"hot Ali •.* spear at Madison. 1 lie ITlh ot hist
dune, commenced at "!-.o\vh :"i "ii Wednes-

many peep-show)

and

Five \esscK wliieli were driven ashore during
the gale, in Sydney harbor, have been suece>>ful!\ launelicd.

and tobacco, who has a little wagon, in
the centre of which he sits ensconced all

highly-colored lithographs.

City

This i- October, and “the
ha\ e come.*’

A

class, but. on the contrary, generally be
considered mendicants: yet as they have on machines for striking, griping, blow mg
usually no other avocation, and evidently and lifting; ami if after going' through with
the whole series of personal experiments,
earn. a< Tar a> hard work on their part
he has sullieient strength remaining', he
can do it. the money thev pick up from
their pleased or distracted audiences, we can have it knocked out o| him by aneleccannot .justly put them on a level with the trical shock : after recovering somewhat,
he can he weighed and his height measimportunate beings having no equivalent
ured, and then spend a half-hour in poet
to offer for the coveted scrip other than a
mg
through two or three telescopes, a
of dire
of itself to

who

New* of the

modified form of yellow fever has appeared
in Cairo. 111. six or eiirht fatal eases have <><•eurred.
A

day.

be called a business

hardly

can

reputation
acquired of being dangerous ground for
his hand, containing two or three
believes that, it every warehouse, business out
bank robbers, and the security which
with the ipiestion, 'Want to buy
knives,
place, and dwelling were, so far as can
treasure vaults now enjoy from midnight
a knife?”
If flic samples lie exhibits do
be
a fortress to resist
made
done,
readily
assaults. Hut
a
offender
suppose

They

inating with ISissel—a Greenland correspondence, giving the statement of 11 Kranuh Smith, Danish inspector at Tessviak.
He intimates that
throw's some light.
Hr. Kissel, proud nr lus superior <|iialilistory
portent, enough
cations as a scientist,and apprehensive
pro\ e that truth (?) is stranger than fiction,
lest llic result of his labors would redound or
perhaps a seared eyeball, a scalded
to the credit of ('apt Hall, secretly eonvisage, a mutilated member, or some such
conspired against him. using (’apt, Kud- cumulative addendum to their
dreary and
dington and Sergeant Meyers, the meteo- often-told tale. At the close of the war
rologist, as the instruments to carry out were frequently to lie seen sailors and
Ids designs, lie further says very stormy
soldiers, wanting an arm or leg. who had
language passed between ( apt llall and taken In the lianil organ as a means of
Hr. 1 iissel, on their mooting in his house,
raising the wind, and were generously enand i 111imatos, rather Ilian expresses, liis
dowed by passers-by, not in appreciation
suspicion that (’apt. Hull did not die a of the musical entertainments, but in
pity
natural death
It must l>o kept in mind,
of their crippled condition and in gratiin reviewing these statements, thut the:
tude for their services in the livid.
This
lirsl intimations of the alleged poi-oning ;
branch of the profession gradually fell miof llall proceeded from the New York
ller the control of two or three -leek-lookHerald, that this verity is dispute.1 upon
ing performers, with improbable uniform,
fair ground', and that the Herald i> gathacross between a major-general's and a
ering these tael in support, of its previ- powder-monkey's, and these virtuosi manous position and to hoist* r
up a repulati on
aged for a few years to turn many an honest
somewhat damaged by exageratio is, el**.
pennv. lint they have disappeared at last,
There is as \ et no positive evidence that
and their held is worked by another variety
(’apt. Hall's death wa> not from latural of the same genu- This new vat iet.y is an
causes; tln*re is nearly every reasoi. to beimportation, a creation growing out of the
lieve no foul moans wen* employed to
Traneo-l’russian war, and consists of discompass hi death. The ravings of a de- abled heroes, but, unlike our republican
lirious man, reported by Ksipiimaux, are
veterans, they spurn all mechanical labor,

has certainly dawned upon the people of
New York. Since the so called "reform- not reliable testimom, and should not be
ers" have taken the places of 'Tweed and given credence without eoiiiphd* eorrohis associates, matters have gone from boratiou, The Polaris orew are ordered
bad to worse. The Hartford 'Times, w e It* New York, when the truth wil probanotice, is so exercised at the develope- bly appear
ments of Comptroller Breen's annual reAii i 11st;tin *• nf matrimonial inIV*1 ic*it\
port, that it exclaims "Tweed needed
It
enji'a^es }»ulilio attention at llockltinl.
again in New York." 'The "reformers" also Invaks out in the nilumns ot* tin*
have had control of New York city since
Free Press, where w «•
the follow
the exit of Tweed, and the tax payers liml

({old has beet weak and low on account lows :
of the order of tin- Treasury to commence
the payment without rebate of the Novem- Expenses.S.'ili.aOtl.Onu
Heeeipts. aa,2.Vt.»MlO
ber interest and the cable reports of
port from London.

j

the exclusive services of Sergeant Meyers
j as his assistant, while ('apt. Hall required
Meyers to keep his (Hall’s) journal. On
!
; this point—concerning the troubles orig-

The Condition of New York Finances.

Whig

when

remembered, is the otlieer who initiated
the troubles on the Polaris by claiming

££"In sending money, state THF. POSToFFK F.
to which the paper is sent

the

Here are scores ol old women,
of the Emerald Isle, with shawl
crossed over the bust, ami generous frill
protruding from beneath hood or bonnet.

Ho appeared in perfect something marvellous, and as
entering on the voyage. nality and inventive execution
I noticed nothing unusual in is health up 1>\ this
open-air fraternity as is often found
to the period of his illness. The rumors in our proudest
marble-fronts, and their
that he was poisoned are too absurd to enterprise is fully commensurate with
be seriously entertained.
The rumor may their talent, and the latter is not suffered
have been founded on the hallucinations of to pall by disuse.
Dr. ISissel. it will be
the raving patient.'"
STKKKT MUSICIANS.

fortnight.

a

payment is made, the date will
correspond, ami SUBSCRIBERS ARE
THA f 1 11 El R 1)A I KS A Ml.
TO
SEE
REQUESTED
CORRECT. Subscribers in arrears are requested to
forward tin* sums due.

aright,

nival.

obviously

knitting or sewing beside pine
kitchen tables groaning under such delicacies as liy-specked candy; highly polished apples; mottled pears; pies Hat and
rancid and containing a black and tin-,
diversity
much origi- known lining; peanuts, pop-corn, etc.
is displayed Here, also, is the blind dealer in cigars

callings.

a new

If we remember

Letter from Boston.
'J'hc resound Polaris crew have boon In< oirespoiHlence of tin* Jourmi!.
terviewed at Dundee, Scotland, in reference to the alleged poisoning of ('apt.
Boston, Sept. •_'!>, IH7:’».
Hall.
Dr. Emil liissol, the scientist of
Perhaps no better illustration of the saythe expedition, pronounces the rumors ing, “one-half the world knows nothing
“silly and absurd." emphatically “contra- of how tin' other half lives,” could he
dicts the statement that ('apt. Hall died given than that which a great city presents
other than a natural death," and adds: in itinerant musicians, sidewalk merchants
“lie died of apoplexy,
lie was ill about and related
Their
is

I ll*

Thursday.\ grand gunning

in’' 1

i. and

handsome-t animals vve
also a idlest llUt Weighing
k'Joi». a -pleielid draft horse.
bav rurriux**
horse, Ine year- old. of handsome aetion, will
"

be
hor

pri/e
l ie

"lie

I

<>f lie

her.

!•>!

i

some

beauty

"anting a family
a maguirii-eni
pounds, vv ith splendid

one

of the

lot i-

bkn k “tdtliii:.-. of lion
•arriaee.
an limbs, au.l remarkable handsome
iN-' k anil bead. Several pair* of mutehcd horse*• i.
anion:- I hem. ami these were out on trial to.

■

when vve saw the lot at the New.
Eirdaml Mouse -Kiltie. These animals m** all!
It li I»‘*
e\fepl t vv o. I lie stoek raisers ol that
ition tierdiniii“ to |.;n t with their brood laiuvs
l ie- previtnis lot brought here by Mr. IHeive
have “ivt n satisfaetitni to buyers. The buud“iiie pair "I draft horses .iwiiol by .n. fr. Kilt'
have done a “Teal amount of work thi* sum
pm. baser-

lire by hand appliances, great conflagranitT, ami l»r
I'elltllelon values his tariittXe
tions would cease. -Many instances are
horse v erv hi“hl v.
diverse descriptions, and if a knife is not
given in which these tactics have stopped
I,a si
ivirogr tde.l i<< 1111> in temperathe spread of tires. The whole subject of what you desire, a plunge into a pocket
ture. and gave u< a la>le »»t the thermometer ul
lire is reviewed, their sources pointed out, yet unvisited brings forth a handful of riages.
vj.
Nlmidav wa- m»i
improvement, hut
a si!*• mg south west wind ilud sprung up in the
and methods of preventing them detailed. razors. This man is one of the “instituA WootiKN Uaii.uoah.
I ll,' Clarendon
of this city, and
afternoon and e.intinued tlir.mgh the night,
probably sells more
It is a very valuable volume, and so far as tions"
Press contains an account, of tlic
(S.
(J.)
brought u- I*-** I* i‘» a slate «»i the weather that
knives
and
razors to markeliucu and farwe know the only one ever published on
wooden road lately built, which brings
niak**s a liitle tin • •>mfi»rtalde in the tnoruilig.
mers than any half-dozen stores in Boston.
Ihe subject.
Manning Court House in oonnnunioafion
Frightful
Disaster,
ft
a
mite
I lea- w ill
Then we have venders of gigantic spiders, with t he world. The road is I 1
pe. ial meeting ot the Young
\V VIT.J.I.o, Iowa, Sept Ikj.
plot li.iil»*\
Mm' t'hristiau A-oeiation ai their room? in
The Lewiston Journal gives currency to a
whose prototype must have been conceived long. The whole structure is similar to
other roads, except in place of iron il has had advert i set I that lie would make an a
rumor said to circulating among railroad men
j ll nlmd hloeh. In-night. (Thursday.)
that the firand Trunk Railroad ronteni|ihites inthebraindestroyed by much conviviality ; wooden
stringers, txft inches, fastened eension in a balloon to-day, and drew a
to
a
its
countenance
and
aid
conrailroad
M '. dames s> Is ester, ot l.iueoliiYille, is now
giving
I he halsponges bleached to a lily white, and to the ties by long iron spikes passing large crow d to the lair grounds.
nection w ill] the Shore bine, by building a road
lelt the knitting w illi a set of needles on w hieh she knit
t ie. The stringers
and
and
both
hioii
was
air
inflated
with
hot
which
soon
alter
stringer
through
grow
rigid
from l.cwislon \ ia/tiardincr. to strikctlie Shore |
purchasing;
are ft inches face, and the wheels are ft
"round, Hailey hanging by his hand" to a slot-kings tor lhe soldier* in the war of 1k1*>.
bine near Belfast.
jewelry, neckties card photographs, shopinches face, the friction being distributed horizontal bar beneath. ,insi as it started and also in the war.ol the rebellion.
We give the above for what it is worth,
lacings,matches, blacking, tops, medicines, over wide surfaces. The llangcs arc '■> 1 -1 it took lire near tin* mantle and Hailey
On Wednesday morning, a miserable old
remarking only that if Methuselah were, household contrivances, everything in tact, inches deep, to prevent
running off. A did not a p pa really notice tin* lire until too while horse, a mere skeleton, stood harnessed,
now in his youth, and running a farm on
that can possibly be turned into money, portion of the road has been in operation late to led go with satcly, but hung on
ft months and the stringers arc smooth. until hi* reached an altidude of pan) ,»r to a hay-riek in front of our oftlee. On one of
Ihe projected line, he might possibly look and of such endless
variety that your The
as large as a.
rolling stock is common, but unite lot Mi feet, when the canvass that hold the his forelegs was a diseased growth
of
his
old
and
the
through
readers would most certainly
spectacles
age
from which he was suspended burned ehild's head, whieh the animal reached out as
The
worth
effeclual.
engine,
tg
hoop
1,800,
only
see the frjin go liy.
an ass, if I
Think
carries 8 ears, loaned, lft miles per hour. away and In* fell, reaching the earth a far as possible in front to ease the pain. A tnaor
Tried to enumerate fully, or classify,'
road is regarded as a success, and quarter of a mile front the point of start- ought to he ashamed of the cruelty of driving
The
it
But
is on the Tremont street mall of
—Mrs. Barry, the singer, has been
answers all purposes, it has cost #1,titty ing. llis body was frightfully mangled such a creature. We were told that he belonged
Common
Boston
these
her
from
in
divorce
wh^re
husband,
ope ri\ toys per mile. B.y flic road 50,000 lbs. can lie and his legs were driven into the hard to a man l»\ the name ot Boynton, liviug in
granted a
under heaven’s blue vault, hold High ear- sent twice a da\.
Boston, on the ground of cruelty.
ground up to his knees.
Montv 1II9.

lumbakcs ou the shore

are now

A

popular,

( apt.
L<»m Ykssi*:i..
Beni.
Patii'i'-on, who ha> just arrived from a li-liinir
;uise down the hay. reports that there came i
-Hole at Isle all Halit, about ten
day- ago. the

Iii*:i.i<’s

01

of

y

Travelling Doctor

and

his Prac-

tices.

only two eases at the police court this week.
'i«*tUsimple drunks. Edward Anni-and William
(Quinlan were each fined #3 and costs, which
!u v paid.

The Pittsfield Eagle gives tidier details
of the ease of lh-. Calvin
Ileunett. the
travelling physician, who was arrested
there, and Is now under bonds for an a—
young lady who lias been for
nearly or quite fifteen years confined to
her house- by a disease that has been incurable to all the various phvsieians that
ault

on

a

wrecked \e-.-«d ot apparently
■t0v huts.
The figure hcadi. that of a IV- i
figure, had lost tin head. Tim quarter have treated her.
ird had on it the name- .1 A N E \ N 1» II AH
Dr. Dennett is a practitioner of “Psychic
IHKT. surmounted 1>\ a gilt arrow.
There
Force.” according to his profesHealing
''
:tUo fragments of spurs, oak
Me gains psychological inphmk four sional card
he- thick, and a hard
pme lieam thirty feet tlueuee over his patients, treats them
rhese were all very much brui-ed and
through the emotions, performs his cures
roken by the a. ti. n of the
through the mind coming under his conagments

a

trol. when

emotions nervous currents are liberated which stimulate
blood, brain and viscera." lit his manipu-ale .it lie* Ware-farm. Northport at auclation and by contact with him the healii -1'i.ei,' i l.o »U
A
l«* t t v Kdyy ai d .laekson
ing influence is transmitted to the sufferer
lioabb i.,;-m tar-:d. hi ''ear-port b\ Sarah d.
a
system of practice, it will be seen, that
Houston— Large -toek ot le w HutL-nis in croekrequires the utmost confidence between
and gin- ware at d. ( Thompson*-—Datipatient and physician, and in some cases
Hurudeh oilers hi- entire -lock of dr> calls for
humiliating concessions and fa’’d'
provision- and groeerie- for -rd<- at a miliarities. So it was in this case. The
•Ugaiu- It. H. dolm-on A (
doctor, as the lady says, on his first visit
» all attention to
',r| 1 Ueyy
-lock ot rood- j| t !
explained to her his mode of procedure.
i
I from
1 ie informed her that whatever passed
Bo-tnw.
| between them must be secret. Even her
"i \iisi*»o:
On Friday night
I i-i
three mother must tie excluded, and the
patient,
in tin- \ ilhe/e were (-nte-red
!•> burglars the doctor and (iod la- the only witnesses,
I. ( lenient A ( o.'s dry
goods store. A. F. she must unreservedly and confidently sttli<imbv*- hard war.-, and dolm it. lane's corn mit to
him, that the healing influence
nd fi"1
111 each all entrance y\a< made by
might master her. In no other way could
aeima a sheet <4 tarred paperoyera pane of -he be benefitted.
lie made a second and
and then bn akin o. thus preventing any
a third visit, in which,
by the laying on of
•i'1
Only about thirty dollar- in
scrip wu- hands, he established tin* Psychic power,
and it was at the fourth call that his prodo-n from ai! three of ifi, stores.
ceedings were of such a nature as led to
(in I-1 id a y night la-1. 1 lie -tore
tin- inference upon which the complaint
* I, l.onb. ii w:i- entered by
1
spreading tar against him is based. To thoroughly and
1
a pie*
•>] lhi* k brow ii
paper, and -Iirking
effectually transmit the healing influence
one 1o one i*f tlie lai Lre w imloyy
panes in
it became necessary that as much as pos•m of tin -1oi■ *. and then boving it in.
They
sible ot his body should come in contact
‘'lamed about t'v •!\» -loilar- in
rip and -i!y er with the patient, and to accomplish this lie
removed his shoes ami coat, threw himselt
angc. le -idr- a bail sovereign. vain. :?.4:!
*i .a biindl*- »f blue mixed \ aru. a -mall
upon the bed and gathered tin patient
Then site became alarmed,
dose to hint.
a* of red twille.l llaiue l ami one
pair gent’s
herself away declined to coniweps
They also entered one other-tore and tlraw ing
Mtcntiuii i- called to tie folioyviim new local
erti-, ne nl-.
Elia- is. Ko-n-r announces

“by agreeable

1

—

<

c

Hn

-ante tin- «»i-.

lull

yvu-h-lt m :li*
o.-iug their object.
.•’lew

I'll 1‘Jlar•!*■

obiained nothing a- no
.Ira yver-. that « \ idmlly
doiil.lies- ib.

wen

one

am*

iled ill >ear-poii.

Wagner Sentenced.
lit

of I’ll!- II 1
W agliel
Shoals muni, rer, was proi-'imced by Judge lVters. in the Supreme
* hi
ri at Alfred, on Wednesdas.
being
t"ked it’ he iiati any reasons to offer ssdis
nteiiee
.{' death -h• <u 1 d me be passed
ipon him. W agner said :
I niiii' here to this country "cs eii years
■«*. known by a great mans
people as a
ie
and innocent creature: I hast* not
‘s nied a child in this
country. Jiere or
otln*r place I hast* lised svith Air.
i Milt«*iit two scar'-: 1 have not done him
harm. I has e been known in Hortsnth, ami nobody an prove that l did
I hast* been charged now with
my harm.
L.
rime of mnrtler and have ssvorn ber>
find Almighty that I am innocent,
old I -ay her- tin- minute that («od Alnighty i- ms witness that l am innocent.
Mill I will nut mourn against the ". nteiiee
hat will be put upon me but a great
.any will feel alter awhile that this poor
tan who st and> here at t hi
bar to day is
innocent soul, and that i- true Air.
Alv liberty ami
tiuly Attorney Yeabui
i.o.
life hang on Ins right hand
It has
'ecu prosed at south Berwick
that Louis
fl 1 Wagner s\\m no murderer : that these
\o wi-uieii
were led killed in the night :
hat these tsvo women wen* not dead in
..
morning between s and *.» o'clock ss hen
1 lout vent arris-ed tin re ; that these women
s »-re
not killed svith an a\c, but \s.
hoked to death svith a handkerchief.
It
."
charged that thi" was my handkerchief
it is the -aim* a* the
out it is not mine
-hil t svhieh tlies swore ss a mine, w hen
If that shirt should be
did not tit me
fitted on to Air. 1 bmlwnt it would tit him.
'bin
and it i" Air. 1 louts cut
lean "Wear
M iore
the living < L»d that it
hi- -hiri
! have >eeii it
1 base seen it
t know it
1 did i-d inteml to
hi- svn t" before.
m
narm any
I did not
old if) could help
belies c that people would, take a poor in
a
n.M.mt soul, who lias never harmed
till 1 ssill not
l*il.l and condemn him
immru.
file Lord Jesus did not mourn
main"l tlio-e s\ ho erm ifn I him. lb looked
up to heasen and asked hi" 1 atlmr t<- for•rive them, for they did not know what
they vs ere doing, and 1 ssill do the -aim*.
ssill
Mile ss Inn they ssill
Bill the thm
.Mile
to die, and they w ill f«*el for the
wrong they base dom* the poor innocent
!'!U"sian. Loiii" Wagner, ss Im now -land
1 hat r" all has e to say
tea
at this bar
Have you anything further
liie court
**

Mltt-llce

i'-!«*

ot

1

<

<

o

?
The prisoner
sav

Railway Collision.
collision hist Friday on the Midland
Railway in New Jersey, between a freight
and passenger train, was terrific. The
conductor of the freight train was warned
before ho set out that lie was
running on
lime ol the passenger train, but he gave
no attention to it.
1'here was a heavy fog
upon the meadows, and it was impossible
to see a greater distance than 10(1 feet.
\\ hen about J00 yards east of Homestead,
the engineer ol' the freight train heard the
warning whislle'of the approaching passenger train a short distance in front ol
him. !l reversed Ids engine, blew a return whistle to the
passenger engine,
which the next moment met ids own with
a terrible crash.
Both trains were going
at a high rate of
speed, ami the shock was
terrific. The engines were raised upright
to a height o*f fifteen feet,
'fixe tender of
the passenger engine resisted the shock of
the collision with the coaches following it.
and it telescoped into the first ear. occupied by about twenty male passengers.
The freight ears piled upon eaeli other, and
tlu1 splinters from this pyramid of shattered
wood-work were thrown into the air loan
altitude of 100 feet. The engineers and
firemen of the respective trains knew that
a collision u as inevitable in time to save
themselves. I .oil l.ankton. the engineer
of the freight train, and Nathan NalUulay,
the fireman of the passenger train, took
nd\ atitage of litis knowledge to save themselves b\ jumping into a ditch of stagnant
water alongside the track.
John Kelley,
the engineer of the passenger train, remained at his post until the shock hurled
him from the cab a distance of fifteen feel,
across the ditch into themeadow marshes.
11 is left arm was fractured and his left leg
His recovery i~ very doubtful
injured
When Albert Meissner, the fireman of the

freight engine, -aw 1 lie
approaching lie called
jump, and springing

castern

bound train

to bis engineer to
from Hie cab, lie
mounted the box ear, and was in the act
of a pi dying the brake when 1 lie crash came,
and before he could realize it he was
crushed through one of the boxes and almost buried in the debris.

sion

will

probably

be

sent to Maine to

procure the depositions of such witness,",
a- cannot personally attend, and there will
lie present quite a number of those who
have been the doctor’s patients.
Ac
El-IDKMIO AT SlIKKVKl’OKT.
cording to the Vicksburg Herald, the
present terrible affliction of Shrevepoit is
of
violations of the law
due to
lilt

gross
It says:
•‘The laws of nature and the laws of by
jieno have both been outraged in Shreveport, and the people of that unfortunate
We had
place are paving the penally

health.

previously heard that the town was in a
horrildv filthy condition. We had been
told that the bodies of putrid animal- were
to lie seen sweltering in the suit in differ
cut portions of the city, while mud Imh

..king

w

ith tilth and miasmatic \apur-.

poisoning the atmosphere in evert
direction, lint our information, derived
were

of character, In tray a
-tare ot laet-s that is absolutely appallinv
and if not property vouched lor would be

from

a

gentleman

received with incredulity
We are informed that a boat hav ing on
board a hundred or more iexas cattle
was recently sunk in Ued river, very near
Inexplicable and incredible
Shreveport
as
the statement may seem, we are in
formed that these dead animals have been
fished from the wreck and taken ashore
h >r their hides, ami that after being skinned
the bloated bodies have been permitted to
remain exposed to the rays ot a bundle.'
where they have sweltered and
sun,
poisoned, with the sickening effluvia ariing from these decaying carcasses, tie

percent.
much surprise.

caused
the demand
fer discount at the think of England to
dax. as well as in o]<eii market, has been
heaxy at ttie rate of b per cent. One
hundred and I xx enl v-four thousand of the
til ls,mill drawn from the bank was for
ment

America. There was shipped
Salmalax .from Plymouth for Ni \\ York. by
sti
tlie
im-liip Silesia, T'.tfb.ooii in bullion,
and the steamship American, which sailed
I ruin Southampton on the same
day for
New York, took out fib.ooo. Engagemeiil- are b,in; made for the
shipment of
f 'b.ooii 11\ tlie
learnsliip Danau, which
sails iViiiii Southampton to-morrow.
It is
aid 1 h:il f.»on.min are booked for
shipment thi
xx eel,.
The failure of three
brol.eiv.. iii oiiseifneuee of the fall in the

shipment

to

price i,l i.tie Kailway sliares. xxras an
in a met d
on
ihe sioek Exchange to-dax
One failure i
reported front Hamburg.
Ii i e\peeled ihat additional
suspension
" ill
he anijoiiiii-eil in London to morrow
morning.
i’liiaiNTii. Si.ei

The Leader
ix
authori/eil o, tal. lii il the (b.vei'nuieut has ordered liaif a million
terling
"eld le in I uphold
also that a million
terling ha- been shipped for New York
and -i'h -ailer.ible mu for ('amidian bank
flip feelinp in England i- oontident and
u

i

■

hopeful
Collector

Harper's Defalcation.

A Chicago di.-patrh say s that it appears
from the investigations into Hie defalcation of Revenue Collector Harper that
there are implicated in Harper's fraud his
deputy, Smith, ami three distillers. David
I
Thompson, Henry P. Wcsterinan and
dolui I
Smith, representing the Pekin
Distilling Company, and John 1). M<--

■

I no
and

ing. lfi.s body was found, with life ex
tinct, standing erect, and jammed between
the foot board of his large double wagon

and

hay rack. It is supposed that Mr.
McLaughlin went to his barn to run out
bis double wagon. As he was moving it
out, the ground being descending he was

glstS.
tvUtsj,

unable to cheek its progress. A hay rack
was standing in the
yard, a few yards from
thebarn doors ; in descending the declivity,
the footboard of the wagon struck Mr.
McLaughlin in the back and threw him
upon the hay rack, where he struck upon
his breast and was pinioned between the
rack and wagon. In Ibis position he was
loimd by Mr.
it. Nelson, and was taken
into the house and a physician summoned.
The deceased was a single man and Co
years of age. [Kennebec Journal.

For Internal and Fxternal use.
<mh to relieve the patient, hut
entirely removes the eau.e <d the complaint. It
penetrates and jiervades the wind system, restoring
aCti0n
:,U i,v lmr,s> i*nd (ptickening the

blood'

TMe
Household PANACEA
Vegetable and all Healing
Prepared bv
I

receivin';
mi

sassinating a detachment of Palacios’ force,
under a flag of truce approached
which,
crew of t lie
the fort, sacked Omoa and imprisoned all
of
Hound,
brigantine
Halifax, which was
the consuaties
wrecked in a hurricane, remained for thirl v the British subjects, gutted
and Portuhours between the house and the rail of of American, English, Spain
to pieces, and
American
the
tore
flag
gal,
were
before
the vessel
rescued. After
they
merchants’ warehouses and
tiie gale moderated they took refuge on sacked the
1 he
them a periect wreck.
safes,
top of the house, where they remained Niobe leaving
and demanded
arrived
after
soon
seven days, sustaining life by eating some
the surrender of the imprisoned foreignpieces of salt pork and a shark which they ers, and
1 he
explanations of the outrage.
a bowline; the yalso got one
with
caught
authorities were obstinate and refused to
drink of water from the only shower they accede to
the demands of the commander
had. Two of the men died from exposure, of the
Niobe, when a bombardment biland the mate died after being rescued.
lowed until a flag ot truce was hoisted
and the prisoners surrendered anil comThe hay crop of the State tins year i- valued
pensation was guaranteed.
at #37,006.000.

money for

speculative

purposes.

The

The Cumberland, Maryland, News gives
instance of the obliging kindness ol
Treasurer Spinner that the collector ot
Cumberland sent a half burned ten cent
note to the Treasury.
“Yesterday,” says
the News, “a new ten cent note was received, enclosed in a registered letter
each way, and the live cents for registering—eleven cents in all—was what the
new ten cent note cost.
Who will doubt

as an

that Mr.

Spinner

is

accommodating?’’

—The Whig says that
erating in Bangor.

burglars

are

op-

i-

strong language, hut it
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PERRY DAVIS &. SON,
M.1 ni"- & Tr..p’
I ;f. High St., Trov., IT I

let.!

BELFAST

PRICE CURRENT.
hi,/ /;,/• //„• .lour,ml.

If..

>'i

C.i
I l.'iir,
Corn Meal,
l{v
A|.
l.’\ ••.

■"

>ct. 1, 1

IT'iind Ho.-.

sa"

Mean
.Marrowfat T<a
<»at-,
I'otatoe-, new,
Dried Apple-.

!

-•

Cooking \pp|.
Ihitier,
Cheese.

Mgg.-.
laird,
Apple--.

o

eDa.'o
xalO
sa In
1,‘als
Jdal.s
IsaJ"
Ida""
s i lain
1 .adao.no
Ioann

l.ou l.ainh per lb.,
*'"a<»n 1 urkex perih.,
C.icn»'» Chicken per lh.,
per If*.,
."a'•.o.ijDuck
'lal.du i;. e-per 11*.,
f."a<'d ilay per ton,
.."ano 1 ,ime,
f.a-o W ashed W o.d.
.'la.' .1 nua>lie,i Wo..,
:;oaon
duadj Tulleil >N'oo),
JuaUU
Km D'I I ides.
satl
..io i< all'Skin-,
Kano
JvatNi Sheep Skins,
S 1.00ay.no
S‘i.oo;l.-.no
-al".Hard W ..od.
ooju.on Sofi W ood,
s l.0"a".oo
nan Dry To'lock,
1 1 .'ad
ss nooa.nn
7as Straw
‘.-'"a

liarh-y.

Ai

.

<

'Hanoi b ar Salt Tork
I. Idal. f. .M aton per Hi.,

t uni.

«*BU

Wednesday,

\st.

-..

e

■» 1.1 mwm—■na—awn

nwn 'i
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BRIGHTON CATTLE MARKET.
W l.l'M !• \ V, Sept.
1.
market lor the cum id w.ek—< attle :{7ot, Sheep

and Land*.- Hg.'do; Swine l>,ndo; mil .her of W estern
Northern Cattle uni \V* rking Oxen and
Cattle
Milch Cows, -.‘do. laisteru Cattle.
Trices of Me. I' Cat I le. pei !uo 11 is. i e weight. I
tra quality s7 ooa7 yd; first uality iHloOud v7,second
quality sd 7da'i .‘57 1 y; third quality ff 1 ,’ad r.y; poorest grade of c.iarse < i\en, Mulls, No. .<! dual yd.
Mrighton Hide- Ale per la. Mrighton fallow f.af» l-*,v per lh.
per lh. C untry fallow 5a
Country Hides ,s
5 1 'Jc per lh.
Ida Kc peril*.
CalfskinSheep skin- 7da.‘C ! -to.
ot I pr, gt h 7ft
Working ‘-xen W'e qimie
-■? l‘H». 1 pr, lilt ifl. .'. ! pr. c.ft, loin, $l.ss; 1 pr, lift
sin, s hi".
W «• quote extra ai -s.idadu
Milch Cow s and Storeordimnw S'-'dado jh-j- head. Store < ittle \ earlings
SI la 1.
; ear olds $p;ay> ; y year «»lds .sysa-ld.
Sheep and Manilas \\ esteru Sheej* cost d 1 ya ; tc.
Lambs. 7 n 7 1 le* pur lh.
•Swine Tigs whole.-al. .a. 1 .v. retail sc per lh.
00 iu mark, t ; price- 5 1 .'a
In per lh.
HogJ

\ear

all healing pain ivlie-ver.

counter-irritant,

cripples

throw

an

awa\

their crutches, the lame walk, poisonous bites
are

a

It is

-ear.

no

are

because il

ever

before

does ju-l W'lial it

Those who
or sw

article

as no

now

It

to

is

do.

sinter from rheumatism, pain

elling deserve

to

Centaur Liniment.

sutfer if they

w

ill not

s

list

.More than 1000 certificates

of remarkable cures,

including

limbs,

frozen

MARRIED.

chronic-rheumatism, gout, running tumors, Ac.,
have been received.

We will send

a

any

one

requesting it.

One bottle of the

wrapper Ceipaur Liniiqcnt is worth
dred dollars for
ami mules,
owners

No

family

,u

spavined

or

In Searspori, doth, < .,pl. Si. phen Sawyer and Miss
Lizzie Treat.
In Natick, Masept. In, by Rev. A. F. Reynolds,
Mi’. Emmons French and .Miss Frances Knowlton,
both of Taunton, Mass.
In Rockland, Sept. 7. Mr. Jesse R. Bilker and Miss
1-Hen J. ('oehran. Sept 1>, Mr. James I'lmer and
Mrs. Rose L. Stetson
Sept. 12, Mr. Charles W
<ireen and Mary Alquist.
Sept. 20, Mr. V. o. Hyde
and Miss F. B. Morrow. Aug. 20, An|os C. Rivers
and Miss Mary J. Mark-. Sept. Id. Mr. Hiram C.
Rivers and Miss Nancy Brown, all of R. Sept. 21st,
Mr. William R. Tucker of England, and Miss Clara
V Cray uf Rockland. Sept. ’.'5, Mr. Alfred 11. Wilsoil and Miss Caroline R. Skollield, both of Bath.
In FIDworth, 2d ult., Mr. Frederic W. Dorr ami
Mi~- Cathureiie Mcijuinn, both of F.
In Lainuine, I21I1 nil., Mr. W in. 11. Rice of Cuuldboro, and Miss Flleu M. \ 01111 g, of Lamoine.
In < bland, Cth ult.. Mr. Ceorge 1L I’urnerand Miss
Mary 1. Downs. 17th ult., Mr. (feu. M. Cray aud
Miss Mary F. Cros*. all of Orland.

circular

containing certificates, the recipe, Arc., gratis,

to

yellow

one

hun-

s\yeenied horses

for screw-worm in slp-ep.

Stock-

this liniment is worth your attention.
should In- w ithout Centaur Liniment.

,J. B. Rosi-: A: Co., New York.

is more than a substitute lor Casis the only safe article in existence
which is certain to assimilate the food, regulate
the bowels, eiire wind colic and produce natural
sleep. It contains neither minerals, morphine
Children
or aleohol, and is pleasant to take.
need not cry and mothers may rest.

(’ASTORIA
U
tor oil.

OUR

DIED.
1

Obituary notices, beyond
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NOTICES.

DUTCH BULBS! DUTCH BULBS!

j

and date to be

an-

eight lectures,

of

course

fifty

\V
f.

i>.

S^.ju.

Marshall,

<\

\V. i'l NDI.K .ON.
V\
ff
>iM !»<«»,
lMil.n ii i-M.sKY
-• >11X il. (£t I.MltY,
•
I
I'tloMF-iiN,
h\ 11. F«n»I.I.It,
sept.. !•». l«7-$.—iwll
on.mittee.

HOWARD

II.

takes plea'iiiv in announcing to Ids friends and the
citizens of Belfast and vi« inity that he h s taken the
paint shop connected until ihe old stand lbrmerH
occupied hy Ah ■m Treadwell Nc Mansfield where hi
is prepared to do canaige painting of every
description a» 1 in the best manner.
11'* hopes hv perfect satisfaction and honest deal
.o
merit
a
liberal
-hare
iny
ot'your patronage. Now
is 'lie time to
bring in your -leighv

FROM

A

l^trlVE ME
early

ome
scats

HAVE

NOW

Large

IN

STOCK

(.ML

I

J5®

avoid the crowd and secure good
11 llu\V.\KL», Belfast
ii

to

iw'v

WORSTEDS AND BRAIDS.
A I KillK! In ,l.x l>|; V (; <>fl>S STOR1I
-1JL ha * tlii— dav opened a full assortment of woi
w hich | wjli sell at lowest Boston
price-, a
'h-se wi v- ?» d- .- re IV h, nr.d of every shade of color,
ladies who call «r them innv be hi of being suited.
Mso ,i mrye -t .ck of patterns for braiding, and a
machine for stampiny j.attei u-. stamping done on
short notice.
II. kl lTHklM.k,
t
Uhl Telegraph Building.
Sept.

Auction Sale of

Assortment of

IVIILXjmER

Jersey Stock!

I.* 1 Bi ll being about t<> relinquish •!..
rl^ I i I > I
JL dairv business, will -.11 at public .Diction at
w hat is known a tin Hubert Hi! farm. u Belfast,.m
Saturday, the j;th inst.,:.! ■; dock I* M t. u .1. r-.cows and heifers, >i\of which ;d
iu milk.
::«■!!•
<’

Cuahy, Auctioneer

t.

H

\\

l l.lj-

-AThas .ii st uettuxed kinim

BOSTON Reduced Prices!
H I I’ll .V IT 1.1. STOCK OK

150 Good Vest Makers Wanted
si.Kf.I'l l; is now hav ing a large .juuntits
ot nice work, for which he is paving
•
good
prices for good workmen, and will pa\ < a.-h as fa t
a- the work is examined until the middle of < ‘ctoher.

Jk.
tIS

Goods WATERPROOFS CUT FREE

Millinory

.1. I

sLKKIT.lf.

SELLING AT LOW PRICES. Purchased at

OF CHARGE

Store!

our

lKREnt l.AR Moll/nlXi;. 1 T'RX[ X(;. RORIXC AX’ 1)
WOOD
WORKIXt;

; -j-AVi' invito rush niters tn rail anil

uniine

our

stork before

Wi>

esr-

Dress Goods,

juirelnisin^

Sliup

in

Feathers,

Pectoral!

CONSTANTLY

For Diseases of Hie Throat and Lungs,
such
as
Coughs, Colds, Whooping
Cough. Bronchitis, Asthma and Con-

&c..

ON HAND.

■*»

sumption.
i In

few

hou-i'holil

nation-,

uian\

lVrbaps
cured

I'M.

uai

years hy
cure--, that
till

-,

11

i

u

hav

makes th»-

ii

a

maintaiiu d
A vi

rejmt

punne
cries »»f

rrtectual

deed tin*

Pectoral

hern

made

hy

Church

im!.
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niurvi

II.ki

i‘t; vei n

Sold

and head dress good- of n <-ry description at \\ » Us’.
Now hi -lock a splendid a--ortineiit of tin
>(-t
limnan tiai* Switches from S ! V> to *l.Voo, dso
l.INKN and ’ll K SWl B II KS, l.INKN at d H I K
IIIiiN.'Nn. Kong and Short l.INKN UKAII»,
l Kl/./.K I I'S. I:aTS, Nc
OKI) I.ADIKS KIM.N I
UK A IBS. < I Kl>, and everything tint pertains to
Real or Imitation of head dress good-

FANCY HAIR

Itv

Our real hair switch**- an*
\er\ he-t .jiiality at the lowest

Lowell, Mass.,

Yours

ami dealer- in

imported
prices.

and

l ie-

NEW PATTERNS!

AUCTION !
l’l HIT

AD

Saturday, Oct. 18th, 1873,
1 o’clock 1*. M., at the W VUES FARM, in A.»rthBeef < ows, t Milch
port, the following Stock
( ows, 1 three year old Hull, 1 three year old Steer, 1
three year old Colt, 1 Porters \\ agon.
ibis well known farm is also for sale on private
terms.
ELIAS H FOSTER.
C. C. CRARY, Auctioneer.
:iwl.’P
At

ON

Your Taxes for 1873.

l. PERSONS wishing to pay their taxes on or
before tin* lath day of August and receive tin*
five per cent, discount, can do so by calling on me at
the Assessor’* office, ovoi the stun- of Oakes Angier,
ever; Wednesday and Saturday afternoons between
2 and .» o’clock, of each week.
DAN IEL L. PITCH ER,
lb Hast, July 8, 1*73.
Collector of Taxes.

Al

Valuable

Property

for Sale!

A Tavern Stand, situated in Brooks
with
Village—The Out Housk
stable in connection and about one
acre of laud on which is a valuable
•-young orcl ttrd of grafted fruit. This
is the •most desirable location in the \ illnge. Also
one GRIST MILL and one SAW MILL.
The best
privilege in tl Village together with the land,
attached.
and
conveniences
Desirable
location
yards
for a factory or mill of any description. Grist mill
Will
be
sold
at
a
if
newly repaired
bargain
applied
This well known stand will be sold at
for soon.
private sale* only. Terms reasonable.
N. HILLS, Brooks, Maine.
Jino-l
—

A Valuable Farm for Sale!
The subscriber oilers Tor sale her
farm combining about 100 acres
of land, with the buildings there
oil, situated ill the town of Sears
port, on the shore road leading from Belfast to
Searsport, about three miles tYom Belfast, and two
This farm has no
miles from Searsport village.
superior as regards natural advantages in this vi -in
of
It
has
a
is well watered,
soils,
variety
good
ity.
has a good fishing and shore privilege, is well wood
ed, and is suitably divided into mowing, pasture and
tillage land. Thorn are about hO apple trees on the
The buildings are a one story house, L and
farm.
wood-shed connected, a barn *10 feet square with
carriage and wood house joining. Will also sell a
substantial riding wagon, a working wagon, a
good
harness, two sleighs und a plough.
For further information inquire of the subscriber
on the premises.
SARAH J. HOI S TON.
Searsport, Sept. 27, 1873.
4wl3

r.jn!

WltolrsaL*

I

h>r

rh»*

,-a:It*

>1 B>( III Bl .11. -ur\ iving partun
t:i,. hit'
1 lirm of 11. IT. ,l< »llNS( »\ \ (>., im»u ..tier- t-e
>al<* at re.luce.1 price-, for tltirtv .lav-, .r th< ir old
stand in II ay ford
Block, "it < In. .a -t
t heir <-nt ii
stuck of clioi' C .Milinnn. l>r«
I r.mining- and
1
(loods
for
tin
t
_jng out and
Fancy
purp"settling up.
>*t new
‘llte stock con-ists entile!
aid de-irahle
I would tender thank- to
ir patron- an<I
goods.
tbe public genei a’d> f<>r their 'ibera! patronage, md
hope the\ will avail tln-m-elve .t tun tier select ionfrom our line
f good-, and aid in .-lo-ing mi!
a
stock.
io at a gt at b:o
\ B.
file entire stock wd! I•jjiin to any p« r-"U w ishing to pnr. base. 1 he.-touts a beautiful location .u.d ha- had a large run ..t
M \ in ■> At Kso.N
trade.
till
Belfast, .sept. 1,, IS
1

.Manager of this establishment announces to
public that since the tire he

.1 and fitt« .1 up the Wilder Foundry, at the
Head «»f tin* Tide, Belfast, and is supplying it with
superior tools of every description, Lathes, Planers,

|

<

REMO¥AL!

ka

See., and is

Prepared
with

promptin'

Orders

to Fill all

and to

turn out

Abbott, Mr. Chase, and all the well known

Mr.

be found

at

and workmen of the
the

new

rpilK

a

<

establishment, will
place, ready to wait upon cus

"CALL

OVER ANL»

SEE

ME !"

DANL. HAKADKN.

towers

Manager's oflice in Pheuix Row,
White

.-

<

FIRST CLASS

WORK

supervisors

STBS IMB1 U
store, ha r«
Bio. k. "Ppo-ite tin old
1_ moved to the I'iIds old friendstand, where In would ! e hupp>
and customers.
A< he intend- i.. i.
up hi- pr<
ent business before long, he earne-tly reipte-t- all
those indeiued t * make payment In f.-r. (In- 1-tot
.Jamhiiv next.
lie w ill keep a good -tuck "I I h nr. < Iron. !.
nd
provisions, which will he -old a- 1 .w as can he pur
I 'lie balance of hi- .-tuck oi 1*..
chased elesew'here.
tnestic 1 >ry (baals will he sold AT ('< »S T. to dose out.

s

over

tieo

F.

Belli,m. \u^r

LF, 1'resident & Malinger.
ABBOTT. Sec’y & Superintendent.
JS7A.
tfli
Bellast, Sept. JV,
SV. W. CAS I

LS Y.Yc

j;

I-:

;.

-<’,u'

store.

<h

c

LOST!

tlit* loth or 20th, a call -kin wallet containing
throe dollars and twenty-live cents, and a note
of hand for twenty five dollars signed by Jeremiah
Jewett■ Any person returning the same to the sub
seribor will b«‘ suitably rewarded. All persons an
cautioned against purchasing said note.
liDWAIM) JArKso.V
:jw13*
Rellast, Sept. 27th, 1*73.

Pay

h.i

(Mass

Ware, Lamps, &c., at
J. C. THOMPSON S
Eurniture and Crockery Store.

Sugar..

-.

iis customers and tin*

LOST!

II. M ITCH EL L

CLOSING OUT!

FOUNDRY CO.

OF

RIBER will -ell at

>ri

of the

LARGE STOCK

PUBLIC

l IVFRY CO.

Maiiuftuuuvtl at MIT< ilKIJ.s

BELFAST

l»S( 1(1HER wishing to de\ ote lu> t iuie to
of his wharf property, destroyed
the
lire, oilers for sale hi- IL-tail Stock ot
recent
hy
(iootl.-, consisting of Dry (ioods, (Jrocerie-, t’ro
visions, Flour, &c., now at ‘Tra ce’s Itlock,’’oppo.-iiithe old stand.
Any person wishing to go into tIntrade can purchasi the stock at a great bargain h>
HAMEL MAI! V DEN
applying immediately.
Is;::. :t\v!:;
sept

rfMJE SI I4S<
L NON on

i,.i
~i.;1 I

<■

rebuilding

rv.

lli

&e

tlio citi/i-n- ..t 1 *.« Ifa-l and hinit\ that
ho li.is u|)cned a retail dtparinioiil in roniuwi ion
with his wind*-ah-, wlnn in- will ki* p an a->oi
ment ‘*1 briMirh and l>nmi"*'.ii * ouli-DiioiH-rv man
laeturnl at Iii- plan- from i!d- In -i
,f ,<-annlai. d

&c.

Respectfully,
B. F. WELLS

Medicines,
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r|AM
X the
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a!

a.:
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CURLS, BRUSHES,

SPECIAL NOTICE.

( ro.

u

-•

SWITCHES ! C.

In

ai. am* axai.vtu ai. chemists.

by all Druggists

Single Harnesses.

III.* ahnvt- will he -old low |o,
HO.Ill pa|.*r and rail In
-’ll In
•" »«"•
BEL EAST
lioifrt'i. sdj.i i.k i'.
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dangerous diseases of tln-ir terrors, to a gri at extent
and given a feeling ot immunity from their fatal
elleels, that is well founded, if the remedy hi taken
in ea oii. Every family should have it in tin-:- closet for the ready and prompt i. lief of it- nieudvi rs.
Sickness, suffering, and even life is save.I l.s this
1 lie prudent should not m-alect
timely protection
ii alld the wi-e will lnd.
Keep it hy you i'. .r h.
in sudden e
pint* ciiuii d a (lord I., it- tiim-lv u
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the Date, .Same and Aye.
must be paid for.)
In this city, Sept. 2b, Mrs Flsie J. Knowles, aged
1*2 Samples by mail, 50 ets.,retail quick for #10.
bs years and i\ months.
It. L. WOLCOTT, isi Chatham Sq., V. V.
In Appleton, Sept.
td, \|<bu j N'ewbevt, aged li‘J
1 \-2fi
years, U 4avs.
In Montvllle, Sept. !, Mrs. l'olly Nash, aged yd.
In Brooks, Sept, is, Mr-. Susan Rich, aged 7d vrs.
and 0 months.
In Fast Knox,
Sept, s, Josiah Chandler, Fsq.,aged
H years and 8 months.
In Rockland, Sept. 10, Freddie M., son Josiuh D.
and Cora E. Marr, aged 5 months, 0 days.
Sept. 14,
Mr. W. T. Thompson, aged 4 * years. Sept. 18, Mrs.
Mary, Wfidow of the late Duvid Watson, aged 88 yrs.
50 Hardy Flowering Burns mailed to appli- Sept. 21, Mr. Joseph A. Spaulding, aged 70 years.
cants enclosing $3.00. A descriptive price list of Sept. 21, Lunetta, daughter of William and Mary F,
Bulbs, free.
Awl2*p I Staples, aged 1 year, 2 months,
I11 So. Thomaston, Aug. Isth, Charles if., son of
Wm. II. Spooner, No. 4. Beacon St., Boston.
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BLACK ALPACAS & MOHAIRS
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ern at
Id a

old. and it sells

preh-nds

PRODUCE MARKET.

lil 11 EB W e quote line N* \v fork and Vermont
at .T'.a'!4r per lb; fair to good do at JfiaJOe; line WVst•'$;ibiNc; medium do at L’^ahae. and bakers’ at
per lb.
e
ClIFFSF
quote tine factory at I'*;! 1 '■ ! 2e:medi
uni do at 1 lal .’e, and common do at
a>c per lb.
17CCS
I lie market is linn at 27' perdu/.
Bl. A NS --The market i- linn, amt tliere i- a fair
demand for mediums at r2 do per lmsli. and for
pea beaus at -J
per bush; yellow eyes have
been.- old D> da\ at s : 7 per bush
FBI I I
Apples .fjat p -f bbl. (irape~ base. < ran
berries 57a> per bbi.
I ‘OTA Intis -Sal*
we
made al 7 dr per hush.
f«»r Farlv Hose.
HAY
M
and
elioiee
quote good
hay at S2.»n2b per
ton, and fair to good do at .-?14al-\ Straw remains
steady at $2.»a2(» pci* ton.

The

humbug.

recipe i- published around each bottle.
selling
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uniiHMM i-iii. Ilf I.l III. dis. a-e. take a t. aal> dit'ul "I Tam ivill*')', .11 it",11 .111.1 water, anil tin u
hat 111- til-el
I I,, -lmiia.il II till bow els w ith the
Titiu Killer ch ar.
Sliotild tin diarrhea and crump
.ver\ Iift.cn minutes.
continue, repeat the do
In
thi
*: iv
llo dreadful scourge llllv he checked and
tin pal n ill reli.-v d in the c.uil -e ni a tew hours.
-v M
IT- -lire and get the genuine article; and it
i r- .•"Iiinii'llded 'll til'.-, will, have US, ,| tie- Tain.
Killer for the .hoi. a, that in extreme eases the
m.'i
t. i-poonfuls instead ot
|.alnii! tak. tW'i

ear-

one

NOW IS THE

cast iron Salamander < oaE
hToYES, in
perfect order, and good :r new, for s;dc .it
the jot RNAL OFFICE. Sold onlv b<*caw~<- of tinintroduction of steam In uting
Belfast, Sept. 2b.
ttl

11

ache. Ac. upon tin- iniiiiaii frame, and of -trains,

-pavin. gall-. Ac., upon animals in

<

■

This

aked breast-, scalds, burn-, sali-rliemn,

I 1

E. If. CHAIM V

m-ltust,

Stoves for Sale!
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neuralgia, lock-jaw. palsy. sprains, swellings,
<

in

worms

nounced.
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Sick
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rln-uiiiatisin.

of

cures

having

and

Pi-O:
it:
! Miring a long
e-i'lcnce in ( hinu I
'i-ed your v'alual.h* Pain killer, both in tn\ own
e i'
kimilv a:..I among tin < him*-'-, and have found it a
lU '-l ex. lh nl lin dn-iue.
In th*-Summer-of'.so
und 1
while n -i-iitig in Shanghai, 1 found it an
ahiio-i
rtaiu
c
I'.;;* cholera, if u-i d in time
In
1
*
I'-ii./ it in a g i'i a many instances. 1 do not
11 11 '■ in I"
I «.r thf'e ears
lading ilia ingle ca-r
tM 11
1
blue* in tlii- placi
more than tiltv
led'
t'i III
i.i
I'd have been obliged otieii
I'll'
t• > lull upon iiiv fiv.ii n
Hire**-iii ea-e of sickness.
II" (’id
great number- for me<ii
•in.-mulad.
In
itiu"ii lm-dicul knowledge
■' *'!'
M
h'V' -111 ] I r« on 'iiiw
can eomuiaml
lillli'll iu .niv a In a ev li of 111 i phv iciaii s. Thai
ate
we have ali*iii 1 daily
application-. Me allow them
ii bring-: u- in contact with them
c.iiiie, b«-01111-'
:"i'l opi ii-a d'.oi "t ii-efuines
11, diarrhea, colic,
omit iug, < ho! era
"iig h-, etc
\ i.iir Pain l\ ill*
has
t"
u no chiei medicine.
^ our-, v *-rv truly,
ill v I I 1 il A \\ I o if | i. I linga ho v ( hiua.

marvelous.

are

George W. Burkett & Co’s.

<&>«+

I»i-\i: Sit:Ihiringa residence of some ten years
in Mam
ami China, as a missionary, ! found v our
I’-tin Ivillei a most valuable reim-d'. ior that fearful
sc iirg« t he < holer-a.
In administering the tm dicim-1 found it nn.'-t eifcct
mil to giv .• a t--a -poonful o| Pain Killer in a gill of
Inc water sw-'-temal with sugar; lhen, after about
fifteen minutes, begin to give about a
tablespoonl'ul
of the atm* mixture every few minutes
until relief
wa- obtained.
Apply hot applications to the ex
tremitieF.atln the -tomach with the Pain killer,
clear, and rub the limbs briskly, of those who hu.i
th
holera. and took tin medicine faithfullv in tin
y\ a
stated abov r, eight out of ten mcov ered.
11*
u
I I.FFOK1 >, Mis-iomif) in China

When- the

i- tun-.

than

Palo

Subject to be announced
December, by I'UOF. TUllT, to be
announced hereafter.
KATE STANTON'
Subject and date to be an-

nounced.

Company.
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TKI1T.

Two lectures in

iti

Rockland, Sept zu --The sell ‘‘Joseph Fanvell” was
very successfully launched front the vard of the South
Marine Railway Co, last Saturday. This schooner
bS 1-2 feet long, 27 feet beam, and dt 7 1-:? feet depth
of hold, and registers 144 2il tons, new measurement.
She is a very tine craft, and is said to he the stanchest
vessel of her class ever launched here, having been
built as strong in every particular as wood, iron and
copper can make her. She has an extra heavy deck
frame, to fit her for the granite carrying business.
She is owned entirely by Messrs Snow, Farwell &
Co, and is to be commanded by Capt Robert E
Gregory, Her first voyage will he to Norfolk with a
cargo of linie, returning with timber lor the Railway
—————‘n—— —a—
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PAIN-KILLER!
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look

chi

Almost

Me. I,
Maldwiil
Veal.
Dr.\ t vidi

ill not

gone, its efleets

not
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swelling it will not subdue
w

Monday, Sept. 29tli, 1873.!

Sept. 21. Sehs Goo B Eergusoft, FeigU'Oti, New
^ ork; Eveline. Bagiev, do; Telegraph, < lark, Ban
gor; Freeman, Turner, Non York.
2f>. Gen Meade, L’atterson.salem; Cameo. I’eachv,
Boston.
29. Eclipse, Robbins. Bangor.

Subject—

Napoleon.
;h. Subject—The
Friday
pt.
Second Empire.
THOMAS NAST. Tuesday e\ening, Oct. II. .Subject—Caricaturing.
ANN'Y DK'KfXSON.
Tlmrsday evening, Oct. .'10.
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Louis
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Boston,

Old

an

IIIIOW.VS V F.If.M I FI til. ( O.MI FIS
ill dc-M’.'V Worm- with
outinjury to tlie child, be
mg perfectly W 111 I F. and free from all coloring or
"ther injurious ingredients u-mtllv used in worm
pi enarat ions.
< l 1 IT Is x
P,K« )W\. Proprietors,
No. jFi FuJton Street, New York.
'' ■i
hv IMaiggi-t- and
hemi-ts, and dealers in
.Medicine- at Tw i.m v Fivf. Ci.n rs a Ih*\.
[ lylsp

Liniment.

lameness which it

no

of

vv

Hank V anil ami steel work, of he-t quality, made to order.
iMnl:!*

and

Experience

often

f(-»r in* "Hut
-tomach.

ton.

(vnlaur

lfawlie, st George; Earle, Cunningham,
l.illian, Ryan, do, A W Ellis, Ellsworth.

following

'ted-,

Ivlsp

o.VK III \ DliKD OLD A ND NKW SALKS
I’- IL M >rse, 71 and 7b Sudbury street, Itos-

no

AUKIVI'.L).
Solis Orion, Osborn, Salem.
Z'.l. Fannie it Edith, Ryder, lVrtsmouth; Eveline,
Bagiev, < b land
.1 l‘ Merriam, chirk, Boston; Geo 1> Loud,
21.

hav.- been effected with the
—

Sept. 22.

\

Winslow's] Soothing Syup is

CHILDHEN

01

pain which tin-
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OFJJELFAST.

prescription
llni'ty

Piivsk ians. It has always
that physician- \youhl disparage
any
remedy, howexer valuable, which they did
not originate thenj-elve-.
This has been di—
proxe.l by their liberal course toward.- Dm,).
(
A x i.n's preparations. They have adopted
them into general use in their practice, which
-how- a yy illingness to countenance article- that
have intrinsic merits which deserve their attention.
Ibis docs the learned profession great
credit, and effectually contradicts the prevalent
erroneous notion that their opposition to
proprietary remedies i- based in their interest to
discard them. We have always had eoulidcmv
in the honorable motives of our medical men.
ami are glad to tiud it sustained by the liberal
yydeome they accord to such remedies as Ayku
A (<»s inimitable remedies, even though they
are not
ordered in the hooks, but are made
k I low 11 to the people through the new -paper-.
! New «triealis 1 *elta.

n<>

Engagement-*

popular lecturers
ntOF. TKI1T.
Tiittr'.hi. '•dpt

Very Low Prices;

o mal. pin-si
of •>"<• ,.r tii<IMI" Mini N nr-, s in Hie I nHed Shit.-i, Mini Ini- lii
.-n
'"'••‘I l<*r
with
mm
r
tailing; saii-l. and
yi-.usuccess bvinillioii- ut' mothers and
children.from
tile teebh infant of one week old to the adult. It
eorncf- a ality "t the stomach, relieves wind
colic,
regulates the bowels, ami gives rest, health and com
toi
to mot her and child.
W'e believe it to be tin
lh -t and Mire-t Peniedv in tin World, in all casesof
1)^ '•IN I I IJ A ami Ml A UUlhF. A 1X ( 111 M>dF. N
whether it arises from Itething or tromunv other
• •an
1-nil directions for using will at
company each
hot | le.
None teauiue mil's- the I'm--simile of
>'l If I IS X 1*1-If KIX's i-- on the outside
wrapper.
Sold by all Medicine dealers.

Mi--ionarie- in < liina and India have written
home in eommendaliou of this remedy in termthat should carry eonvielion to the md-t -e,
pij
d, w Idle i!.- popularity in < ommnnitie n. ir.
ho,,,o j, ample j.1-oof that the virtueclaimed
i-»r it are real and
tangible. The i*\j\ kii.i.i.i:
ha- been before the public oxer thirix
year-,
and lia.- xvon a de-ervedlv high reputation'a-, an
alley iator ot pain and a preserver ot health, it
ha- become a household remedy, from the
la.
that it give- immediate and permanent lvliei.
It i- a purely y egetahle preparation mint.* from
the best and purest materials, sate to keep and
to u-c ill every family.
It is recommended bv
plix sieiaus and person- of all classes, ami lbday. after a public trial of over thirix years
the average life of man- it stands unrivalled
and line veclled. spreading its usefulne-s ox er
th. x\ ide xvorl-l.
It-; larg.- and
increasing sale
ailord- po-itiv. ex idem e of it- enduring fame.

i«*li< vc.

OF FALL & WINTER

The managers of the Lyceum have the plenouiv. of
announcing that the course for the season, consisting of eight lectures, will commenc at HAYFOKD
HALL, on TIM KSDAY I'.VI.MM,, SKI'T. L'otli,

Nurse.
Mrs.

<'IliU.Ki: \
x V1»
P\| N-Kii.uk.
1 he eflieacv
of Pern Pax i-’ world renoxvned
1'ai.vKii.u i>
in all di-'ea-i ot the bowels, even in that terrible seoui e.e. the A -ialie < holera, inis been
amply
attested by the most eonxiueing authority*

In-iv is

Invalid,

an

in\ited to address the author
N MU AN IK. I, MA V K A i K
lh>s. i.v:. lirookl)u, X

are

Thirty Years’

Tlx- naptha burnt in our street
Lamps where
is n«.t u-e,l is frightful stuff. There have
been four explosions within the
past week
destroying the lantern-. [\ewbur\port. Herald.
Why on earth use naptha, the most inilamable of material-, when you can obtain the
Portland nil, which ha- never failed to stand
the full legal lire test and is {wrh-rthi vmv.
At a recent tire, -everal gallons of Portland < hi
stored in a clo-et, were not ignited, though lie
-older ran in streams from the tin ware in the
-ame dose),
j Prun-wiek Telegraph.

1

of
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post-paid directed envelope.
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Here;
I’

ga-

will not

MAN.

I’ul.ii- lii'il a
warning amt lot* llu* benefit ol Youn*'
Mm. ami others who -nil', iVom Xeivnu- !>,hi!jt»r
l.o>s »!• .M A N M< m >|». etc.,
supply iug tin- means of
—.'ll cui
Written b\ <.m* win. cured himself after
undergoing considerable .piackery, ami sent tree on

of

Centaur

EVERY

a

Confessions

The

door."
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viit»N.

■

the Heart Cured
N\ Ksmnn, Dicky Co., April 1. 1x70.
•f vMi.s 1. Fin.i.ows,
Ksg. Dear Sir: 1 have
i>e«*u lor litany years a \ietim to hearl disease
aiui prostration of the system generullv. ILivng tried pin sieiam of eminence, hotli id Furop.
and AnieCea.and obtaining no relief. 1 was at
la-d indii' ed to try your invaluable
Svrup. and
am happy to
say with the best results’.
< Mi
the
first
bottle my complaint was
using
bettei*. and before the fourth was tinished I was
complete!) cured.
I’lteise jiuhlish tor the henelit of others, and
( AIT. M W PICK PF.TFItS, Sp.
■’I'lige

ix

FOR

tylsp

■

Nebraska named a town Vanderbilt and then
wrote to tin Commodore.
He replied that tie
didn’t care ad-n, and the way tliev changed
the name of that town would hate 'made hi
hair stand un int.

i.

BOOK

ork.

^

Wetness,

Doctor's lin t s. W hen I)r.
Wistar's balsam of Wild Cherry will cure
roughs, colds, bleeding at the lungs, and arrest
the tell destroyer. Consumption, it dot s
than most pliy-iCiau- call tin. The it-.- of a -in
gte bottle, rusting one dollar, will satisfy lit
incredulous that line neeti look no further Petite iv.piirod aid.

I -it
»i:i| \
been said

purely

1
oit, ou -1:i.i i'pt.s
Medical freatise on tin* Cause and
me t.i
l.xhaii-I d V itality Premature Decline in
dan, Nervous and Phy--ic.il la bility,
Hypochondria,
Impotency. Speruintorrhiea or Seminal
and all other, di a i-e- arising from the errors oi
youth or tie* iudi riviions or excesses of mature
1 his is indeed a book for
years.
iliou
every mail,
sands have been taught by this work'the true wav
to health and
the cheapest and
happiness, it
be-t medical work ever pul.li -bed, and tinonly one
on this class of ills worth
reading, htutli edition,
revised, much -ularc d, ilie.-trated. hound in beauti
tnl French cloth. Pi i(
Sent b\ mail,
only 81
pe-t paid, oil receipt .1' j.riet
Address PI .A BODY
•MI.DH AI
1N-S||t( IF. No. 4 Bultinch street,
P.oMou. Ma
or Di
W
II PARKKR, Assistant
Phy sician. N B. The author may be consulted on
111*• u1 well a
ill di
r<'{Hiring kill and
experien.-.lv.'.dsi,

ti

Disease

is

cl KTI ; & BR( i\V.\.
No. ‘^15 Fulton Street. New
all druggists.

by

A

file most unpopular pt t om in \ irgiuia is the
mall who demonstrated that kerosene oil will
cure a snake bite just as well as w
lii-key.
vot

-ah

»r

it.'

Remedy.

Sa\i'

not

GRAND OPENING

ult., Mr. Joseph Roan,aged*7yrs.

PORT

Panacea,

Family Liniment
best remedy in the world for the
following
oomplamts, i( ramps in the Limb.? and Stum
acli, I am In the Stomach,
Bowels, or Side, Rheuma
lism m all its forms. Billions <
’olic, Neuralgia, Choi
(•ia, Dysentery, Colds. Fresh
Wounds, Burns, Sore
1 hroat, >pinai (
•unplainfs, Sprains and Bruises,
mils and
Fever.
is

•IS years.
lu Sullivan, 1sth

HI LIIJ NEWS.

i- the

It/ operation

< harles
B. and Kllep Weed, aged 2u years, lu mos.
Sept. 20, Mary E., daughter of CluirlesB. an 1 Ellen
Weed, aged IS years and z months.
lu Ellsworth. 20th ult.. Helen Fogg, daughter of
Robert J. and Helen G. Hamilton, aged
months.
In Trenton, loth ult., Mrs. Julia A. Jordan, aged

BATCHELOR Prop., N Y.
and

"Dive ihi' Devil his due, Cat. and where
would you he?"
Alone, your Honor."
W it v I is \ f,e 11\ j v li is a eoiupomnl e\traeted from harks, root* and herbs. It is Nailia *-

rn VS.

The Household

Pill, Portions and Pungencies.

1

DYE.

HAIR

splendid Hair Dye. is the best in the world.
only 1 rue and Perfect Dye. Harmless, Reliable

Instantaneous; no disappointment; no ridiculous tmts or
unpleasant odor. Remedies the ill ef.
tects ot bad
dyes and washes. Produces I;n.mi;i«iaatkly a superb Hi.\* k or N a
i;ai. Brown, ami
leaves the hair cu-;an sot
am> r.i \rnri i„
The
genutne'signed W. A. Batchelor. Sold by all Dnm-

a

using

[Newburyport Herald.

lliis

Inside the ears, among the passengers
who had no premonition of the impending
I Intinue tin- phyehological experiments.
ductor at once informed In-r that her re- d: uger. the shock was followed livasecne
sistance would prevent tin-cure,and quietly of itnh-seribalile terror. A horrible grind
'What i- that, children?" asked a voting pasmg noise, succeeded b\ t he apparition of
withdrew,
i'h-voting lady mother upon the
lender, and instantly several of tor. exhibiting to hi" Sunday-School a magieentering the room found lu*r daughter the engine
lanteru pieture of a poor sinner clinging to a
u
iciv
of
one
them
wounded,
engers
p
much excited ami weeping pr-duscly 1 In
eros> toweling out of
stormy waves in midI worst possible designs were charged upon falatlx.
oeeau.
“Kohiiisou rusoe" w'a< the instant reTin'
meadows
were covered for some
ihc doctor, a most shrieking luisinterprcply.
distance with ]iiii'Li11iis of mcTcliandise.
! lation as in* insists, ami it was tin- know]
Tkmim.kanm 1: Mi.imc ini s,
if you w mid
i tlgc of these suspicions that led to tin- ar freight. and piece-’ of 1 lie engines and ear-. patronize true Temperance Medicines,
seieiitiliTlie engines were literallv torn to pieces. eallv
In
a
skilled
rest
prepared
physician, and In a
I'lie accident was caused by the care- process the discover) of his own, wherein not a
ill
l'ennett admit- tin* tacts allegcl.
of all lessness el the freight conductor.(Hilbert) drop of rum. w liisky, heel*or any other alcoholic
I Inn contends that it i~ the method
who was running right minutes into the or fermented li<jm>r enters—use Dr. pierce’s
physicians of his school, and il was so time of Ihe
Family Medicines. They do not manufacture
all
his
is
passenger train. 'This fact, drunkards, as do the various **( Ordials," “Tonil
as
understood hy this,
by
was
made
a
of
lr\
hell
ire
ics," “Llixirs" and “fitters" of the day. Golden
imlispulahie
comparison
patients, to whom he explains fully
the eondiletoi-' walches himiediatelv after Medical Discovery is nutritious, tonic, alteraentering upon a ease His conduct was the accident.
Hilbert's watch was eight tive, or blood cleansing, and an unc<jaalcd cough
therefore purely professional, and the evil
minutes
and il must have been remedy. Pleasant Purgative IVlletr, seareejv
designs he is accused of had no place in known In slow,
larger than mustard seeds, constitute an agreethe men at Westend that he was able and reliable
his mind, and he had no wrong intent.
physic Favorite Prescription
behind
as
thex
time,
entreated him to —a remedy for debilitated females: while hiHe proposes to bring the testimony of
<
Dr.
the
alarrli
Sage’s
Itemed}' is know 11 the world
passage of the local passenger
similar practitioners, though how much axxail
oer a> tile greatest spoeitie f«»r Catarrh and
train, but he would not listen to them.
also
is
and
have
it
would
doubtful,
weight
•‘Cold in the head" e\et* given to tile public.
that of former patients in.Maine, where he
bds
The Lifrct of tho Panic Abroad.
is better Known, including ladies of the
“\Vhat\ \«mr business:'" asked .1
of a
judge
char
established
and
1 a iN ia in. SKi'i
highest respectability
flic Directors of prisoner :.i the bar. “Well. I
l'II.
s’pose you might,
aeter. 1 he continuance of the case for three
me a locksmith.’’
the think of England, at their
“\\ lien did you last wiii k
meeting to- call
ai )our trade:'"
to
allow
the
“Last night ; w hen | heard a
w eeks was promptly accorded
day, lived the minimum rate of discount call
for the periiec. ! made a bolt for the front
doctor to obtain iiis ev idence. A eomniis at the bank at b
The announce-

\•
sir.
Is it astonishing, or
whole atmosphere
Judge Peter- then arose, and in a clear rather is it not perfectly natural, that -tteh
manner
addressed the
and impressive
a v iolation ot the laws of health should be
prisoner at tin* haras follow
followed liv a frightful epidemic? The Inly re. :i Peoria distiller. It seems that in
Tin* full court
l.oiii- H. 1. \\ a• *.n4 r
wonder is that the population of Shreve- tlie fall of 1*71 the bonds of the Pekin
having considered tin* legal questions port has not already been decimated by the di tillers mysteriously disappeared, it is
raised in your ease and overrule*! all the
now believed by the officials conducting
ravages of malignant typhus fever, or
<•
\erptions taken in y our heiialf. it becomes some other equally deadly and malignant the examination that bonds of about $.'!llo,olin were taken
my *lnt\ at this time to perform an act disease.
by Harpin' and Deputy
> far as
which will terminate your case
Smith to facilitate the frauds that were
3 hi- judicial tribunal i- **oucerne*l.
You
then or about to be committed on the
How a City wan Plundered.
I h >v eminent.
haw had a full, fair and impartial trial
District Attorney Briton of Krooklyn,
1 uii have been defended at all stages by
The distillers, their bonds ha\ ingdisap\ Y obtained aMatcim-nt 1'iom Hodman,
*!>.* and faithful counsel.
You have had
peared and their bondsmen apparently selate Deputy Treasurer of that city, and
the fullest use of the process**?, of the
cured. did not hesitate at collusion with
m»w in jail on a charge of embezzlement,
State for all witnesses desired in your beand when the latter to cover his
which the District Attorney says proves Harper,
half. You have had in your trial the benedetieieueies alleged that the Pekin disthat Treasurer Sprague, the late K. S.
fit of all the beneficent rule- of law applitillers were in arrears, they admitted the
Mills and Hodman have been
city truth of bis statements and
cable in cases of a criminal nature ; .-till
the correctness
monev since Sprague was appointed City
vou have been found guilty of murder in
of the transcript of the amount said to lie
Treasurer. The statement shows that it
tin* fust degree, by a jury composed of
owing by them, winch was given to the
was agreed between Sprague, Mills and
men against whom you could urge no
examining officer by Harper. Meantime,
loan
the
should
that
money
they
«
'fhe Hodman,
however. Col. Bridges, agent of the Inhalleng* or personal objection.
nt the city, and divide the interest bedoubt
that
the
ourt have no
linding tween them. The first loan was $00,(11 si ternal Revenue Bureau, who was investiigainst vou is a correct one. fhe evi- tn the 1’residelit of the delimet Central gating the lo-s ,,j' the missing bonds, found
dence discloses tin* deed o! murder done
a list of bondsmen's names which had not
liattk, which has never heen paid hac k to I been
*>\
you in a most atrocious manner.— the city.
destroyed anti commenced a suit
was loaned to a
thousand
Sixty
fhere can >»• no doubt that you consigned
them which suit is now pending.
which Sprague was a partner, hut against
in’
firm
v< sudden
md terrible death two defenceIt is known that Harper was largely en'Twelve
was repaid in installments.
that
less women and aimed tin* assassin's
in grain -peculation hen
thousand was loaned to the 1’rospeet Dark gaged
■strength a* another, because their lives
the
trnm
stolen
was
which
City
Mood in the way of your getting felonious Club,
The Bangor
Tm. Siiiitiii\i. Ai aii;,
'Ten thousand was similarly
possession of a little coveted treasure. Treasury.
Commercial
has
the
'Three
Club.
following
particulars
Island
The swift and iin*v itabh* retribution which loaned to the Dong
to Sprague's horse
of the shooting at Brownville, by which a
follows your awful offence will be a warn- thousand was loaned
Seventy-live thousand dollars of young man will probably lose his life
mg. resulting in some degree to tin* pro- jockey.
the city was loaned to
tection of society against tin* commission stolen money from
It appears that ayoung man by the name
Insurance ('ompaiiy,
>1 crime,
fin* penalty of your offence is 1 lie Hope Mutual Dife
of Merrill arrived last week in Brownville
was interested. He also
in
which
Sprague
I In* extremes!
known to the law.
It canfrom Rowell, Mass., where he has hitherto
Slooo of stock <d the Drospect
not, however, be executed upon you till purchased
lived.
The object of his visit was to wed
toward the
He
subscribed
Dark.
$:inuii
after confinement at least a year.
You
a
Miss Ktiekney ol Brownville. On the
theatre
with
a
of
construction
Brooklyn
-hould prepare yourself for that awful
Saturday night after the marriage a numIt appears I hat Hodvent whenever it may com**.
No chance stolen city money
ber of the young men employed in the
no hand in these transachad
man really
tor liberation from puni-hment through
went to the house where the
iptarries,
as
well
as
that
Mill-,
lie,
the law is now possible t • v*ui. It remains tions, except
married pair were stay ing ami gave
newly
of
interest
on
small
the
advantage
reaped
lor the court only to pronounce against
them a serenade with horns, pans and
N'o other person hut Sprague,
wni
in the sentence of the law
Tin* the loans.
tiddles. The musical entertainment was
.Mills and Hodman are implicated. Hod•ourt
considered
the
often.e
of
to an undue length and Mr*.
having
that the deficiency in protracted
which you stand convicted, it is ordered man states further
Merrill remonstrated to the crowd who,
heen largely reduced
has
the
cityJreasury
by the court as punishment thereof that
however, would not listen toiler. Merrill
the past year by Sprague paying
mil he hanged
at
last got mad and sei/.ed a -hot gun,
by tin* neck until you arc during at different
an aggregate
to
times
in
sums
*lead, and in this behalf yarn are further
the window and tired upon the
opened
After
the
of
$100,000.
suspension
nearly
sentenced to confinement in tin.* State
screnaders. A young man by the name of
Rodtold
of
'Trust
the
Company, Sprague
•Prison, situate in Thomaston, in the coimKimball or Kendall of l.ee received six
*
“f Knox, until the punishment just or- man that they were standing on the brink buckshots in his bowels and was taken to
had
as
he
and
a
of
volcano,
(Hodman)
dered be inflicted upon you, ami that you
the hotel where surgeons were summoned.
-land committed until removed to said been tainted by Mills’ operation and could This
morning lie was still alive though
would
not be further injured,be (Sprague)
Slate Prison in execution of thi
senbut slight hopes are entertained of his reif
lie
run
would
away.
give him $f<0,000
tence
The wounded young man is blit
covery.
Hodman refused, as the reputation of his
of age and has been for some
lb
years
<)nr grandfathers did not let their sor- family were dear to him. After Hip publi- weeks
in the employ of Adams .Merpast
row-.
live long: they drowned them in cation of the city treasury •defalcation rill,
Ksip The bridegroom was arrested
but Hodman
this
renewed
offer,
One hundred and eight years Sprague
heir birth.
ami was to be examined to-day at Brownrefused.
District-Attorney Hritou ville.
igo to-day a meeting wa held at W olf again
of Rodman
statements
if
these
that
states
iavefn, on Stale street, to consult on “the
bicreate Timn.lt and I neasiuess on Oeea- are corroborated lie will undoubtedly
Another Bank Defalcation.
The
-ion of the Stamp Art."
Mr. William ased as a witness against Sprague.
sickbed
to
his
confined
is
still
by
Boston, Sept. :',J. The National bank
Davenport, who kept the tavern, charged latter
but is under close police surveil- examiner has discovered defalcation in the
•he cuegts with
ness,
bowls
of
seventy-nine
Ilinghatn National Hank of $40,0*H> and
punch, which at a quart each would scent lance.
has closed the institution.
The failure oi
t" be a liberal
The company
supply.
steam sloop Niobe has arBritish
The
-rayed till morning, and tefok supper and Vived at Kingston, Jamaica, from Omoa, this bank is no wise connected with the
breakfast. 1 here is a difference between
panic. II is solely from the defalcation of
Honduras, bringing the following intelli- Mr. Lovett, the cashier, who has approthe customs of Sept. 20, 1765, and
Sept. gence: Gen. Estabae’s troops, after as-'0 1*73.
priated more than $ 10,000 of the hank's
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BATCHELOR S

Mr. Dudley McLaughlin of China \ illage,
met with a latal accident yesterday morn-

j he

FIELD & MATHEWS,
PheonixKow,
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Belfast,

THE PLACE TO BUY
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FURNITURE! SKI;;;*
IS AT

FIELD & MATHEWS

S

Who offer for sale at the lowest living prices the
largest assortment of extra good

a
0?

Parlor Setts, Sofas, Lounges, Chairs,
Tables and Chamber Setts, Black
Walnut, Chestnut & Pine,
Ever brought to this Town.
No Exaggeration.
LEATHERS, all kind-, from Simpson Roosters to
best live (ieese.
MATTRESSES, Hair, Husk and
Belfast, Sept.

1-7itmlU

RESTAURANT.
A. R. ( All TER respectfully informs his numerous
friends ami customers that In is still at the old
stand, (TTY SALOON, where he will always be
ready to welcome all

OYSTERS
served in every style ami at all times. Also MEALS
\ large stock of Confectionery
A T ALL HOURS.
of every description, Cigars and Tobacco always on
hand.
-( A N NED ERl I I S ami .1 EL 1.1 ES a specialty.

VTOIVE ME

.1

CALT.'.jta

You will always find every thing that is usually
t\. R. (,'AKTKRkept in j» first class Saloon.
Belfast, Dec. '-4 lyr'.’
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Owners and Builders,

li. County Mild State right
for
r the use of John (. arv»
patent
ved Port Stopper tautenings Patent having been
granted i«»
arver of Lincoln\ illc. and Jonathan P. Cilley of Rockland. July -’Jd, 1-.
This invention ha- for it- ohje» t to prov ide an ini
proved device for stopping, in nierehant vessels, 11nports or orifice in tin bows or sides of tlie vessels
through which freight is taken into tin* hold; tin- in
ventiou having special reference to ports for taking
in lumber, hut being applicable to all kinds of ports:
and being designed to furnish an apparatus therefor
which will take up little room, and he out of the wav
when the stopper is out of the port, and which will
securely fasten the stopper in the port in a very sim
pie ami convenient manner.
By using this Improved Port stopper Fastening
we obviate the use of a lanyard, saving time amt
money, and securing the port in much less time and
more secure than by the old method.
This Port Stopper Fastening consists of an eye holt
made fast In the jairt for the reception of a link to
pass through a cross-bar hav ing diagonal slots to re
ceive the inner ends of the links, through w hich
.-

wedge shaped keys are are inserted.
For further particulars address

JOHN CARVER, Lincolnvillc. Me., or
JONATHAN P. CILI.KY, Rockland, Me.

The

Laughing; at Greatness.
Wo always think of groat men as in the
.lodge Advocate General Holt says she
wa> not, and presents the testimony of act of performing the deeds which give
Gnv Hartranft of Pennsylvania, who was them renown, or else in stately repose,
And yet
marshal of the court that tried her. Yet grand, gloomy and majestic.
Mrs. Swisshelm declares that the woman this is hardly fair, because even the most
Was

Old, Old Story.

brown heads with tossing eurls.

Two

Ic'd lip" shutting over pearls.
Hare feet white and red with dew.
i wo e> r> black and two e\cs bhn
I i;tl«* !m»v and girl were they.
Katie I. *■ and Willie Gray

—

manacled. Mrs Swisshelm writes to
i he Tribune to say—
1 w as given a chair in the aisle, just inside the door, and so near to Mrs. Surratt
that I could easily have shaken hands with
her over or through the railing,
i sat
there two hours, sometimes touching the
railing, w hen the crowd, pressing at the
door for entrance, induced me to move my
chair, so that part of the time 1 was not
more than a foot from her.
She wore a
beam black dress, falling on the floor
around her feet, so that I could not see
them, hut evcrytime she moved I heard
1 had. before that, lived 15
them clank
years on a farm on which was a saw-mill,
was familiar with the sounds of chains,
and the difference between that of a wagon
uni log chain. The sound was that ot a
log chain. It could not have been made
hv anvthinn' hut the heavy links ot a chain,
and the chain must have been fastened to
both her ankles. The sound could not
have been made in any other way. The
chains on her ankles must have been heavy
enough to prevent her lifting her feet, for
she only slid them on the floor, one at a
time, for a little change of posture. She
seemed to avoid moving, so as not to attract attention to the chain; tor everythin1 they clanked she blushed, painfully,
blushed so that 1 could see it through the
heaxj crape veil that she wore over her
| lace. 1 sat until she was removed. She
arose with difficulty leaned on the arm of
; tin officer, who seined to be kind. She
did not 1 ill her feet in moving to and
hrough the door, hut slid one at a time,
a
little way, 1 think not further that the
heel of the further foot came on a line with

\wn

f

Ka’ i

and Willie Gray

Til y had eheek> like cherries red:
II \va" taller—'most a head:
She w ith arm-* like wreath" <>t snow,
"win r" a basket t<> and fro.
\" "lie loiters, halt in play
('hatting tin re w ith Willie Gray.

••Pretty Katie." Willie said.
\ml tliere eatne a dash of rod.
Ihroimh the brownnes*. of his cheek.
‘M.»y are strong and girf an weak.
\ml I'll cany, so 1 will,
hat ie*" basket Up the hill."
>

answered w ith a laugh.
•You "hall only carry half."
Ynd then tossiiig hack In r «*nrl".
P. »y " are weak a* well a" girl"."
I >o y ou think that Katie guos"Cd
Halt the wisdom "he t xpress, d r

Katie

only boy" grown tall
II arts don't change much, after all:
\ml when I«mg year" from that day
Katie fee and Willie ( ray
•"food again beside the* brook.
Mending like a shepherd*" crook,
'!■ u are

that Willie said.
a dash of red
ro-*.ed the hrownness of his cheek
I’m strong, and you are weak.

I ii strange
W hilt* again
<

i" hut
Him- w itli
I .u-

a

slippery steep.

shadows, cold and de

" ill you i riM me. Katie dea r.
Walk beside me without tear
da\ \ carry—and I will—
All your burdens up the hill V
\nd-he answered with a laugh.
'\o but you may e inhalt."
—

! M’s ide the little brook,
lb iiding lik. a she) herd’s crook.
U istiing v*ifh ijs silver hand-,
t are and early at the sand-,
"

e

the toe of the other: hut all the time the
links ground and clanked.
she I'oiihl not move one toot an melt
w ithout making them grind. Mrs. Surratt
sat before or rather on one side of her
judges chained w ith links of iron as heavy
as tlfse of a log chain: and while she sat
thus she was grossly insulted by the spectators. men and women, or things that
looked like men and women. Once site
turned pale when one of these creatures

eottage. where, to-day.
I\.die lives \\ itli Willie <.ra\

porch she sits and lo ;
-w in:a basket t«* ami fro—
\ asti\ di tie relit from the one
I'hat s|ic swung in years agone;
I'his i- long, and deep, and w ide.
\ »1 I -In
oek. !'s at the side
! ii

a

Love
I

iKe
I

e

e.

hall’s

Unbought.

kiss,

*■

deep iinpa>si,,ned

gaze.

It
.Hits—11
beautiful, the five.
The erown of all humanity
Iu silence ami alone'
!
>eek I lie elected Hi*-.
■1

oh. slumbering c\es;
weary hearts!
Mi. drooping souls, whose destinies
\re fraught with fear and pain
't e shall he love*l again!

i'h.

aeeursed by fate.
»ne
utterly desolate,
l*iii some heart though unknown
lb-ponds unto his own.

\

one

\

lb
Vi*

i-

so

s.,

-p.mds—as it' with unseen w ings
angel touched its quivering strings ;
\nd whispers in its song
U her- hast thou stayed so long'***

I. -IlgtelloW

A

Desperate

to sneeze just as lie gets his
mouth full of hot beef: or Noah standing
at his window at night throwing bricks at
a eat.
[Max Adder.

wanting

An Indianapolis editor is responsible tor
this: “A young lady in Indiana sought
to demolish an unfaithful lover by publishing some verses addressed to him, in
which, after prophesying her immediate
dissolution, she said: ‘Gome gaze upon
my dust, false one.’ But. the compositor
spelled dust with a ■!)'

“1

hope they'll hang

|lclu ^Mttrtiscments.

—

<

gorgeous and magnificent of human beings have to bother themselves with the
little things of life which engage the attention of us smaller people. No doubt
Moses snuffed and got angry when he
had a severe cold in his head, and if a fly
bit his leg while he was sitting in the desert—why should we not, suppose he did
not jump and use violent language and
rub the sore place? And Osar, isn't it
tolerably certain that lie used to become
furious when he went up stairs in the dark
to get his slippers and found that t'alphurliia had shoved them back under the bed
so that he had to sweep around wildly for
them with the broom-handle ? And when
Solomon cracked his crazy-bone, is it unreasonable to suppose that he hopped
around the room and looked mad and felt
as if he wanted to cry ?
Imagine George
Washington sitting on the edge of the
bed putting on a clean shirt, growling at
Martha because the buttons werwolf; or
St, Augustine with an apron around his
neck having his hair cut ; or Joan of Are
holding her front hair in her mouth, as
women do, while she fixed up her back
hair; or Napoleon jumping out of bed in
a frenzy to chase a musquito around the
room with a pillow: or Martin Luther in
his night-shirt trying to put the baby to
sleep at two o'clock in the morning; or
Alexander the Great with the hiccups: or
Thomas Jefferson getting suddenly over
a fence to avoid a dog; or the Duke of
Wellington lying in a bed with the
mumps; or Daniel Webster abusing his
wife because she hadn't lucked the covers
in at the foot of the bed; or Benjamin
Franklin paring his corns with a razor: or
Jonathan Edwards at the dinner table,

her! .lust
She looks like a devil!”
1
look at her!
could not hear it, but spoke out and said:
She
•■she d.>es nut look like a devil!
look- like a good kind-hearted woman,
and volt are a mean coward for insulting a
A man in reply said tome:
prisoner
■•She is a rebel,” and 1 repeated “Coward !
coward." Mrs. Surratt looked up and our
eyes met. The expression ot her face will
haunt me to the grave, and 1 thank God
for tin look of gratitude it wore: but, as
we were getting til. quite a side show, an
officer forced his way to us, to see
what the matter was. 1 told him that
people were insulting the prisoner. He
made them stand back, moved my chair
to the other side of the aisle, and set a
man at the door, to keep order and preA Big Battle Has been going on Cor years U
tween the Constitution of the sick, on one side, and
vent my holdjng communication with the
Poisons, falsely called remedies, on the
prisoner. Mrs. Surratt's chains were a all the ActivePoisons
have had the best of the light,
other. The
common subject of conversation in Washand a long list of the killed may he found in ever;,
ington at the time.
said:

unasked, unsought.
::i\es itself, hit: is not bought ;
Xor voiee. nor sound betra\
lis

Manacled?

was

standing where a brook.
Mending liki a shepherd's crook,
flashed it" silver, and thick ranks
< *f gre« ii willows
fringed the hank".
M ilt in thought and halt in plav.
Tln-\

Surratt

Mrs.

Duel.

f'ht- ci.lie duello ns it appears in the far
W e-t. although not including all the nicer
ippliati' e-, appears !o lose nothing in n-peet t" liereeness. A duel with six -uoot-r-. re eiitlv
tduglit at Trilekee City. Xeada. Iietween a carpenter, named l'uget,
I .lack White, a miner, serves to illusa11* tin- fact with
startling emphasis A
.id, had existed between the two men for

>r<>ttia>

Ykii.s

at

.sauatooa

cemetery. But at last common-sense i- putt in.stop to this pernicious conflict. At las

A Sara-

time, and meeting each other on the.
i reel thex
arranged for a duel. Fuget
laced himself behin.I ail awning post at
corner of tlie street, while lit- nniag■ni-t stood upon the sidewalk.
The tiring
"as Yen
rapid and the whole neighborj" "l
became alarmed at the carnage.
White tell lirst, and rolled into a gutter.
IIgel fell about the same time, rolling
it" the same gutter in which White was
.ng. and at no great distance from him.
tween the two men lay a bundle of glino
-arks, owing to which they were unato st-n each other,
l'uget dragged
lim-elt along the gutter until he reached
■

■

iie gmm\ sack'
1 |e climbed up on these
inti! he could see hi- enemy, and then
ired .0 him hi- two remaining shots.
White b\ great etlbrt rai-e.l iiis jiistol and
red hi- la t shot. which rolled Fuget trom
ii- po-ition on the sacks, and ended the
in
Wlnai the tiring ceased the citizens
.ipidh collected, and soon a great crowd
1
on tiie Iilootl\ battle-field
file bleed-

WANTED!

J AA Farmers and Farmers’ Sons during the Full
I UU ami Winter months to do business in their
own and adjoining townships. Business respectable,
For particulars, address s. s
easy and pays well.
SCRANTON & CO., Hartford. Conn.
for our new
'ITT"ANTED—aeti\e
books, “Ingersoil’s Life ami Times of Horan
Greeley.” Royal octavo; -K» elegant engravings; also,
“Grains for the Granger," a full history of tin* grea:
Address Cnion
farmers’ movement. Outlit free.
Pub. Co., Boston Mass.
( ama>sers

1and groaning men were carried to
lier.• tIlex could be eared for
Fllgel,
w ever, needed but little care, as lie was
r ing
whoii taken up. and lived les- than
n minuteW hite's wounds were three
u number, and of such a nature that
they
nii't lieeessarih prove fatal.
■

,■

excuse

IMPROVED

POWERS!

HORSE

& sawing Madinas,
limbing
Manufactured
by
and sold

serves

W.

A.

GRAY Y SONS,
MIDDLETOWN, VT.

^OMESr/Q

hi^should

■

■

■

retiring,

■

they

Exploding

Agents Wanted.
SK.N1I FOR

<

A I’ Maua'F.

Domestic Sewing Machine Co., New York.

POULTRY WORLD.

j

splendidly Illustrated Monthly, d* voted entirely

A
to

Poultry.

men

copy.

ford, (’ohn.

81.25

a

year.

Send 10

cts.

for

a

Address'POULTRY WORLD,

speci-

any

Millions of gallons have been
sold and no accident -directly

Agents wanted! All
lH*r day!
classes of working people, of
either sex, young or old, make more money at work
for us in their spare moments, or all the time, than
at anything else.
Particulars free.
Address (J.
STINSON & CO., Portland Maine.

gerous oils in the United States,
is appalling.
The Insurance Companies and

Fire Commissioners throughout the country recommend
the ASTRAL as the best safeguard when lamps are used.
Send for circularFor sale at retail by the trade
generally, and at wholesale by
the proprietors, CHAS. PRATT
& CO., 108 Fulton Street, New
York.

C0B8, WRIGHT & NORTON,
Sole

Agents

want

BAKERY!

OIL!

Knox, Waldo and Hancock Cos.

THE

TRADE
A

SUPPLIED!
I

Prices.

Send tor Circular and

X«adies' Belts!
SIM.I.Mil I*

A SSI

)l:

I

\l I.M

H. P.
G

E

ivc.

i,

.1

WELLS

j O li N b O N,

at Law!

Attorney
\o. io

.11 >1

Per cent, of tax.
Itar iron for a wagon.
42
Tract- chains.
02
Iron for plows
42
*.
au
Instances are gi'en. however, of sixty-live Steel for plows.
ud seventy miles an hour, and the En- Iron for threshing machine- and any
oilier
42
machines.'.
;
gineer believes that, il would be possible Steel for the same.
,‘{2
so
to
in lav
well, and
ah
Horseshoes and nail-.
permanent ways
140
maintain it in such excellent order, that Horse rugs and blankets.

trains might travel on it with perfect safety
it one hundred miles an hour—indeed,
miles upon miles of such tracks are now
to lie fiiiiinl on the most of the great mail
line-. In it nowhere can one hundred consecutive miles of permanent way in perfection be found; and. as a chain is no
-tronger than its weakest link, so a few
hundred yards of bad track would spoil
for the pm pose of travelling at one hundred miles a whole line. The really important question, argues the Engineer, is,
given the line and the ears tit for it, what
-hall the engine he like, and is it possible
in construct an engine at all which, with a
moderately heavy train, will attain and
maintain a velocity ol one hundred miles
an hour, on a line with no grade heavier
than, say one in three hundred ? Altera
thorough examination of the question in
all its°bearings, the Engineer's figures
to
prove that it is absolutely impossible
obtain a speed ol one hundred miles on a
railway, if the resistance is anything like
one hundred and twenty pounds per ton.
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Hope.
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Harness.
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Curry combs.
40
Horse brushes.
42
Nails for his barn, duly on iron.
Wood screws.Bi to 120
44
Iron tacks.

Scythes.
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Shovels.

4o

Spades.

4n

Pitchforks..
bam ami

stalile
and hinges for the
doors.
Paint for the barn and stables.
(Toss-cut saws.
Files and rasps.
Hammers.
Hoes.
lints

Whips.

Saddles.
Saddle blankets..
Itochclle and Epsom salts to doctor his
horses.
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Packing Co., who located
a corn
factory at Naples last spring, will
pack about .%n,0Oii cans of corn and beans.
They put up about 1 o,000 per day, employ
about seventy-live hands, besides hunkers.
The Portland

First-Class Tailoring Establishment.
Trimmings to correspond, which are being
manufactured to order by first-class workmen at as
low prices as the times will afford.
(JUTTING attended to in all its branches by my
self. I have also a flue assortment of
Also

HaidSi..(srrit!;,w)i5ti^t.

GEO. E.

WALLACE,
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Attorney
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ot all kinds. PAPER COLLARS, 10 cents a box
or three boxes for
g cents, in all sizes and all the
other better grade of Collars. tf41 11. L. LORD.

MACE & HURD

Manufacturers of and Wholesale Dealers in
and Fancy

G. W. BURGESS, Proprietor.
^■^-Onlers promptly attended to. 'It
lyr:57

G. WHITE
Dealer In

Provisions of nil

Kinds !

Including Beef, Pork. l.amb, Veal, Poultry, Ac.. Ac.
Vegetables in tlmir sea-on, Pickes, Belislu s, t aimed
Provisions.
Tin best price

paid for country produce in hi- line
t*;
Journal Building
Belfast

ELMER SMALL. M.

Dt,

Physician Surgeon
*

Belfast,

Maine.

HI l< !
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AUtwi.i.i.'-, li.iuk
Ston-, Main St.
(

Corner Miller it Con.
tl'
press Sts.

C-A-Ia-Xi A-T
CLARK & FFRNALD’S

ami

see

those beautifid

mantles of white and variegated marbles, selling
person building or remodelling houses
should not fail to see them, Also a nice lot of rustic
baskets, vases, chairs, settees, botpiet holders, Sec.,
for ornamenting Cemeteries, Arbors, Lawns, &c.

FRUITS
TOBACCO AND CIGARS, WRAPPING
PAPER, TWINE, SUGAR & MOLAS

CONFECTIONERY,

CORN CAKES, CORN
CANDY,COCOANUTS,&C.

Steel, Blacksmith and Quarry
Outfits, Ship Chandlery, Carriage
Stock, Fishermen’s Goods and
Groceries.
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Belfast, within and for
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CROSS, formerly known
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of the Kidneys and
Female Complaints,
and all diseases originating in
a had state of the blood, or accompanu it by debility or a lota
state of tin system,
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from Alcohol, in any form, its

Bladder,
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Thousands /nice la cnchanged
by the use of this remedy, front
weak, sickly, sufficing creatures, to strung, healthy, anil
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happy nun aiut women: and
in cal ids can not rcasotiubl y hesitate to give it a trial.

<io, tell the a Minted and and all that > »>n m<
That it is made lx Trank Kinsman, \N ater ^1 >• •■:,
When* In* keeps i'or sale, the earn ot all ill-.
His Llixirfor Ulieumatism. and Adamson
Till-.

Sec that each bottle has

PERUVIAN SYRUP blown, in the glass,

and 7 cents, Large hottles tin eln-ape-t
F. W. KINSiyIAN, PROP'R.
Water Street,
Augusta, Maine.
Trice

Pampiilcts Frio.

SETH W. FOWLE k SONS,

ti.i. mu <;i;iri-i

Proprietors,

I million IMtuf, Hostnik.
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At a Probate < ourt held at Belfast, wit bin and for
the (.'ounty of Waldo, on tic second fuesdav of
September, A. !>., 187J.
s. KKV\ol.r»>, Guardian ot the minor
cbydreii of r. K. Church, late of-in said
County of Waldo, deceased, having presented an
account of Guardianship for allowance.
Ordered, fhat tin -aid Guardian give notice to ul.
nersons interested by causing a copy of this order to
ne
published three weeks successively in the Republican Journal, printed at Belfast, that they may ap-
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W hereto re your libellant
prays that he may In- divorced i |oin th*1 bonds of mutrimouv existing he
Ids said wifV\ and as la duty hound
MARCUS C. WELLMAN.
Belfast, August &>, 1#73.
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Disease.
For circulars of

testimonials,

:.ddn

P<»>ll> ln.iib on or before the 1st of any
month, \\ ill be placed upon interest every
month, except Max and .Nox embei and the interest
computed upon tin- same in dime and 1 >« cemher
I ‘eposit- received daily at the Hanking Kooiu, from
li In 1- \. M
ami
1*. ,\l
to
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from '* to
\: A. M.
di)ltx 11 1^1 1 XI f. Y Ilia
W\ |' \ ( \< |
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agent,

FRANK E.

INGALLS, CONCORD, N. H.
Trice $1 per Bottle. For sale In our agent-.
ly~7 S. A. HOWES & CO. Druggists. Belta-t.
To the Honorable the .lust'ires of//i< Stt/iremt
Judieiul (\mrt, next to t>e /whh u m /;, /
fust, within and for flu fount)/ <>/ IIV//
do, 0)1 the third '/'//• srfu// o/’Ue/otn r. .1 />
1878.
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AND YOU KILL BE CONVINCED!

be sold at public auction by virtue of a
license from tin* Court of Probate for the
Countv of Waldo, on Saturday, the gJth day ofOcto
of the clock P. M*„ on the
her, A. D., ls7d, at
premises, so much of the real estate of Isaac Brvant,
late of Uneolnvile, in said County of Waldo', deceased, intestate, as will produce the sum of six
hundred and fifty dollars for the payment of the said
deceased’s just debts, charges of administration and
incidental charges; said real estate consists of wood
laud.
GUOHGi: HK1.NKWATKK, AdmiRincolm ille. Sept. :»d,
;jwpj

Solicitor
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cannot employ a
man more competent ami
ru>i w nrihy. ami iimn capable of putting their ap
plication- in a Ibrm to secure from them an earls
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I HEART REGULATOR
The Heart

in.
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they

BE

Administrator’* Sale-

ANI* I

I hS I IIYIUNIALS.
I regard M:
1 •!«I' .i' one of tin- most capable
ml -m-c<-'s|'iit pi act ii i. .in
with \\ lioiu I hu\ »• bad
ii
"Hiti.il i 111
<11 \ ULI-’S M As< >N. < oimnir
•i.u.i i.l' |* itellt
I b;ivr no bc'ii at ion in a-Mimr* inventors that

CATS

riAHK subscriber hereby gives public notice to all
X. concerned, that lie has been duly appointed and
taken upon himself tin* trust of Administrator, tie
bonis non, with the w ill annexed, of the estate of
Mollis Monroe, late of Bellast, in the County of
Waldo, deceased, by giving bond as the law directs;
he therefore requests all persons who are indebted
to said deceased’s estate to make immediate
pay
meat, and those who have any demands thereon, to
exhibit the same for settlement to him.
AUFKKM J. MONROF.

SMKiar VN

a

r

is

pear at a Probate ( ourt, to be held at Befast, vn it hi 11
and for said County, on the second Tuesday of October next, at ten of the clock before noon, and
show cause, if any they have why the same should
not be allow ed.
ASA fill BUM Gil, Judge.
A true copy,
AttestB. P. Fiui.m Register.
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No medicine yet that ha- t>r 1
I s eijual to this for the ell re >1 :i euld
..i .■InAll difficult breathing and lightin
is promptly relieved, and tin patient ha
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-port
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riel *. .*i Vin* i.-.ui I l*u d" in tin* aho\ e district.
JOHN 1
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energizing effects arc not followed by corresponding reaction, but are permanent, infusing strength. rigor, and neio
life into all parts of the system,
and building up an iron. Con-
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53 Park Place, Now York.

.Depot,
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past^;

Wednesday, Sept. 17,

Board and Tuition, $275 per year.
ing and Languages, extra.
For Circulars address the MISSES

..h! hills
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Ll/A A. MOULTON, ol Ja *kson, in said countv
•J respectfully libels and gi\ es the court to he in
formed tlmt she w as lawfully married to Limit ban J.
Moulton, formerly of said Jackson, now of pan- tin
Is
and has hv him
known, on the-day of—
tin* following nam' d children, under the age of
Dora. Lugene, ivter.
twenty-one years, to wit:
William 11. and Hattie M. ; that during said inter
your libellant has behaved herself as a
faithful, chaste and affectionate wdie, lmt that said
libellee regardless of his marriage covenant and duty
in November, 1s«m, without justifiable cause, and
without Intent on the part of your libellant to pro
euro u divorce, deserted aud nbaiidom d your libellant
and has continued said desertion to tin* present time.
Wherefore your libellant prays that she may he
divorced from tin* bonds of matrimony between her
and her said husband; that the custodv of her .-aid
children may be given and intrusted to hi*. and that
suitable alimony may be decreed- to her oat of the
Estate of said libellee, and as in duty bound will
LI.I/A A. Mol LTON.
ever pray.
Belfast, Aug. IS, 1S7T

BISHOP SOBLE’S

LINIMENT

Ill

marriage

May,'

ME.

as a me du

«Iir* eti■ ms.

to

strictly

UK s. S l'\ l.f>. named Kxecut or in a certain
instrument purporting to be the lad will and
testament of John Kingsbury, late of Frankfort, in
said County of Waldo, deceased, having presented
said will l'or Urobate.
(irdered. That t he said Mark S. give not ice to all persons inteiested bv causing a copy of t his order to be
published three weeks successively in the Kepubli
can Journal, printed at Belfast, that they may
appear
at a Probate < ourt, to be held at Belfast, within and
for said < ounty, on the second Tuesday of Oetcher
next, at ten of the clock before noon, and show
cause it any they have, why the same should not he
proved, approved and allowed.
as \ rut upon.ii. Judge.
A true copy, Attest: —B. P. Kn:u», Register.

\F
xvX

•Ul|*ai)ii*(l hv hill- ot
must h«* ptii.i
v\ ri.i.,

a

..

\i.

*.i-

III!

*■

Order'd, That the -aid Hannah give notice to
all persons iutcre.-ted by causing a copy of tliiOl-d'-r to be published three Week successively ill the
Ib-puMiranJournal, printed at Belfast, that tlu-y
may appear at a I’robate ('ourt, to be held at Belfast,
within ami for said County, on the second Tuesday of
October next, at ten of the clock In-fore noon, ami
-how cause, if any they have, why the prayer of
-aid petition-lioubl not be granted.
VS V till RLoriili, .Judge.
V true copy. Attest
15. !’. Fna.ii, Register.
it

lint
.111

■

“i

Agts-

Hannah
Wilson, of Freedom, in said ounty of Waldo,
nVW.VH
be
that her

on

»lni»1

■

■

>

1

Dry and Ground in Oil.

1RVW'0RI> S. FI.FK tll.R >ou in law of
IF U.s Staples, late of Stockton, in .-aid Countv
Waldo, deceased, having present'd a petition that
lu* may be appointed Administrator, w ith the will
annexed, on -aid deceased’.- estate.
Ordered, That the said Fletcher gi\ e notice to all
net-sons interested by causing a copy of this order to
he published three weeks successivi-lv in tin- lb-pub
bean Journal, printed at Belfast, tiiat they may ap
pear at a I’robate < ourt, to be held at Belfast, within
and for said < ounty on the second Tuesday of (>cto
her next, at ten ol tin- clock before noon, and
show cause, it anv they ha\e. why the prayer of
-aid petition should not he "■ranted.
AS V rilFRL* >l'< 11. Judge.
A ti-u*- copy. Attest
R. I*. FlKl.D, Register.
at

in

Ii>i-

Til UKE TRIPS PER

Din
AND (IIIDI Nil /INC. I.IIUM:c,I
Kill
I.HAD. I.HAD HI HH. Mil l I
l.l \H
l|\
1’11’H, TIN l.l N HD 1*11*1-.. I Hi >N IIHI
AND HIT'IINl.s
l-rjIKs.
Our Pure \\ hite Lead. In#!!i
dry and groan.i I.;
we warrant to he
pure and <.i \i:\\rt.i
that for Idleness, hod\ and .lurahilit\ it i- in.; -m
passed h* any Lead in the m.nket. either foreign
American.
#d ‘In order to prop «t ourselves, \m have adopted
as our trademark an eight pointed red -tar. u ith our
I hi- i- on
corpora tt seal in the centre.
ry park
N"11' genuine without it
age of our Pure Lead-

ot

on

Ao
r! AO.

*_•

^

II III IP

V•

Vt a I’robate < ourt held at Belfast, within and for
tin- (’ounty of Waldo, on tie- second fm-sdav of
September. A I >., l->7 !.

Probate < ourt held
( ounty of Waldo,
September, A In, I*;;!.

..

<

Boston Pure While Lead,

jlotintc

Also iitfcnts fur AMIAIK'AN I'OWDKIt CO.
—Oiiif.-'.
Itocklaud, July 1st,

C1ATES

LIME

1

pear at a I’robate ( ourt, to be held at Belfast, within
and for said ( ounty, on the second Tuesday of
October next, at ten of the clock before noon, and
shew cause, it any they have, why tin- prayer of
-aid petition should not be granted.
VS A ill I L LOll; 11 Judge.
A true cop*. Attest
B. 1’. lTi:u», Register.

a

H .*.i

>i
Molldtiv
clock, l' M
»-rv

r>t is ion.

i.i

Office 22, 24 & 2G Oliver Street,
BOSTON.

Court la id at Belfast, within and for
County of Waldo,-oil tin- second Tuesday of
A.
1).
September,
LI A C. ITKM-ill, widow of Charles Turner,
late of Stockton, in said County of Waldo, deceased, having presented a petition tiiat Iktwer may
be assigned her from the eal estate of said deceased.
Ordered, Tiiat the said Julia give notice to all
persons interested by causing a ropy of this order to
be published three weeks successively in tin- lb-pub
livan Journal, printed at Bellas!, that they may ap-

i>. Corin'.
|
Vacation, Sept, 8, 1873. i
corner
Upon the foregoing libel, Ordered, That notice of
the
Beg leave to inform their friends and
the pendency thereof be given to said libellee
public
& STM KNEY dealers in Hoots, Siioi.s,
by
generally that they are now puepaml to waif upon
J Ki'iskmks, Stock. & Findings, respectfully publishing an attested copy of the same, with this
them at. short notice. ALL ORDERS BY MAIL
order thereon, three weeks successively in the Reunuounce to tlu* citizens of Helfast anti vicinity that
PROMPTLY ATTENDED TO.
a
public newspaper printed at
they are now prepared to give as jgood bargains in publican'Journal,
T. L. MACE.
tip* above jjrS can be had in the city, and hope by Belfast, in said county, the last publication thereof
tf41
A. A. IIUltD
be
to
twenty
days at least before the term of tl]u
strict attention to business to merit a liberal share of
Supreme Judicial Count, next to he hulden lit Belfast,
your patronage.
(bait’s calf-bools, sewed or pegged, made to order within and for the Countv of Waldo, on the third
For Sale!
Tuesday of October next, that said libellee mav then
on short notice, liepairing neatly and promptly done.
and there appear and show cause, if any she has,
No. *»8, CUSTOM HOUSE SQUAliE.
STAVES, FISH BARREL STAVES and
why the prayer of the libellant should not be granted.
<
(Under .Journal Mice.)
TURNED HEADS, all seasoned.
J. CL DICKERSON, .1. s. j. c.
I L. STICKN EV.
A true eopv of libel and order thereon.
,J. C. CATES, .Jit.,
S. A. HOWES & CO.
ls73.
-'7,
Helfast,
Attest W. (1. FRYE, Clerk.
11
b\\
May
Sept. 15, lS?:b—

of Main and Cross Sts., Belfast.

i

i:.

l’robat«

s p. \\ inn.max, of Morrill, in tin* said
('omity of Waldo, respectfully libels ami gives
the court to be informed that lie was
lawfully married to his wife, Clara M. Wellman, at
Peppered,
Mass., on the l'.'th day of October, lMtlii; that since
their said intermarriage your libellant lias behaved
liimsell toward bis said wife as « lmtbfnl u>ld a#ecImslmnd, blit Hint sttid libellee regardless of
her marriage covenant and duty, without. justifiable
cause and without intent on the
part of vour libellant
lo thereby procure a divorce, in
Isn, wholly
deserted your libellant, and lias continued said desertion 10 tin* present time; and has
repeatedly informed your libellant tlmt she shall never live with
bint again; that your libeliaiit has resided in
good
liutli within tins state for more tlmn one
year now
hist
and that said libellee now resides in
lvp-

Holder* In

1

p.

,,

J H CHADWICK & CO

the

HLHL GRIE&CO.

FOREIGN

SES

oiaMi:.\ n.i*

iu«r tir«

'lutin' Uninn'iili/e the ,hint h*i'x oj tin' Sujireint’
.Ttulnhtl Court, next to beholden at ltd fad.
icitliin and for tin■ County of Waldo, on
tin' third Tuesday of tletoher next,

ST.

m.i

-m.i

..

Riano Music, Magazines, &c., &<•., bound with neatness and dispatch.
Return freight paid.
f»nif>2
All orders promptly attended to.

Plain

A VcfrT'TATlT.T' PRI1URA TR
v
! ]»U
w
ftQQTS
'dined vnh other
F RUITS,
properties. which iu their nature aro Cathartic.
Ape:ivru;, Nutritious, Inur. t: •. Alterative an.l Autiliiiioum
TIm win !•• i n pre
•.) iu a BUlheient
a the
t UAlt i AMsi t
•Huntitv of spirit
m
tLetu
\>
climate
Lie
It
any
iaaLeu tLo
keep

!

u

m 1

1»11:i • in hi.'

the

Job 1*b§ yii\u Oi l m i:
Mi. Ill Main M (Lji Stairs,) Hclfasl. Mr.

t>vi*r

PTTIiEr.Y
XS
HERRS, a.;.]

|
I’.,

Sept, ldth,

; In»

.«•

'l*

BOSTON lead

fllHK ''l Bst'LIBKL wishing to close out his
business in .Belfast, oilers his entire stock for
'■'I.
consisting of Stoves, Tin-Ware, &c., &c., including fools, shop and Store.
file above i< well located and presents a good opportunity tor any otie wishing ’<> carry on the stov e
business" in Belfast.
A. l>.’ KKKNCH.
Belfast April 1", ls?o.
tflo
Persons imlehteil to tin subscriber ar«* re*|U«-st*-d
to call ami settle immediately.
A. 1>. KLK.\( 11.

-M

AI>Y EKT1SKU

i.i

o'clock, I*

«

1

:

.vuirid. m n hi
Pelmont.

purchaser.
Waldoboro, duly II. Is.'-L—Jit.

having presented a petition
changed to Hannah Wilson.

Iron and

FURNISHING GOODS

t

Part1'-,
Cross, Joshua, 1 mill ami priv1!« g.
Hunt, Ccorgv I-'Part '.'s
:,
White, J. W.. Poston, 1 house. 1 bam.

Stable connected with the house is the only one in
town and no place in the State affords a better opportunity to work a dozen teams. Any person desiring
to engage in the hotel business in invited to call ami
examine the premises, or address
.JOHN L. MILLKIL or
mii.N 1). MILLKIL
ferms of sal* will he made satisfactory to tin*

At a I’robale » ourt held
the County of Waldo,
September, A. I). !>:::.

I

(

1

contemplate

Watson, 1 sane.
(iardiier, Samuel,
Thomas, Charles,

1

■IW 10

ROIX.
\|

Imi. I,’
P.u

—

MANUFACTURER'S PRICES!

R.

i.

iii.l satut ‘l:iv, at
is I l»m
Ui-ftiinii:
\\ ill
hi1'
P.-toii
ii‘*'i!a
I 1111!'-•«I.i\ ami 1 i.la\, til

I

Young, .John,

Jl

F O K

W

Capt.

Will I.

I.OWia I..

gain the well known Hotel, called the
MEDOMAK HOUSE situated in this
village, together with the Stably and out
Said lions* i- in
ibuildings connected.
good repair, delightfully and centrally located on tie'
hank of tin Medomak Liver, containing do rooms,
well arranged for the comfort of guests. Waldoboro
contains .Yoon inhabitants, the natural centre for trade
of b> surrounding towns, situated on the lim* of the
Knox & Kiimoln L. 1L, daily communication with
Boston by rail, weekly communication with Portland by steamer, and being the only Public House in
town, with a good business established, render,
this a verv desirable point for a hotel. The Livery

a

S. M i: H

EATAHDZ2T

I'aki:

at a

At

JOHNSON.

p.

ST F.

—

an

•

the world is attained ill England, and that
the highest of all is readied on tile (treat
Western railway—the speed on the latter
being given roundly as lifts miles an hour.

avern

K A M K R

I

Capt. J.

..

PbOBATE NOTICES.

cheap. Any

RIGGS’

for Sale I

WEEK !

PER

CAMBRIDGE

.-

Main!, situated in Brooks
Tin- (Hi; lim sk
with
stable in connection and about one
acre* of land on which is a valuable
young orchard of grafted fruit. Tliiis the most desirable location in the Village. Also
one t;j;i>l MILK and one SAW MILL.
'] he best
privilege in the Village together with the laid,
yards and conveniences attached. 1 >esiruble location
liir a factory or mill of am
description, Crist ml!
newly repaired. Will he sold at a bargain it applied
lor soon.
It- not sold at private sale, will b. put 1 p
at auction on October Ith.
ferms reasonable.
•'hnosl
X. IIILKS, Brooks, Maine.

I'OR THE A HOVE

TRIPS
S

3XTotic?€3 !

(>.

Village

STEAMERS ON THE ROUTE

1 OUR

Instruments, which with

Non-IJesideut tax in the t'Wii of li.-lnmn!. m the
County of Waldo, for the \. ,ir i-,
rPH K follow lug list of tax. on real i-siato of non
JL resident ow ners in the town ot Ih lmont. for
year lsr#-\ in bills committed to Samuel Fletcher,
collector of said town, on the :51st <inv oi August. it.
l*C-\ has been returned bv him to me. a- r-.-mainii.
unpaid on tin- *.*oih day of \ugu-t, |x::j, b\ In-,-ertiri
cate of that date, and now remain unpaid, and notice
is hereby given that if the -aid ta\e- and interest and
charges are not paid into the treasury of said town
within eighteen months from the date of the com
mitment of the said bills, -,» much of the r. al
-tat.
taxed as will be sutHeieni to pa> tin- aim.mil d
therefor, including interest and charges, will be -••hi
at public auction, at mv dwelling house in -aid tow u.
on the ttrstday of March.
at om
clock m tlm
afternoon

For Sale !

themgo; tiny call you a ed since that evening. [Sutter (Cal.) Banim'
peacock or eagle, or any other bird, as | eer. August
lie ease may be. to please you: but they
R. Y. GRIE
GO.
RIGGS wishes to inform his friends and
The following table, prepared by the
mugh as soon as your back is turned; for
customers that he still continues to manufacAF.
Wholesale Dealers in
they know what you are. If yon are a New York World, exhibits the rate of tax- ture and sell at wholesale and retail Crackers, Pilot,
jackass they know it. And these weak- ation levied on such articles of iron and Ship and Soda Bread, Oyster Crackers, Pies, Oakes Groceries, Grocer’s
and Gingerbread.
ssrs, tliese dishonesties, these
corrupting Steel, etc., as enter into direct consumption
a new feature I will bake
Drugs, Crockery,
Unless imported from
pretences, after all win but very little, it upon the farm.
Wooden Ware, & Co
false coin that you give, and you get abroad, the government does not receive White Loaf Bread
Rockland, duly 1-t. Is?.!. liiii.V.'
false change as well as false goods. It i- a
exaction.
It
all
the
benefit
by
penny
afternoon. Brown Bread as usual Sunday
far tlm best thing for one to attempt to be passes into the pockets of the protected every
morning.
A. F. Riggs. Cross St.
real, and to be willing to appear at just class.
As if this was not enough, the
Belfast, June liti.— tf51
D. BUGBEE & GO.
what he is worth. [Beecher.
has
cost
of
railsame system
doubled the
SELLERS
BOOK
roads, so that it cost fully one-half more to
Gall
and
See
to market than it did before any
get
grain
The
London
1! ui.w vi Si'i;i;i>.
ACCOUNT BOOK MANUFACTURERS AND
Engineer such
of WOOLEN GOODS of all
BOOK BINDERS, Bangor, Me. Account Books ol
improvements were in existence. Let as good an assortment
Kites that the highest railway speed in
grades, usually found in a
this list:
farmers
every description ruled to pattern, made to order.

Miiak you

prefer,

ton

I

TWO

sounding

Violins, Guitars, Flutes,

House for Sale.

A

v. lm
is heard all over the land,
sn
and
in
and
fashion,
-ea-on,
pur-

any other Band

Plates.
making and inserting

Property

1873. Arrangement for tbe-Season of 1873.

be, and the mellow noise of him

all Orchestral; in fact all instruments in common
use, Violin and duitar Strings, and all Mu-ical Mi
clmndise will be found in plenty, variety, and ut
reasonable prices, at the -top- of
.1. (’. ll\ Y\l> ,x rn
[Opp. the Court Hons.
« uirt St
liu -ton.

indirectly—has ever occured
from burning, storing or handling it.
The immense yearly loss to HOTEL FOR SALE.
life and property, resulting
BUST < H-TANCK YET!!
from the use of cheap and danI he subscriber oilers for sale
bar

or

Boston.

(£C IU CIO A

or

tf40

Valuable

300,000 FAMILIES!

|U|/>*I|T,V Made Rapidly with Stencil & Key
lYIUllL I Check Outfits. Catalogues and lull
particulars FREE. S. M. Si*f.n< fr, 11? Hanover St.,

<<T>SYCHOMANTCV,

to

(

OWEN

(>1! SOI L CIIAKMIXU.”
H<»\v either sex may fascinate and gain the
JL
love and affections of any person they choose, instantly. This Simple mental acquirement all can
possess, free, by mail, for 25 cents ; together with a
Marriage (Juide, Egyptian Oracle, Dreams, Hints to
Ladies, A queer book. 100,000 sold. Address T.
WILLIAM &CO., Publishers, Philadelphia.

of

acres

WTi VIV/TT? XT

W

given

to

soon

Cornets, Altos, Basses,

Manufactured expressly to
displace the use of volatile and Salfst^^^^s,. with twenty four
of land,
good mowing land.
dangerous oils. Its safety un- bant of which is Km|uire
of
W
KKKNCH.
apt.
der every possible test, and its
I incolnville. Aug.
lsLf -tlS
perfect burning qualities, are
proved by its continued rise in
over

is

Improved Dental

artificial teeth.

a

or

chase the best

cluding
MORRISON’S DENTAL ENGINE!
by which the process is rendered much less painful
and tedious than by the old methods. Teeth insert
Dr. Folsom’s

BOSTON & LOWELL

the Cornet
practices
he in haste, in the

Moore, corner of Church and
/^UTYTy Spring Streets, lias all the latent
improved instruments for operating upon teeth, in-

Particular attention

-FOR-

18?;>.—ti'is

A RAND Hi [HER! VILLAGE
is,

"LOMBARD,

ed in Rubber or Celluloid Base, as persons
lie has the country right for tlie use of

Subscriber, at Wkst Wixtkkkokt

PLUMMER.

B.
April :Jfi,

Dr.

Fire!

Taking

or

su-

Rart

<ilr,s alul hi,ys "ant
ed to sell our French and
American Jewelry, Books, (James, &e.; in their own
localities. No capital needed. Catalogue,
terms,
&c., sent Fuff. P. u. VICKERY &('()., Augusta,
Maine.

and

Jl*

Successor to Dr. C. MOORE.
May still be found at the old stand

Taisv

l*ii

..

you

Illuminating qualities
perior to gas. Burns in
lamp without danger of

prompt

ji.)>-.e>siug

ynu.

—-

AT WHOLESALE and RETAIL

Ill
II II
III I’ll!. I I.M k.
lit. III made
■a hall'a I'Kil, il is better that
you should
"•'into In- lull I’ a too] than that vou should
make believe that you are wise.
All ani- peacefully on the wardrobe shelf.
\nd that is how -lie does it.
mal.- are willing to seem what they are.
i' always willing to be thought
At. a
I 111 WiinNi; Si*l£im£.
The following
ami lie li inir- (toil in ii.
Aa
>1
alway s willing tube thought an st.n-\ i- from Bartlett Springs, where, as
a ell known, there are a number of small
:iml lie t'ullills the luiietioii.s given to
■H I
various ipialities. The
\ ell if lie line-, look \\ iser than lie is.
in.
spl ine's
Ibr a man should In- willing to be just water I some is reeommeiuleil for ilrink(' nl made him.
Not thai
iug purposes, iif others for bathing, or for
l de-iie Vi increase, to augment
his the eiuv of certain diseases; but the one
limits; lint that he should lint put his to which nitr narrative refers is a small
soda spring, the water of which is consid.ney mu at interest -. lint a man who is
iii ismt
.bad better admit himself igno- ered £iu excellent drink, and a spring
til
A man who is ant a genius had bet- recommended for the cure of corns.
It seems that an old gentleman who was
]■ not think himself to
lie a
genius, A
troubled with corns made it a practice to
mu wli" is poor had better think he is
I
\ man who is unskilled had better go to tin- soda spring every evening and
|.
I in t that he is unskilled.
Whatever you give his corns a soak before turning in for
ire, w hi!"you strive for greater excellence, the night, uniler the impression that it was
file aristocratic visitors
land
tliat which is true and right, and the corn spring,
if. let make ourself out to be more than likewise made it a practice to go to the soda
mi as.1 *• not attempt to put on guises spring and take a drink before
.uni pretences, in vain hope of winning which was usually a little after the old
praise. A man talks to me in such a way gentleman got through soaking his corns.
Ilie\ were rather fastidious ill their tastes
that 1 ean see through him in a moment.
I !• i i
ry ing t" make an impression on me and would very carefully rinse out the cup
ib- n himself, or about this, that or the before taking a drink, Imt one evening one
ther tiling, and the moment the door is of them happened to come down a little
earlier than common and found the old
Mil 1
ay, ••what a l'ool he was to think I
mid not see through hint '" And yet I gentleman soaking his corns as usual. The
straight to my neighbor and play the high-toned chap indignantly demanded
“Ain't this the corn
line trick : and when 1 am
gone hi says. wliat lie meant.
What afoul!"
And he goes to his neighmeekly i!i.|uired the old mail.
spring
This is a soda spring.”
ii"]• and
does tile same thing!
Your ••Corn spring!
"Wc'i," -aid the old man. “1 thought there
imiaeter in the community is a thing
ii ed definitely, and your reputation gen- 11111-1 be something wrong; 1 have been
rally will be what your character is o ming here every night for a week and 1
see as it
Men see through your shams
helped my corns a bit.”
They ae- couldn't
The water of that spring has been neglectand call
oinmodate
what

DR. G. P.

Always Uniform!

ml tor
Parties who wish to purchase will do well to
Circulars and Descriptive Price ! is. which will b«
forwarded, upon application, free.

and upward-;
Dot uff (it ns,
Breech Loaders, 8Ju to 825<>, Lilies.
(Juns
and Cap Rill* -,
Dart
Revolvers,
(loods sent to all parts of the count r>
lie examined
C.
().
to
1)..
express
before paid for. W«• send a genuine
\Y. & C. Scott it Sons’ .Muzzle Loader, U it It Flask,
Pouch and Cleaning Rod, nicely boxed, for s:;:*,
Send stamp for Price List. SMITH it SOI'I RES.
52-*> Broadway and 50 Chatham St.. \. V.

G® PLEA Si: Cl YE ISA CALL

For sale l»v tin*

DENTISTRY!

Perfectly Odorless!

\\

for dinner, (and.
indeed, the informal two o'clock dinner at
Congress Hall obviates the necessity of
much toilet.) after which a nap, in which
the hat and veil do not figure, the "little
love" probably being t hankful for its afterIf its fair owner is amnoon sie-ta. also.
bition- to make most of the moments as
thev flee, she will take a drive before supper—the hat and veil again. A couple of
hours at her toilet bring the shades of
e\ cllilig and the soft lustre of the
gas, under which sin sweeps, blooming as Auroto
the
ra.
dining-room, leaving her
precious little "beaut ilier” to slumber
breakla-t

Safe!

Absolutely

CELEBRATED

SOLD BY ALL DRUGGISTS.

consisting

of DRY

StM ladepsndeni Line!

X, L SUPER PHOSPHATE !

VEST FACTORY
Just opened at Brooks
FANCY GOODS.

S. L. DODGE.

ROCKLAND, ME.,
>

BRADLEY’S

STORE!

Brooks, Sept. 4.—tiV

:»

ot the sick-room have discovered that in Taki: \nt
i.xt Ski/izkk Ai’kkikst they have a
Kki t.i:v
tonie, a febrifuge, a laxitive, a diuretic, a correcti\ e.
a regulating and anti-bilious medicine, equal to all
ordinary exigencies, and good for every ailment of
the stomach, the bowels, the nerves, the muscles,
and the secretive organs.

LA.TEST

XTEW

ASTRAL OIL!

The Prisoners

In llr never permits the eye of mail
behold her complexion by tile light of
garish day. And this is how she does it:
She completes her morning toilet with
her hat. The hat necessitates the veil.
This i- a tiny square of drab gauze, dotted
iiilinitessinialh with black, and reaching
just to the dimple in her chin, l'his head
gear is assumed ostensibly for tile beforebreakfast-glnss of Congress water, after
which it is too much trouble to take oil'
one's h:ii before breakfast.
After breaklast a glas.-of Columbian: then a ramble
in the park, or a drive, or a piazza flirtation. during which ('harles Augustus wonder- tlutsly, solfo voce: “If her complexion i- -o dooced stunning under that veil,
what mu-t it
be without it !J"
(l’oor
l’oor Charles Augustus!
lie
youth.)
does not know what an enhancer of his
charmer's charms is a little bit of drab
gauze
spoiled with black—he doesn’t
know that in the secret privacy of her
chamber, -he loudly calls it her “beautitier. and her "little love," and guards it
more jealously than she does even her
Hut this will pass.
The
back hair!

toga

to

"Uie

PRATT’S

j

[
|

J

WaLDo, ss.— Si i*. .in,, corn', j
In Vacation, Sept, s, wa.
;
Upon the foregoing libel. Ordered, That notice of
the pendency thereof be given to said libellee hv pub
lishmgan attested copy of the same, with this'order
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